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Chapter 1
General introduction

General introduction

Adequate performance of motor skills is one of the prerequisites for successful
and prolonged participation in sports and exercise (Larsen, Kristensen, Junge,
Rexen, & Wedderkopp, 2015). The fundamentals of these skills are learned
during childhood and early adolescence. Children can learn new skills either
by playing and discovering, for example when playing outside, or by formal
instruction, for example during physical education or sports practice. For the
majority of the children these experiences lead to a sufficient level of motor
skills given their age. However, for a group of children the development of
motor skills is not self-evident. These include children with a motor disorder,
like Cerebral Palsy (CP) or Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD), or
children with a motor delay. Their lower level of motor skills can lead to reduced
confidence, self-efficacy and enjoyment of physical activity, in turn leading
to reduced participation in sports and physical activity (Cairney et al., 2005;
Cairney & Veldhuizen, 2013; Capio, Sit, Abernethy, & Masters, 2012a; Jarus,
Lourie-Gelberg, Engel-Yeger, & Bart, 2011; Palisano et al., 2011; Schreuer,
Sachs, & Rosenblum, 2014).
Optimizing motor learning and performance has gained considerable
attention from a variety of disciplines, including cognitive psychology, sports
and rehabilitation (Hodges & Williams, 2012; Magill & Anderson, 2014; SmitsEngelsman et al., 2013). This has also led to a variety of theories describing motor
learning and paradigms to improve motor performance, with a majority of the
work being performed among healthy adults. However, the amount of studies that
have applied these theories to motor learning of typically developing children or
children with motor difficulties is limited. Also, individual characteristics that
may affect motor learning and control in children are not often considered in
the literature. Increasing knowledge about characteristics of a person that can
influence the process of motor learning, and how children differ in this respect,
is the first step in developing more individualized protocols in the field of motor
development, sports and rehabilitation.
This thesis will focus on applying implicit and explicit motor learning
methods to children, both typically developing children, and children with
motor difficulties. In this introduction the theory of implicit and explicit motor
learning, and the differences between both learning paradigms will be explained.
Next, the role of working memory capacity, which is often mentioned as an
individual factor that may constrain motor learning, is discussed. Following,
the methods used in this thesis to promote implicit and explicit learning are
explained. Finally, the aims of this thesis and the outline are described.
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1.1 Implicit and explicit motor learning
The majority of Dutch people learn to ride a bike at a very young age. When
being asked how this combination of steering, pedalling and keeping balance
on two narrow wheels is done, it is very hard to explain this process. Because
the skill was learned a long time ago, it is already fully automatized. It can
even be questioned if this process was really ‘known’ when the movement was
learned at such a young age. Moreover, thinking about how the movement is
performed could actually be distracting and make a person wobble while riding.
At the same time, doing something completely different while riding a bike,
for example listening to music, having a conversation, or even texting without
hands on the steering wheel, is often not problematic. When someone does not
have to think about riding a bike, their mind can wonder freely to other things.
The opposite occurs when a new activity is learned at a later age, for example
spike boarding (a combination between skateboarding and cross-country skiing).
One way to learn this is to just get on and try it. However, most people find it
very helpful if they receive instructions on how to stand on the board, how to
hold the stick, and how to synchronize the push-off with the stick and the pushoff with the foot without falling off.
These examples illustrate the different stages of motor learning that are described
in traditional views of motor learning (Adams, 1971; Anderson, 1983; Fitts &
Posner, 1967). These views state that motor learning always starts in a cognitive,
explicit stage, as described in the latter example. This initial stage of motor learning
is characterized by an increase in knowledge about the execution of the movement.
This knowledge can originate from different sources, the most self-evident being
verbal instructions from another person. But this knowledge can also be acquired
by the learner, for instance, by using visual or tactile feedback resulting from
movement execution. All of the acquired knowledge then needs to be kept active
and available for processing and is manipulated and/or applied to the next attempt
in order to improve motor performance. As a result, this type of learning places a
high demand on cognitive resources, and specifically on working memory. With
practice, the amount of cognitive control reduces until the movement is completely
automatized. In this stage the knowledge is no longer used to control movement
execution and attending to this knowledge can actually be counterproductive and
de-automatize movement execution, just like the bike riding example.
But learning does not always necessarily occur via an increase in declarative
knowledge. For an implicit learning process a context is created that aims to
prevent or minimize the accumulation of knowledge and with that promote
more unconscious, automatic control processes to regulate movement execution
(Masters, 1992). In practice it is often denoted as ‘learning by doing’, while
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explicit learning is referred to as ‘learning by knowing’. However, eliciting
an implicit learning process is not just a case of withholding instructions and
feedback, as learners can also develop knowledge based on their experiences
while performing movements. Therefore, implicit learning methods have to
actively prevent knowledge accumulation, for example by loading the cognitive
resources, like working memory, with a different task (see Masters & Poolton,
2012). As motor performance does not require cognitive control, implicit
learning is supposed to be less dependent of age and cognitive resources. It
has therefore been suggested that it is particularly suitable for children or
individuals with poor cognitive resources (Jongbloed-Pereboom, Janssen,
Steenbergen, & Nijhuis-van der Sanden, 2012; Masters, van der Kamp, &
Capio, 2013; Steenbergen, Van Der Kamp, Verneau, Jongbloed-Pereboom, &
Masters, 2010). The first aim of this thesis is to examine the applicability of
implicit and explicit motor learning paradigms for children with typical and
a-typical motor development.

1.2 The role of working memory
Working memory (WM) is often described as a crucial cognitive resource
in (explicit) motor learning. WM is used for the conscious memorizing,
manipulation and application of information (Maxwell, Masters, & Eves,
2003). This information can consist of either verbal elements (i.e., verbal
instructions) or visuospatial elements (i.e., visual feedback). According to the
dominant model of working memory, different systems are responsible for the
storage of this verbal or visuospatial information, the phonological loop and
the visuospatial sketchpad (Baddeley, 2003). As a result, individuals can differ
in their capacity to process these different types of information, which may
influence the motor learning process. First of all, the capacity of this storage
base develops during childhood and does not reach its full capacity until
adolescence (Alloway & Alloway, 2013). Also, research has shown relations
between working memory and the level of motor skills in typically developing
children (Davis, Pitchford, & Limback, 2011; Diamond, 2000; Piek, Dawson,
Smith, & Gasson, 2008; Piek et al., 2004; Rigoli, Piek, Kane, & Oosterlaan,
2012). In addition, many developmental disabilities, like CP and DCD, show
a high comorbidity of working memory difficulties (Adams, Lust, Wilson, &
Steenbergen, 2016; Bottcher, Flachs, & Uldall, 2010; Jongbloed-Pereboom
et al., 2012; Piek, Dyck, Francis, & Conwell, 2007; Wilson, Ruddock, SmitsEngelsman, Polatajko, & Blank, 2013). This sub-optimal level of working
memory capacity for children in general and children with motor difficulties in
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particular is expected to negatively influence motor learning. However, to date
this assumption has not directly been tested in these populations.
WM capacity is presumed to be required in explicit learning, but not in
implicit learning (Buszard, Masters, & Farrow, 2017; Buszard & Masters, 2017;
Janacsek & Nemeth, 2013; Maxwell et al., 2003; Seidler, Bo, & Anguera, 2012).
While a distinction between verbal and visuospatial WM capacity is often not
made, it is described that WM in general is used to develop, store, manipulate, and
apply declarative knowledge. Even though this knowledge can originate from
different sources and can be both verbal or visuospatial in nature, experimental
setups described in the literature focus on the verbal aspect. For example, a
role for WM is often assumed when declarative knowledge is accumulated after
practice (e.g. Masters, 1992; Maxwell et al., 2003; Maxwell, Masters, Kerr, &
Weedon, 2001; Poolton, Masters, & Maxwell, 2005). This amount of declarative
knowledge is tested with verbal reports, which emphasizes the verbal nature
of the knowledge that is acquired during practice. Differences in the amount
of (verbal) declarative knowledge that is reported following implicit and
explicit practice protocols is then taken as evidence for a difference in WM
involvement during learning. However, this procedure may underestimate the
role of visuospatial WM which is responsible for knowledge that is less suitable
or available for verbal report. There are even some indications that it is this
visuospatial WM that may play a larger role in implicit learning (Bo, Jennett, &
Seidler, 2012; Jongbloed-Pereboom, Janssen, Steiner, Steenbergen, & Nijhuisvan der Sanden, 2017). It is therefore important to include both aspects of WM
to better understand and compare their involvement in implicit and explicit
motor learning. In addition, this assessment of the amount of declarative
knowledge only provides indirect evidence for the involvement of WM during
learning, as it does not indicate if the amount of accumulated knowledge is
related to improvements in performance and how this is related to WM capacity.
For example, it is unknown if individuals with better WM capacity develop
more knowledge or improve their performance more following explicit learning
compared to individuals with lower WM capacity.
Another paradigm often employed to study the involvement of WM on
motor performance after implicit and explicit motor learning is the dual-task
(Abernethy, 1988). The rationale behind this paradigm is that a secondary,
often cognitive demanding task, needs to be performed in concurrence with
the primary motor task. When motor execution is dependent on cognitive
control (i.e., explicit learning on working memory involvement) performance
on the motor task diminishes in this dual-task situation. Research in adults
has shown a decrease in performance after explicit learning in these dual-task
conditions, but not following implicit learning where performance remained
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stable (Masters & Poolton, 2012). This is taken as evidence that after explicit
learning, motor performance is still dependent on the involvement of cognitive
resources, like WM, while this is not the case after implicit learning. However,
this procedure still emphasizes the contributions of verbal WM capacity, just
like the verbal reports. That is, the secondary task that needs to be performed
is mostly verbal in nature, like generating random letters, counting aloud
backwards, or counting and/or responding to tones. Hence, the stability of
performance following implicit learning may therefore reflect that performance
is independent of verbal WM availability. However, visuospatial WM is not
loaded by the secondary task and can still be involved in the performance of
the task. As such, it cannot be determined if performance following implicit
learning is dependent on this availability of visuospatial WM capacity. In
addition, the results also do not provide direct evidence that WM capacity is
related to this performance decrement in a dual-task setting. If this would be
the case, the decline in performance would be smaller for participants with
better WM capacity, as the relative load of the secondary task would be smaller.
Finally, dual-task conditions are often employed when the learning process
has already taken place. The results thus indicate possible involvement of WM
during the performance of the task (especially after learning), but it does not
directly indicate if and how WM is involved in the learning process itself.
Taken together, given the development of WM capacity during childhood and
the often observed comorbidity between motor difficulties and WM problems,
implicit learning is hypothesized be a suitable method for motor learning of
children in general and children with motor difficulties in particular. This is
based on the assumption that WM underpins explicit learning; yet the direct
role of WM capacity in implicit and explicit motor learning remains unclear.
The second aim of this thesis is therefore to determine if and how WM capacity
is involved in implicit and explicit motor learning. To this end, we will include
measures of WM capacity in all of the following chapters to elucidate if individual
differences in this capacity are indeed related the individual differences in the
effectiveness of explicit learning and not of implicit learning.

1.3 Paradigms to study implicit and explicit learning
The effectiveness of different implicit and explicit learning paradigms and the
difference between both paradigms is studied in many different disciplines and
using many different methods. In basic motor learning research, the context of
the more experimental Serial Reaction Time task is used. In the more applied
research related to the practice of sports related skills, different paradigms
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have been developed to study implicit and explicit learning. The developed
paradigms aim to either promote (explicit) or reduce (implicit) the accumulation
of declarative knowledge during learning.
1.3.1 Experimental paradigm: Serial Reaction Time task
The Serial Reaction Time (SRT) task is frequently used within experimental
psychology to study the processes of implicit and explicit motor learning.
Traditionally, the SRT task is a finger tapping task in which participants learn
to push a series of buttons in response to a stimulus that appears on a screen
(Nissen & Bullemer, 1987). This stimulus follows a predetermined order in
(part of) the practice blocks. In an explicit learning condition, participants
are informed about the presence of this sequence, while participants in an
implicit condition are unaware of the sequence. As a result, participants in the
explicit condition consciously attend to the regularities in the task leading to
the accumulation of knowledge about these regularities, while participants
in the implicit condition are only concerned with a fast and correct response
to the stimulus. Across practice participants keep responding faster to the
stimuli belonging to the repeating sequence, but response times are slower
when they are faced with random stimuli or an altered sequence. This suggests
that participants, consciously or unconsciously, anticipate the next stimulus
and prepare the corresponding response on the sequence trials. Therefore, the
difference in response times between trials belonging to the fixed sequence
and the random trials shows that the sequence is learned, either implicitly or
explicitly (Destrebecqz & Cleeremans, 2001). To determine if learning was
implicit or explicit, the amount of sequence knowledge is determined at the end
of the experiment (Willingham, Nissen, & Bullemer, 1989). Participants who
are aware of the presence of a sequence, who are able to recall (parts of) this
sequence, and who show sequence specific learning, learned the task explicitly.
Participants who show sequence specific learning but who are not aware of the
presence of the sequence and are unable to recall (parts of) the sequence learned
the task implicitly.
The SRT task has been studied in numerous populations and in numerous
contexts. Collectively, the results show that when the ability for explicit
learning is diminished or absent (for example among older adults whose
working memory capacity has declined (Verneau, van der Kamp, Savelsbergh,
& de Looze, 2014), or amnesic patients whose explicit memory is impaired
(Nissen, Willingham, & Hartman, 1989)), participants are often still able to
learn the task implicitly. A few studies have applied this paradigm to motor
learning in children. They consistently showed that children, already at 4 years
old, are able to learn the task implicitly (Janacsek, Fiser, & Nemeth, 2012;
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Savion-Lemieux, Bailey, & Penhune, 2009; Thomas et al., 2004; Thomas &
Nelson, 2001). However, a benefit over an explicit learning condition in which
children are informed about the presence of a sequence is either not studied
(Janacsek et al., 2012; Meulemans, Van der Linden, & Perruchet, 1998; SavionLemieux et al., 2009; Thomas et al., 2004), or not found (Thomas & Nelson,
2001). In this latter study one of the questions was whether children actually
use the explicit knowledge that is provided to them. When children do not (have
the ability to) use explicit knowledge to improve the performance (for example
if they do not have the capacity to remember this information) it would follow
that the learning process is implicit even though an explicit context is created.
SRT tasks have also been utilized to study implicit learning in children
with CP (Gofer-Levi, Silberg, Brezner, & Vakil, 2013) and DCD (Gheysen,
Van Waelvelde, & Fias, 2011; Lejeune, Catale, Willems, & Meulemans, 2013;
Wilson, Maruff, & Lum, 2003). These studies show that children with CP and
DCD are generally slower on these tasks compared to their typically developing
peers, but they show similar learning-related improvements. Interestingly,
where typically developing children show implicit sequence specific learning as
evidenced by an increase in reaction time when faced with a random block and a
decrease in reaction time in a following sequence block, this implicit sequence
specific learning appears to be absent in children with CP and DCD. The only
exception is the study of Lejeune et al. (2013) in which children with DCD do
show sequence specific learning.
The precise mechanisms responsible for both general and sequence specific
learning in both typically developing children and children with developmental
disabilities thus remain unclear. Several studies included a measure of sequence
awareness to control if any differences between groups could be attributed to
differences in this awareness, but this was never found (Gheysen et al., 2011;
Gofer-Levi et al., 2013; Lejeune et al., 2013; Wilson et al., 2003). The studies of
Lejeune et al. (2013) and Gheysen et al. (2011) also showed that both typically
developing children and children with DCD did acquire a similar, small
amount of sequence knowledge. However, as this knowledge was unrelated to
performance on the task (Lejeune et al., 2013), and most of the children reported
not to have noticed the presence of a sequence (Gheysen et al., 2011), it was
argued that the observed improvements are the result of an implicit learning
process. In the study of Thomas and Nelson (2001) explicit knowledge of the
sequence at the end of the experiment was used to divide participants in a group
with complete sequence knowledge, and a group with no - or partial - sequence
knowledge. They showed that children with complete knowledge displayed
greater sequence learning, suggesting that sequence specific improvements may
be partially due to an explicit learning process. It is not known what determines
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if children develop this explicit knowledge, as it was not related to children being
exposed to this sequence before practice (i.e., explicit condition) or not (i.e.,
implicit condition). The number of children with complete explicit knowledge
did increase with age, but the differences were not significant. It is possible
that the amount of sequence knowledge is related to individual differences
in working memory capacity. In chapter 6 we will determine how individual
differences in WM capacity relate to differences in implicit and explicit motor
learning in an adapted SRT task.
1.3.2 Paradigms in an applied sport setting
The findings from SRT tasks provide valuable insights into the processes of
implicit and explicit motor learning. However, finger tapping tasks do not
resemble the type of motor tasks that are learned and performed in everyday
life. Masters (1992) first described a protocol to prevent the build-up of
declarative knowledge and induce implicit learning in a sport-related skill:
golf putting. In this experiment, participants practicing following the implicit
protocol carried out a random letter generation task concurrent with the motor
task of putting golf balls. The secondary task loads (verbal) WM capacity
and therefore prevents the development of declarative knowledge. Results of
the study showed that participants learned the task, without the development
of declarative knowledge. This provides evidence for the possibility to learn
a task implicitly, however, the secondary task of random letter generation is
very strenuous and difficult to apply in the daily practice of sports practice or
rehabilitation. Therefore, different protocols were developed that still minimize
the development of declarative knowledge, but which can be better applied
in practice (also see Poolton & Zachry, 2007). In this thesis we focused on
two protocols for which some evidence was already present that they could
successfully induce implicit motor learning in children: an error-minimizing
protocol and using instructions with an external focus of attention.
Error-minimizing protocols. The rationale behind error-minimizing
protocols is that performance errors can induce a hypothesis testing strategy
in participants (Maxwell et al., 2001). With this strategy, participants actively
generate hypotheses after making an error on how to adjust movement execution
and thereby to enhance performance. These hypotheses are subsequently tested
in the following trial and adjusted when another error occurs. This leads to the
accumulation of declarative knowledge. When no errors occur, no hypotheses
are generated and tested and the amount of declarative knowledge is minimized.
In the spike boarding example errorless learning could be achieved by starting
with just standing on the board with someone next to it to hold for balance.
When this is going well you try standing on it by yourself, followed by making
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just one push-off only with the paddle and gradually working your way up to
complete independent spike boarding.
Minimizing errors during practice has been used in experiments as a form
of implicit learning in adults (Chauvel et al., 2012; Chauvel, Maquestiaux,
Ruthruff, Didierjean, & Hartley, 2013; Lam, Maxwell, & Masters, 2010; Lam,
Masters, & Maxwell, 2010; Masters, Poolton, & Maxwell, 2008; Maxwell et
al., 2001; Orrell, Eves, & Masters, 2006; Poolton, Masters, & Maxwell, 2007;
Poolton et al., 2005; Savelsbergh, Cañal-Bruland, & van der Kamp, 2012),
typically developing children (Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, & Masters,
2013) and children with intellectual disabilities (Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia,
& Masters, 2013). Different types of gross motor tasks have been used,
like golf putting, balancing, or aiming with balls or beanbags. In a typical
experiment, participants in an error-minimizing condition start practicing at the
easiest target, for example by standing close to the target (e.g., golf putting,
Maxwell et al., 2001) or by aiming at the largest target (e.g., ball throwing,
Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013; Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al.,
2013). During practice the difficulty of the task gradually increases to the most
difficult target. This condition is then compared to an error-strewn condition in
which participants start with the most difficult target and difficulty is gradually
decreased over practice. In adults it has been shown that practice with an errorminimizing protocol leads to less overall errors, resulting in less hypotheses
being tested and/or a smaller pool of declarative knowledge. After errorminimizing protocols performance also seems to be more stable when faced
with a concurrent secondary task, which indicates the independence of (verbal)
WM (Maxwell et al., 2001; Poolton et al., 2005). Finally, performance also
seems to be more robust under psychological and physical fatigue (Masters &
Poolton, 2012; Masters et al., 2008; Poolton et al., 2007).
The number of studies using error-minimizing and error-strewn protocols
for motor learning in children is limited. Two studies by Capio and colleagues
used these protocols in both typically developing children (Capio, Poolton,
Sit, Holmstrom, et al., 2013) and children with intellectual disabilities
(Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013) to practice and learn an overhand
throwing skill. In the first study in typically developing children, they showed
improvement in accuracy and movement form following both protocols, with
the largest improvements found for the error-minimizing protocol. Further
analysis however showed that this improvement was only present for children
with low throwing ability at the start of the experiment. Children with high
throwing ability actually significantly decreased their performance, suggesting
that there might be a regression to the mean. Furthermore, in the error-strewn
protocol throwing accuracy decreased when faced with a cognitive dual-task
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(i.e., counting aloud backwards in twos, starting from 100) while performance
remained stable following the error-minimizing protocol regardless of initial
throwing ability. For children with intellectual disabilities similar improvements
in throwing accuracy were found across protocols, although improvements in
movement form were more pronounced after the error-minimizing protocol.
Again, a cognitive dual-task (i.e., singing a children’s song) led to decreased
performance in the error-strewn protocol while performance remained stable in
the error-reduced protocol.
Collectively, these results suggest that reducing errors during practice might
be especially beneficial for children with low motor or cognitive abilities
in order to improve their motor performance. The results from the dualtask conditions emphasize that reducing errors can indeed lead to decreased
cognitive involvement compared to the error-strewn protocols. However, the
role of WM and general cognitive abilities is unclear, especially since children
with intellectual disabilities were also able to improve their performance in the
error-strewn protocol. In addition, previous studies all report effects on a group
level, while it is very likely that individual differences in the effectiveness
of error-minimizing or error-strewn protocols exist (and also for implicit
and explicit learning in general). This is already exemplified by the finding
of Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al. (2013) that only children with low
initial throwing ability improved with an error-minimizing practice protocol.
In addition, the studies also show large standard deviations in performance and
performance improvements, confirming the large degree of individual variation.
It is therefore important to increase our knowledge on how individual differences
in WM capacity relate to differences in learning following error-reduced
and error-strewn protocols in order to make better and more individualized
predictions about the effectiveness of both protocols. Nevertheless, reducing
errors during practice seems like a promising method to induce implicit learning
and to enhance motor performance, also in children with disabilities. In chapter
3 we apply this paradigm to motor learning in children with CP and include
a measure of WM capacity as well as a cognitive dual-task to deepen our
understanding of the role for WM within this paradigm.
Manipulating the focus of attention. Another method that is used in the
studies reported in this thesis is the manipulation of the focus of attention.
Specific instructions or feedback can direct attention to internal or external
aspects of the movement (Wulf, Höß, & Prinz, 1998). An internal focus is
related to movements of the body while an external focus is related to the effect
of the movement on the environment. Extending this to the example of spike
boarding; an internal focus of attention could encompass a focus on the position
of the feet and the posture of the body. An external focus could be directed at the
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way the paddle is used to push of against the ground. Research in healthy adults
has consistently shown that motor performance and learning is enhanced when
practicing with an external focus of attention as compared to practice with an
internal focus of attention (Wulf, 2013).
According to the constrained action hypothesis the beneficial effects of an
external focus of attention can be attributed to the automatic control processes
that are promoted with this focus and that lead to more efficient motor
performance (Wulf, McNevin, & Shea, 2001). In contrast, an internal focus
interferes with these automatic processes by inducing a more conscious type
of control which relies on a larger involvement of cognitive resources. This
was also shown in dual-task conditions; performance declines when the task is
learned with an internal focus of attention, whereas performance remains stable
after learning with an external focus of attention (Wulf, 2013). Based on these
empirical similarities, an internal focus of attention can be regarded as inducing
a more explicit learning process while an external focus of attention leads to a
more implicit learning process (Kal, Prosée, Winters, & van der Kamp, 2018;
Poolton, Maxwell, Masters, & Raab, 2006). Despite these similarities, the
theoretical underpinnings for implicit and explicit learning on the one hand,
and an external and internal focus of attention on the other differ. In addition,
in a Delphi study among motor learning experts no consensus was found as to
whether an external focus of attention can be regarded as a paradigm to induce
implicit learning (Kleynen et al., 2014). It is important to consider this when
interpreting results from studies manipulating attentional focus as evidence for
implicit or explicit learning. Nevertheless, this paradigm has been studied often
for motor learning in adults, children, and different patient populations (Wulf,
2013) and is often used in practice (Kal, van den Brink, et al., 2018), making
it an important and interesting paradigm to study in regard to the aims of this
thesis.
As with the previous method, work in adults quite convincingly showed that
an external focus of attention is more beneficial during motor learning (Wulf,
2013). But again, work in children is limited and the results are equivocal. While
some studies replicated the beneficial effect of an external focus of attention
(Abdollahipour, Wulf, Psotta, & Palomo Nieto, 2015; Brocken, Kal, & van der
Kamp, 2016; Flores, Schild, & Chiviacowsky, 2015; Hadler, Chiviacowsky,
Wulf, & Schild, 2014; Thorn, 2006), others failed to show a difference between
both types of foci (e.g., Chow, Koh, Davids, Button, & Rein, 2014; Emanuel,
Jarus, & Bart, 2008; Perreault & French, 2016). In addition, this paradigm has
been studied in children with developmental disabilities showing either similar
improvements with both foci (Jarus et al., 2015), or providing evidence for the
beneficial effects of practice with an external focus of attention (Chiviacowsky,
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Wulf, & Ávila, 2013; Saemi, Porter, Wulf, & Bakhtiari, 2013). Importantly,
none of these studies found that children improved more with an internal
focus of attention. Differences in the specific instructions or feedback that are
used, as well as differences in experimental settings and populations make it
difficult to compare the results of these studies. Some authors have argued that
the divergent results may be due to individual differences between children
(Brocken et al., 2016; Emanuel et al., 2008; Perreault & French, 2016). For
example, it is difficult to control that children actually adhere to the instructions
or feedback that is provided. Only a few studies performed a manipulation check
by asking children what they were focusing on during the experiment to control
if they actually used the pre-instructed focus. However, this verbal recall can be
subject to socially desirable answers (i.e., repeating the instruction or feedback
provided by the experimenter without using it) or verbal abilities and language
skills (i.e., focusing on multiple aspects of the task but not being able to report
them) which can obscure the main focus of attention that children used (Rieber,
1969).
Also, individual differences in WM capacity and preferences for an
attentional focus may influence the effectiveness of the instructions and
feedback (Marchant, Clough, Crawshaw, & Levy, 2009; Maurer & Munzert,
2013). For example, Poolton et al. (2006) showed that an internal focus of
attention leads to a larger pool of task-relevant declarative knowledge compared
to an external focus of attention. This would indicate a larger involvement of
WM capacity during learning with an internal focus of attention. Several studies
also suggested that individuals can differ in their preference for an internal or
external focus of attention (Brocken et al., 2016; Emanuel et al., 2008; Kal et
al., 2015). Matching the instructions and feedback to this preferred focus would
elicit larger improvements and performance. It may be clear that, although
the method to direct the focus of the learner to internal or external elements
of the task has been applied more often, the inconclusive results and varying
methodologies lead to many additional questions. This again highlights that
the role of these individual differences need to better understood in order to
make better predictions about the efficacy of this motor learning method. In this
thesis, we added to this line of research by performing a study that also takes
into account individual differences and preferences in chapter 4. In chapter 5
we also used the distinction between an internal and external focus in a more
clinical setting with children with DCD.
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1.4 Aims and outline
In sum, research into optimizing motor learning among children has gained
considerable attention over the last decade. However, in order to successfully
tailor the employed motor learning methods to the individual, we need more
insight into the individual differences in response to motor learning methods and
individual characteristics that may underpin these differences. Implicit learning
is regarded as a paradigm for motor learning that would be suitable for children
in general, and children with motor difficulties in particular. However, the
number of studies that actually tested this assumption is limited and individual
differences are often not included. Also, there is no consistent evidence that the
effectiveness of explicit learning (in children) is dependent on working memory
capacity, or that implicit learning is independent of this capacity. Therefore, the
aim of the current thesis is twofold. The fist aim is to examine the applicability
of implicit learning paradigms for motor learning of children with and without
motor difficulties. The second aim is to examine if individual differences in
working memory capacity are related to the efficacy of implicit and explicit
motor learning.
To answer to these questions, we performed a series of studies. Chapter
2 describes the results of a study that tested the assumption that individual
differences in explicit motor learning are related to individual differences in
working memory capacity in a group of children with low motor abilities.
An explicit context was created by providing children with explicit rules and
facts about how to perform the task. The amount of declarative knowledge
accumulated during practice, as well as the role of working memory capacity
were determined to assess the extent to which learning was explicit. In chapter
3, we follow-up on the already performed studies on error-minimizing and errorstrewn learning and designed a study to test how individual differences affect
motor learning with this paradigm in children with CP. Next, we designed two
studies in which the focus of attention of the learner was manipulated. In chapter
4, we examined the role of individual differences on the effect of practice with
an internal or external focus of attention. We included measures of WM capacity
and preferred focus in a golf putting task in typically developing children. In
addition, we have used the distinction between an internal and external focus of
attention in a feasibility study in a clinical context, which is described in chapter
5. Children’s physical therapists provided children with DCD with feedback
during practice of a complex motor task that directed the attention to internal
or external elements of the task. Finally, we included a more process-oriented
study of implicit and explicit motor learning in chapter 6. In this study, children
practiced a SRT task which required a gross motor response: flexing the elbow
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to a sequence of required angles. This task allowed for continuous measures of
both movement speed and movement accuracy. In most of the studies, measures
for verbal and visuospatial WM capacity were included (apart from chapter 3,
where we only included a measure of verbal WM capacity) to determine if and
how WM capacity influences implicit and explicit motor learning.
The experimental chapters will be followed by a so-called knowledge transfer
chapter (chapter 7). This chapter will outline how the experimental work of this
thesis has been performed in parallel with a practical line of research. This
combination between research and practice has led to insights in the use of
implicit and explicit learning in practice and to a tool for practitioners. Finally,
we will combine the results of the studies in chapter 8, the general discussion,
to answer the main aims of this thesis and discuss the broader context of the
findings of our studies. Here, we will also discuss the theoretical and practical
implications of the results and make suggestions for future research in the field
of implicit and explicit motor learning of children.
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Chapter 2
The roles of declarative knowledge
and working memory in explicit motor
learning and practice among children
with low motor abilities
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Abstract
Effective learning methods are essential for motor skill development and
participation in children with low motor abilities. Current learning methods
predominantly aim to increase declarative knowledge through explicit
instructions that necessitate sufficient working memory capacity. This
study investigated the roles of declarative knowledge and working memory
capacity in explicit motor learning of children with low motor abilities. We
studied both acquisition performance (i.e., performance during practice) and
learning (i.e., the improvement in performance from pretest to posttest). After
practice with explicit instructions, children with low motor abilities showed
significant learning, albeit that improvement was relatively small. However,
working memory capacity and declarative knowledge did not predict learning.
By contrast, working memory capacity and declarative knowledge did predict
performance during practice. These findings suggest that explicit instructions
enhance motor performance during practice, but that motor learning per se is
largely implicit in children with low motor abilities.

Explicit learning children low motor abilities

2.1 Introduction
Childhood is one of the most important phases for acquiring and refining
motor skills. Children start with learning the most fundamental motor skills,
such as running, jumping and throwing. These lay the foundation for further
development of more complex skills that are required in sports and physical
activity (Gallahue & Osmun, 2006). However, this development and refinement
of motor skills is not self-evident for all children. For example, approximately
5-6% of all school-aged children experience difficulties with, or delay in, motor
skill learning and control, and are formally diagnosed with Developmental
Coordination Disorder (DCD; American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
Improving the motor skills of children with low motor abilities, including, but
not limited to children with DCD, is important to enable participation in sports,
physical activity, and activities of daily living. In this respect, it is increasingly
recognized that motor learning interventions should be tailored to the children’s
individual motor and cognitive abilities and constraints (Chow, Davids, Button,
& Renshaw, 2015). At present, explicit instructions are the most common
intervention to promote motor learning in physical education and therapy (e.g.,
Johnson, Burridge, & Demain, 2013), but the degree to which this is suitable
for children with low motor abilities has not been studied as of yet. The present
study aims to examine the effectiveness of explicit instructions in motor
learning in children with low motor abilities. Children with low motor abilities
are less proficient in motor skills compared to their peers, but are not formally
diagnosed with DCD. In the non-clinical research literature children with low
motor abilities are often referred to as ‘at risk’ or ‘probable’ DCD because of the
large similarity in motor difficulties to children with DCD (Geuze, Schoemaker,
& Smits-Engelsman, 2015).
Although we target children with low motor abilities, it is informative to
provide some background on the motor problems that characterize children with
DCD. Children with DCD often show more effortful, erratic movements than
typically developing peers. These movements also show large variability from
trial-to-trial (Wilson et al., 2013). Moreover, children with DCD have problems
attending to the relevant task aspects. This not only hinders movement planning,
but has also been argued to hamper identification of-, and learning from errors
(Adams et al., 2016; Smits-Engelsman et al., 2013). It is likely that (parts of)
these problems are also present among the larger group of children with low
motor abilities. A recent meta-analysis showed that effective motor interventions
in children with DCD included task-specific practice with an emphasis on
enhancing children’s problem-solving ability and the provision of feedback
(Smits-Engelsman et al., 2013, see also Schoemaker & Smits-Engelsman,
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2015). Interestingly, these are constituents of explicit learning, but the benefits
of these interventions were found to be dependent on children’s verbal abilities
(Green, Chambers, & Sugden, 2008). Hence, weaknesses in using, manipulating
and/or retaining verbal, explicit information may be an important constraint
on motor learning in children with DCD, and possibly other children with low
motor abilities. In other words, these children can benefit from explicit motor
learning, but may be poorly equipped to do so.
Explicit motor learning has traditionally been conceived as motor skills that
progress through distinct stages, during which control is initially explicit or conscious
but eventually becomes implicit or automatized (Adams, 1971; Anderson, 1983;
Fitts & Posner, 1967). Consequently, learners must first become consciously aware
of rules and facts on how to move. They have to accumulate declarative knowledge
for learning to proceed. Declarative knowledge refers to rules that learners can
verbalize and consciously apply to try to control and improve the execution of the
movement. This knowledge typically originates from the instructions, feedback, and
other cues provided by coaches, teachers, therapists or other movement experts (see
Magill & Anderson, 2014, for an overview). Verbal recall protocols, which require
participants to verbalize any rules or facts about the movement they have learned,
are used to tap into this pool of declarative knowledge. Indeed, studies using these
protocols have shown that adults build up a fairly extensive pool of declarative
knowledge following explicit motor learning interventions (i.e., Masters, 1992;
Maxwell, Masters, & Eves, 2000; Maxwell et al., 2001).
It has been argued that a learner’s attentional and cognitive capacities are
an important prerequisite for the accumulation and application of declarative
knowledge, and hence also for explicit motor learning (Buszard, Farrow, et
al., 2017; Buszard & Masters, 2017; Halsband & Lange, 2006; Maxwell et al.,
2003). In particular, the conscious memorizing and manipulation of information
relies on working memory. Consequently, working memory capacity may affect
explicit learning, especially in the initial stage of learning. That is, with practice
the need for conscious control and attention is thought to gradually decrease
until the movement is fully automated. Although it has been argued that motor
learning can proceed without the learner becoming consciously aware of rules
and facts on how to move (i.e., implicit motor learning, see Masters, 1992;
Steenbergen et al., 2010), most coaches, teachers, therapists do predominantly
stimulate the accumulation of declarative knowledge early in learning (Johnson
et al., 2013; Kal, van den Brink, et al., 2018), also for children with low motor
abilities (Smits-Engelsman et al., 2013). As working memory capacity is
developing during childhood (Gathercole, Pickering, Ambridge, & Wearing,
2004), and may relate to motor abilities (Piek et al., 2008; Wilson et al., 2013),
we are interested in how the accumulation of declarative knowledge and working
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memory capacity relate to motor performance and learning in children with low
motor abilities.
A series of studies have provided evidence that explicit motor learning depends
on working memory functioning (see Masters & Poolton, 2012, for a review).
The majority of this evidence is indirect. For example, adults were shown
to improve motor skills when working memory is loaded with a cognitively
demanding secondary task (Masters, 1992). The dual-task practice, however, led
to a reduction in the number of movement related rules that learners reported
compared to participants who practiced without this secondary task. On the one
hand, this shows that motor learning can proceed implicitly (i.e., without or
with reduced accumulation of declarative knowledge). On the other hand, this
also shows that normally (i.e., without the dual-task), practice entails the use of
working memory to apply and/or accrue declarative knowledge. This was the
case irrespective of the learners receiving instructions about the to-be-learned
skill (Masters, 1992). More recently, Buszard, Farrow, Zhu, and Masters (2013)
have shown that working memory capacity was related to initial performance
on a novel motor task. This highlights the role of working memory in the
performance (and perhaps practice) of a novel skill. Yet, it remains elusive over
its contribution to more permanent, long term motor learning effects (also see
Buszard, Masters, et al., 2017, for a discussion). Recently, Buszard, Farrow et
al., (2017) presented more direct evidence regarding the role of working memory
capacity in explicit motor learning in children. Children with high working
memory capacity showed improved performance after having received explicit
instructions during practice, both immediately and after a one week retention
period. Children with low working memory capacity did not show learning. In
contrast, two other recent studies involving children, both typically developing
children and children with severe motor difficulties, did not find support for the
conjecture that working memory capacity is associated with learning (Brocken
et al., 2016; Jongbloed-Pereboom, Peeters, Overvelde, Nijhuis-van der Sanden,
& Steenbergen, 2015). The relationship between working memory capacity and
performance during practice (or acquisition performance) was not assessed in
these studies. More recently, Jongbloed-Pereboom et al. (2017) found an effect
of visuospatial working memory capacity on performance during acquisition in
implicit and explicit practice conditions in children born very preterm, but again,
no effect on learning (i.e. performance improvements after practice) was found.
The above observations do not unambiguously support the conventional
view regarding the roles of declarative knowledge and working memory
in motor learning. However, they may be consistent with a subtly different
perspective on the role of working memory and declarative knowledge in (early)
motor learning. Instead of working memory supporting the accumulation of
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declarative knowledge and bringing about long-term learning, working memory
and declarative knowledge may facilitate conscious control and monitoring of
movement execution promoting short-term performance during practice. In
this scenario, working memory would not primarily function to accumulate
declarative knowledge but to support the application of declarative knowledge
during practice (see e.g. Bernstein, 1996; Dreyfus, 2004). It would be this
acquisition performance during practice that grants learning, instead of learning
being a direct consequence of the build-up of declarative knowledge. If true, the
roles of working memory and declarative knowledge might be more predictive
for acquisition performance than for the long-term changes underlying learning
(see also Schmidt & Bjork, 1992, for the distinction between acquisition
performance and learning). We evaluate this alternative hypothesis by examining
the roles of working memory capacity and declarative knowledge not only for
learning but also for acquisition performance.
In sum, the aim of the current study was to examine the roles of declarative
knowledge and working memory capacity in motor learning and practice among
children with low motor abilities. The children practiced a far-aiming task and
received a series of explicit instructions on how to perform the task. Working
memory capacity (using the Automated Working Memory Assessment (AWMA,
Alloway, 2007a)) and the amount of declarative knowledge (using verbal
recall protocols) were assessed. Our primary hypothesis was that the amount
of accumulated declarative knowledge and working memory capacity would
be related to learning, that is, the performance improvement from pretest to
posttest –as is anticipated by the more traditional conceptions of explicit motor
learning. However, as an alternative, more exploratory hypothesis, we also
tested if working memory capacity and the amount of declarative knowledge
related to acquisition performance, that is, the performance during practice.

2.2 Methods
2.2.1 Participants
For this study, initially 69 children (35 girls) aged 6-11 (M = 9.4, SD = 1.5)
were recruited at a mainstream primary school. Parents completed a health
questionnaire to ensure that the children had no known neurological or
psychological disorders. All parents gave written informed consent. The
procedures of the study were approved by the ethics committee of the Faculty
of Social Sciences of the Radboud University (ECSW2013-1811-147). Children
received a small gift for their participation.
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All children completed the second version of Dutch version of the Movement
Assessment Battery for Children (M-ABC2, Henderson, Sugden, Barnett, &
Smits-Engelsman, 2010). Based on the Dutch interpretation of the DSM-V
criteria for DCD (American Psychiatric Association, 2013), children who had a
total score on this test at or below the 16th percentile, or who scored at or below
the 5th percentile on any of the subscales, are referred to as probable DCD
(pDCD) and formed the low motor abilities group. This procedure yielded 20
children with low motor abilities, or pDCD (6 girls, age M = 9.1, SD = 1.6). The
results of children that were not referred to as pDCD are not reported here.1
2.2.2 Material and tasks
2.2.2.1 Aiming task. The aiming task was adapted from Boccia. In this sport,
originally designed for people with motor disabilities, players roll balls as close
as possible to a target ball. Although the game of Boccia is new to most children,
the participants often did have some experience with rolling balls, as rolling is
considered a fundamental motor skill.
Learning: pre- and posttest improvement in performance. During the preand posttest children aimed official Boccia balls at a target ball (as in the official
sport of Boccia) placed 600cm in front of them, while sitting on a stool. The
target ball was placed on a lane with a total length of 650 cm and a width of
80cm. Children performed 25 trials in both the pretest and posttest. They were
instructed and encouraged to roll the balls as close as possible to the target
ball, but received no further instructions on how to achieve this. All trials were
recorded on video camera (Sony Handycam HDR-CX220E, full HD, 1080p;
Sony Electronics Inc., San Diego, CA) and scored afterwards using Dartfish®
software (Dartfish SA, Fribourg, Switzerland, version 6). The change in
performance from pretest to posttest served as the measure for learning, which
is to be distinguished from acquisition performance during the practice blocks
(see below). The task contexts in the practice and test sessions were not identical.
This was done in order to more clearly distinguish the acquisition performance
during practice from the relatively more permanent learning observed after
practice (see Schmidt & Bjork, 1992).
Acquisition performance: performance during the practice blocks. During
practice, the children tried to score as many points as possible by rolling the
ball into the middle of a round target, each consisting of three concentric circles
(Figure 2.1). These targets were drawn onto similar lanes as used in the pre- and
1
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Initial analysis showed that the vast majority of children with normal to good motor abilities
had not improved the performance on the aiming task with practice. In other words, they
did not show learning, and hence this data was not further analysed.

posttest, but the targets were drawn at three different distances (500cm, 350cm,
250cm, see Figure 2.1) creating three different task difficulties. Practice was
divided in sets of three blocks of 15 trials. In each block, a different target
distance was used. To create an environment that promotes explicit learning,
the order of the blocks was randomized within a set of three blocks. That is, the
difficulty of the task was varied by using different target distances to create an
environment in which errors are likely to occur frequently. Frequent errors have
been shown to promote conscious hypothesis testing and the accumulation of
declarative knowledge (Maxwell et al., 2001). Also, changes in task difficulty
keep the children more engaged and motivated during practice. The target itself
consisted of three concentric circles. The inner circle of the target had a radius
of 15cm, and the surrounding circles had radii of 45cm and 75cm, respectively
(Figure 2.1). A strip was drawn on the lanes with a width of 15cm on the longest
lane, 20cm on the middle lane, and 60cm on the shortest lane. The children
were encouraged to score as many points as possible and try to aim across the
yellow strip. Five points were scored when the ball stopped in the inner circle,
three points when it stopped in the second circle, and one point when it ended
in the outer circle. The number of target hits (i.e., balls stopping within the
outer orange circle) was used as a measure of acquisition performance during
practice. Next to the series of instructions on movement execution, no feedback
on movement execution was provided. The children were encouraged –at
various moments during practice- to perform to the best of their abilities.
2.2.2.2 Motor ability. Children completed the M-ABC2 (Henderson et al.,
2010) to assess their motor skill ability. This test is divided in three subscales:
manual ability, aiming and catching, and balance, consisting of three, two, and
three items respectively. The items of the test differ based on which age band is
used (i.e., either 4-6, 7-10, or 11-16 years). Standard and percentile scores were
calculated for each of the subscales and for the tests as a whole based on age.
2.2.2.3 Working memory capacity. To assess working memory capacity,
children performed the short version of the Dutch Automated Working Memory
Assessment (AWMA, Alloway 2007a). Two subtests were used: Listening Recall
and Spatial Recall. These subtests measure verbal working memory capacity
and visuospatial working memory capacity respectively. The used subtests both
show good test-retest reliability with correlation coefficients above .75, and an
average of .85. For the current purpose raw scores were used in the analyses as
a measure of absolute working memory capacity.
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Figure 2.1. Design of the three targets used during practice. The order of the target distances
was manipulated in order to create a more explicit practice environment.

2.2.2.4 Declarative knowledge. To determine the amount of declarative
knowledge about rules and facts of the rolling task that children had accrued
a verbal recall protocol was used. We asked children in an open question to
verbally report any rules or facts that they had used or paid attention to in
order to perform the aiming task. Responses were verbally reported to the
experimenter, who wrote them down. Afterwards, the first author and a research
assistant independently categorized the responses. Both rules and facts related
to the movement execution (e.g., ‘I tried to make a straight swing with my
arm’) and rules related to the task performance (e.g., ‘I focused on the red
dot’) were scored. Responses that did not describe actual movement execution
or task performance (e.g., ‘it is difficult to score 5 points’) were not used for
further analyses. The inter-rater agreement was 97%. Items on which the raters
disagreed were discussed until consensus was reached.
2.2.3 Procedure
The experiment was conducted across three days within one week (Figure 2.2).
Most children participated at three consecutive days, except for three children who
had one extra day between the first and second practice day because of logistic
reasons. On Day 1, children first performed the pretest, and then underwent the first
three practice blocks. At the start of the practice sessions, the children received a
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set of seven explicit instructions about how to perform the rolling task (see Table
2.1). These instructions, which were developed together with the coach of the
Dutch Boccia team, described the sequence of movements that the children had to
perform for adequate motor execution (see Maxwell et al., 2001, for similar practice
protocols using explicit instructions). The experimenter ensured that the children
understood the instructions by giving additional explanations or providing a visual
demonstration if necessary. They then practiced 45 trials (see below). On Day 2,
children performed the next six practice blocks. The same procedure was followed
as in the first practice block. That is, practice started with a repetition of the set
of instructions, followed by 90 trials. On Day 3, the posttest was performed. The
instructions used during practice were no longer provided. To determine the amount
of accumulated declarative knowledge, a verbal recall protocol was used at the end
of each experimental day (i.e., after the third and ninth practice block, and after the
posttest). The verbal protocol gauged the children’s use of rules and facts to perform
the rolling task.2 The M-ABC and the AWMA were administered on separate days
within 3 weeks before or after the main experiment.
Table 2.1. Stepwise rules about the performance of the task

2

1.

Look at where you want to aim the ball

2.

Make sure that your body is in a straight line with the target

3.

Swing your arm backwards to create speed for the ball

4.

Let the ball go at its lowest point

5.

Continue the swing with your arm after releasing the ball

6.

Follow through in the direction of the target

7.

Keep your body stable, so don’t sway left or right

For children, it might be challenging to recall and verbalize the rules and facts about how
to perform a motor task, as it requires adequate communication skills (Rieber, 1969).
Therefore, we did also administer a questionnaire to gauge to what task aspects the children
paid attention. The 6 aspects that were included in the questionnaire were directly related
to 6 of the 7 rules that the children received (not the rule about the keeping the body in a
straight line). In a previous study, this questionnaire related to the number of errors made
during practice (van Abswoude, Santos-Vieira, van der Kamp, & Steenbergen, 2015). Yet,
in the current study, correlational analyses did not shown the expected relations between
the questionnaire, working memory or the amount of declarative knowledge. Hence, in
the sake of brevity, we decided not to report the outcomes of the questionnaire. Yet, the
responses in the questionnaire indicated that the children almost always paid moderate
attention to the rules, and attention to the rules they used was typically high.
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Figure 2.2. Schematic representation of experimental procedures

2.2.4 Data analysis
2.2.4.1 Learning across tests. To describe performance on the pre- and
posttest, the score was defined as the distance between the endpoint of the
rolled ball and the target ball in cm3. Hence, higher values represent worse
performance. Learning was calculated by subtracting the mean accuracy on the
posttest from the mean accuracy of the pretest. A positive score corresponds to
an improvement in performance, and indicates that learning had taken place.
Data was checked for outliers in this outcome. One outlier of ± > 2 x SD was
removed from analysis4. To assess if children showed learning, a one-sample t
test was performed (against zero), with learning score as dependent variable.
2.2.4.2 Acquisition performance during practice. To describe acquisition
performance and compare the number of target hits (i.e., the number of balls
landing within the orange outer circle) in the three sets of three practice blocks,
a Repeated Measures ANOVA (RM-ANOVA) with sets as within-factor, was
performed. We also compared the number of rules and facts reported during and

3
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Due to restrictions in camera placement and room size, a cut of point of 150cm was used.
Balls that ended out of view of the camera or hit the wall, received a maximum score of
150cm.
This participant showed an unusually large decrease in performance of -36.5cm, with a
pretest score of 91.8cm and a posttest score of 128.3cm

after practice using the Friedman test. This test was used because of the low
variance in the number of rules at Day 1.
2.2.4.3 Relationships with working memory capacity and declarative
knowledge. Finally, the primary and secondary hypotheses were tested using
stepwise linear regressions. The order of entering the independent variables
is based on the presumption that explicit learning depends on the amount of
declarative knowledge, and that this amount is restricted by working memory
capacity. First, we tested the relation to learning (i.e., the performance change
from pretest to posttest). To this end, a stepwise multiple linear regression
analysis was performed to examine if the number of rules and facts reported
after the posttest and/or verbal and visuospatial working memory capacity were
related to learning. Second, we tested the relation to acquisition performance
(i.e., the total number of target hits). To this end, the number of rules and facts
reported during practice (i.e. the number reported at the end of day 2) and verbal
and visuospatial working memory capacity were entered into a stepwise multiple
linear regression analysis with the total number of target hits as the dependent
variable. Finally, we explored the correlations between verbal and visuospatial
working memory capacity, and the number of rules and facts reported during
practice and after the posttest.
All analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences
(IBM SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 19.0; IBM Corp., Armonk, NY) and
statistical significance was set at p < .05.

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Learning across tests
Most children improved their aiming performance, with increases ranging
between 3.8cm and 33.9cm. Nevertheless, five children showed decreases
ranging between 3.0cm to 27.5cm. On average, the children improved their
aiming performance from the pretest (M = 104.94, SD = 13.74) to the posttest
(M = 99.34, SD = 14.58). The one-sample t-test showed that this learning was
significant with a medium effect size, t(18) = 2.19, p = .042, Cohen’s d = .51.
2.3.2 Acquisition performance during the practice blocks
It was first assessed whether children’s acquisition performance changed across
the practice blocks. There were only small differences in the number of target
hits between the three sets of practice blocks, with most hits in the final three
blocks (M = 17.05, SD = 4.12), followed by the first three blocks on Day 1
(M = 16.05, SD = 3.99) and the first three blocks on Day 2 (M = 15.25, SD =
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3.92). The RM-ANOVA did not reveal an effect of set, F(2,38) = 1.44, p = .249,
indicating that acquisition performance did not significantly improve across the
sets of practice blocks.
A Friedman test was performed to determine if there were differences in the
number of rules and facts reported between the three days (see Table 2.2). This
showed a significant difference, χ2(2) = 7.32, p = .026. The number of facts and
rules measured just after the first three practice blocks at the end of Day 1 (M =
1.55, SD = 1.05) had slightly increased after the final practice block at Day 2 (M
= 1.65, SD = 1.35), and more so after the posttest at Day 3(M = 2.10, SD = 1.45).
However, follow-up analysis with Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests with Bonferroni
correction did not confirm significant differences.
Table 2.2. Frequencies of the number of rules reported after each day
Start of practice,
day 1 (N)

During practice,
day 2 (N)

After learning,
day 3 (N)

0 rules

4

6

4

1 rule

4

2

3

2 rules

10

7

4

3 rules

1

3

5

4 rules

1

2

4

Number of rules

2.3.3 Relationships with working memory capacity and declarative
knowledge
The first stepwise linear regression, with the change in performance from pretest
to posttest as dependent variable, did not return any significant models. This
indicated that neither the number of rules and facts reported after the posttest nor
verbal or visual-spatial working memory capacity significantly related to motor
learning. By contrast, the second stepwise linear regression model with the total
number of hits during practice resulted in a significant model with the number
of rules and facts reported during practice entered in the first step, and both
verbal and visuospatial working memory capacity in the second step. The model
summary can be found in Table 2.3. The analysis revealed that the model was
already significant in the first step, with a significant effect of the number of rules
(B = 2.91, p = .049). The second step led to a significant improvement in the model
fit, with both the number of rules and facts (B = 2.47, p = .073) and visuospatial
working memory capacity (B = .63, p = .059) showing near-significantly relations
to acquisition performance. This model met the assumptions for linear regression
and did not include influential cases (Field, 2009).
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Finally, no significant correlations were found between the number of rules
reported at each of the three days, and either verbal or visuospatial working
memory capacity.

2

Table 2.3. Hierarchical linear regression model of performance during practice
B

P

Step 1
Constant
Rules

43.55
2.91

<.001
.049

Step 2
Constant
Rules

37.85
2.47

.005
.073

.62
.631

.202
.059

Verbal WM
Visuo-spatial WM

R2

ΔR2

.154 (p = .049)

.339 (p = .022)

.245 (p = .045)

Note. Significant (p < .05) and near-significant (p < .10) values are emphasized and underlined,
respectively. WM = working memory.

2.4 Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the role of declarative knowledge and
working memory in explicit practice and motor learning in children with low motor
abilities. The primary hypothesis was that motor learning would be dependent on
the amount of accumulated declarative knowledge and working memory capacity.
We found that children showed a moderate, significant improvement in aiming
performance from pretest to posttest, even with the current relatively brief practice
period (cf. Buszard, Farrow, et al., 2017; Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al.,
2013). In contrast to arguments from traditional views of explicit learning, we
did not find the predicted relation between motor learning and working memory
capacity and/or the amount of accumulated declarative knowledge after practice.
As a secondary aim, we also explored to what degree declarative knowledge and
working memory capacity affect acquisition performance during practice. This
revealed that acquisition performance in practice was related to the amount of
declarative knowledge reported during practice and visuospatial working memory
capacity. These findings suggest that declarative knowledge and working memory
capacity may have distinct roles in obtaining improvements in motor performance
observed after practice (i.e., learning) and in controlling performance during practice
(i.e., acquisition performance). Below we will elaborate on these new findings.
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2.4.1 The roles of working memory capacity and declarative knowledge in
learning
The current study demonstrates that children with low motor abilities are able to
learn the aiming task following practice with explicit instructions. Here, motor
learning is understood as relatively permanent improvements over a period practice
(i.e., indicated by the performance change from the pre- to post-test). Even though
the average improvement is small, the medium effect size suggests that this
improvement is meaningful. This finding lends positive support for the explicit
interventions that are typically used to promote motor functioning in children with
low motor abilities, such as DCD (Smits-Engelsman et al., 2013), but the large
variability in learning improvement among children also underlines that not all
children benefit equally (Green et al., 2008). Intriguingly, and as an extension of
the current literature, we did not find support for the conjecture that the amount
of declarative knowledge and working memory capacity predicts these learning
improvements. Hence, we cannot corroborate that the learning process as such
was explicit, despite that practice took place with explicit instructions. Rather than
the accumulation of declarative knowledge, it may have been the accumulation of
experience during practice that induces motor learning (Bernstein, 1996; Dreyfus,
2004). As Dreyfus argued, explicit instructions may promote the quality of practice,
and in doing so allow learning to occur, rather than causing learning directly through
the build-up of declarative knowledge. If correct, then learning might largely have
been implicit, despite the explicit prescriptive instructions (see Masters et al., 2013,
for an overview of implicit learning in children). Implicit learning would also be
consistent with the relatively low number of explicit rules and facts that children
reported after practice. Indeed, in a recent study by Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom,
et al. (2013), children with low motor abilities equally improved their overhand
aiming performance following explicit and implicit practice protocols. This
demonstrated that children with low motor abilities can indeed learn implicitly, and
do not necessarily need to learn explicitly via the provision of explicit instructions
to stimulate the accumulation of declarative knowledge. Effective implicit motor
learning has also been reported for children born preterm (Jongbloed-Pereboom
et al., 2017), children with unilateral cerebral palsy (van der Kamp, Steenbergen,
& Masters, 2018), children with multiple disabilities (Jongbloed-Pereboom et al.,
2015), and children with intellectual disabilities (Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia et al.,
2013).
There may be alternative reasons why children did not learn explicitly. An
obvious one is that the nature and content of the instructions. For example,
Brocken et al. (2016) recently showed that children benefit more from
instructions that direct attention toward the effects of the movement rather
than toward the execution of the movement as in the present study. In addition,
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not all instructions are equally meaningful for facilitating learning in novices;
we developed the instructions in collaboration with an expert Boccia coach.
Perhaps, the instructions were directed too much towards an ideal movement
pattern, while more skill-level appropriate instructions might have been more
effective for learning.
It should also be noted that the number of reported rules was low. One
reason might be that verbal protocol used to gauge declarative knowledge not
only required working memory capacity, but also adequate verbal abilities and
communication skills (Rieber, 1969). Hence, we cannot conclude with certainty
that children did not accumulate more declarative knowledge than they reported.
Accordingly, identifying the purported relationship between declarative
knowledge and learning may await further methodological advances, such as
the measurement of electroencephalographic co-activation between verbalcognitive and motor planning neural networks (Zhu, Poolton, Wilson, Maxwell,
& Masters, 2011).
Perhaps a more likely reason for the low number of reported rules and facts is
the children’s limited working memory capacity (Buszard et al., 2013). However,
the correlation between working memory capacity and the number of reported
rules and facts was not significant. Also, the children’s standardized verbal and
visuospatial working memory scores were within the normal age range, except for
two children that scored below average on visuospatial working memory capacity.
Yet, the raw working memory scores did indicate that the majority of children
could only report a maximum of two or three items correctly in the verbal task, and
two to four items in the visuospatial task. This number closely corresponds to the
number of rules and facts they reported. Thus, working memory capacity might
have limited the children’s ability to apply or build up declarative knowledge: this
may have forced them to only focus on the one or two rules that actually contributed
most to their performance. Clearly, it is an important issue to resolve for future
studies whether the observed absence of a relationship between the accumulation
of declarative knowledge, working memory capacity and motor learning is merely
constrained by the children’s limited working memory capacity, or alternatively
whether they are more influential in promoting acquisition performance –as we
are inclined to believe (see below).
As a final point, the children’s limited working memory capacity may also
point to age as a possible confounder. Both verbal ability and communication
skills develop with age, as does working memory capacity (Alloway & Alloway,
2013). We were not able to control for age in the analysis as this would lead
to insufficient power. Nevertheless, visual inspection of the individual results
suggested that children across all ages were capable of improving performance
from pretest to posttest even though the children who did not improve were all
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9 years or older. Hence, learning improvements were not restricted to either
younger or older children. It is important that future work takes age into account.
2.4.2 The roles of working memory capacity and declarative knowledge in
acquisition performance
We found that the number of reported rules and facts during practice together
with visuospatial working memory capacity did significantly explain the variance
in acquisition performance for the whole practice phase. There were trends that
suggested that the larger the visuospatial working memory capacity and the more
declarative knowledge the individual child reported during practice, the more balls
were rolled on target, that is, the better the acquisition performance. Similar to the
number of rules after learning (see above), it is notable that the average number
of reported rules and facts (M = 1.65) was low compared to the seven instructions
that were provided to the children. The number was also low compared to the four
to five rules that adults typically report after an explicit intervention (Maxwell et
al., 2001). This suggests that children with low motor abilities can indeed benefit
from explicit instructions, but that either their verbal ability to report the rules and/
or their ability to use or apply the rules may be limited (possibly due to working
memory capacity limitations). Either way, the low number of rules underlines that
a minimum amount of declarative knowledge is already sufficient to successfully
start performing and practicing the task (see van Abswoude et al., 2015 for similar
argumentation). Under this scenario, only one or two rules are adequate to get
acquisition performance going, and this would be sufficient to gain experience for
learning (Dreyfus, 2004).
Interestingly, instead of verbal working memory capacity, which is considered
instrumental in the accumulation of declarative knowledge (Masters, 1992),
we found that visuospatial working memory capacity related to acquisition
performance (see also Jongbloed-Pereboom et al., 2017). Possibly, working
memory capacity was not employed for remembering and manipulating the
verbal rules, but rather for remembering the spatial information of the task.
However, the exact reasons for this finding are not particularly clear. Future
work should tried and replicate the roles of working memory capacity and
declarative knowledge during practice and motor learning, also in other
populations, to further detail how and when they contribute to performance.
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2.5 Conclusion
Taken together, children with low motor abilities are able to improve their
performance on a gross motor task following practice in an explicit practice
context. Yet, we showed that this does not necessarily imply that the motor
learning process per se was explicit. The absence of any relations between
motor learning and both the number of reported rules as well as with verbal and
visuospatial working memory capacity suggests that the children were perhaps
more likely to have learned the task implicitly. This is not to say that there was
no role for declarative knowledge or working memory capacity. Our results
suggest that they did positively relate to acquisition performance during practice,
even though most children did not report more than two rules and had low
raw working memory scores. This could indicate that children with low motor
abilities can already benefit from a few explicit instructions during practice; yet
actual learning (i.e. the relatively permanent improvements) in these children
seems to occur with little or no involvement of cognitive processes, but takes
place against the background of conscious practice performance. It is pertinent
to further research the exact roles of working memory capacity and declarative
knowledge found for acquisition performance and learning, also in relation to
age, because they lead to important theoretical and practical implications.
The findings highlight that to promote motor skills in children with low motor
abilities, including children with DCD, explicit interventions such as instructions,
feedback or problem-solving skills (Schoemaker & Smits-Engelsman, 2015)
promotes learning, but this may happen indirectly by enhancing the quality of
acquisition performance. Our observed discrepancy between the provided practice
context (explicit) and the likely learning process (more implicit) warrants more
research about the role of explicit instructions and declarative knowledge in implicit
and explicit motor learning in both typically and a-typically developing children.
Possibly, focusing instruction toward better practice rather than toward the ideal
movement pattern further optimizes practice and learning. Clearly further research
can benefit daily practice of physical therapy, sports, and remedial teaching.
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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of errors during practice on
motor skill learning in young individuals with Cerebral Palsy (CP). Minimizing
errors has been validated in typically developing children and children with
intellectual disabilities as a method for implicit learning, because it reduces
working memory involvement during learning. The present study assessed
whether a practice protocol that aims at minimizing errors can induce implicit
learning in young individuals with CP as well. Accordingly, we hypothesized that
reducing errors during practice would lead to enhanced learning and a decrease
in the dependency of performance on working memory. Young individuals with
CP practiced an aiming task following either an error-minimizing (N=20) or
an error-strewn (N=18) practice protocol. Aiming accuracy was assessed in
pre-, post- and retention test. Dual task performance was assessed to establish
dependency on working memory. The two practice protocols did not invoke
different amounts or types of learning in the participants with CP. Yet, participants
improved aiming accuracy and showed stable motor performance after learning,
irrespective of the protocol they followed. Across groups the number of errors
made during practice was related to the amount of learning, and the degree of
conscious monitoring of the movement. Only participants with relatively good
working memory capacity and a poor initial performance showed a rudimentary
form of (most likely, explicit) learning. These new findings on the effect of the
amount of practice errors on motor learning in children of CP are important for
designing interventions for children and adolescents with CP.

Motor learning in individuals with CP

3.1 Introduction
Cerebral Palsy (CP) is a non-progressive disorder that is caused by disturbances
during the maturation of the fetal or infant brain, and that affects movement and
posture control. CP is the most common childhood disorder with a prevalence of
2 to 2.5/1000 births (Stanley, Blair, & Alberman, 2000). Except for the problems
in motor control, there is high comorbidity with disorders in perception,
cognition and social interaction (Bax et al., 2005). Many children with CP
are more dependent on others and participate less in physical activities than
their typically developing peers. This decreased participation remains as the
children reach adolescence and adulthood (Bjornson et al., 2008; Engel-Yeger,
Jarus, Anaby, & Law, 2009). Participation in society in general and in physical
activities in particular depends considerably on proficiency in motor skills
(World Health Organisation, 2007). Alleviating this skill barrier is therefore
crucial for individuals with CP.
There is a dearth of studies on motor skill learning in individuals with CP.
Instead, most studies have investigated either specific therapy forms, learning
in cognitive tasks, or sequence learning tasks. The latter studies have shown
that one cause for learning difficulties in individuals with CP is poor working
memory functioning (Jenks, de Moor, & van Lieshout, 2009; Jenks et al., 2007;
van Rooijen et al., 2014; van Rooijen et al., 2012). Poor working memory
functioning can result in difficulties to comply with verbal instructions and
rules, even to the point of forgetting them (Gathercole, Lamont, & Alloway,
2006). That is not to say, however, that all learning is necessarily compromised.
Learning paradigms that are less dependent on working memory functioning,
such as implicit or incidental learning, may still be effective. For instance,
Gagliardi et al. (Gagliardi, Tavano, Turconi, & Borgatti, 2013; Gagliardi,
Tavano, Turconi, Pozzoli, & Borgatti, 2011) have recently shown that more
than half of the children with spastic CP were able to successfully improve
performance on a sequential task. After practice, children were able to correctly
reproduce ordered sequences that exceeded their memory span. Children were
not consciously aware of the order of these sequences. This suggests that learning
was implicit without the children consciously processing rules to improve task
performance. In the present study we address the question as to what degree
implicit learning can also be invoked in the learning of more complex motor
skills in young individuals with CP. Answering this research question will help
to provide important guidelines for structuring intervention programs in these
children (Steenbergen et al., 2010).
Traditionally, motor skill learning has been described as a succession of
stages, in which the first stage is directed towards increasing awareness and
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gaining explicit knowledge of how the motor skill needs to be performed
(Anderson, 1983; Fitts & Posner, 1967). This verbal-cognitive stage relies
critically on the manipulation and storage of explicit information (actively
searched for, or passively obtained through instructions and feedback) in
working memory (Masters, 1992). With further practice, motor performance
becomes more autonomous and less dependent on working memory. It has
been argued, however, that motor skill learning does not necessarily require
an initial verbal-cognitive stage. In this case, motor skill learning proceeds in
a largely unconscious manner, with less dependence on working memory and
with the accumulation of explicit knowledge being minimized (Masters, 1992).
For example, novice golf players can improve putting performance by merely
practicing putting and concurrently performing a cognitive task that loads
working memory. That is, they improve the skill without conscious processing
of instructions or augmented feedback (Masters, 1992). Implicit motor learning
is not only shown to be equally or even more effective, but performance is also
more stable following an implicit learning protocol. For example, there is ample
evidence that after implicit learning less interference of motor performance
occurs when working memory is loaded with a concurrent secondary task, both in
adults (Lam, Maxwell, & Masters, 2009b; Maxwell et al., 2001) and in children
(Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013; Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et
al., 2013). This indicates that motor performance after implicit learning is less
dependent on working memory involvement (Maxwell et al., 2003). In addition,
evidence for the increased stability of performance after implicit learning has
also been shown in conditions of stress and anxiety (Hardy, Mullen, & Jones,
1996; Koedijker, Oudejans, & Beek, 2007; Lam, Maxwell, & Masters, 2009a;
Mullen, Hardy, & Oldham, 2007) and physiological fatigue (Masters et al.,
2008; Poolton et al., 2007). The reduced reliance on working memory may make
implicit motor learning particularly suitable for individuals with poor working
memory functioning compared to the more traditional explicit learning (Capio,
Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013; Jongbloed-Pereboom et al., 2012; Steenbergen
et al., 2010).
There are several paradigms for inducing implicit learning, e.g., analogy
learning, in which only the global movement characteristic are described by
means of a metaphor, (Lam et al., 2009a; Lam et al., 2009b; Liao & Masters,
2010), dual task learning, during which the motor skill is practiced while
performing a secondary cognitive task, (Masters, 1992) and errorless learning,
which aims to minimize the amount of errors during practice (Masters et al.,
2008; Maxwell et al., 2001; Orrell et al., 2006; Poolton et al., 2007). In this
study, we adopted the later practice protocol. Error-minimizing protocols have
been validated as a method for inducing implicit motor learning in adults,
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typically developing children and children with an intellectual disability
(Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013; Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et
al., 2013; Maxwell et al., 2001). The rationale of the protocol is that following
performance errors, learners actively generate and test hypotheses about how
to adjust movement execution in order to enhance movement outcome. These
conscious attempts to enhance movement execution calls upon working memory
processing (Maxwell et al., 2003; Maxwell et al., 2001). In contrast, when
only a few errors occur motor learning is thought to proceed more implicitly.
Accordingly, by reducing the amount of errors, the learner is less likely to
construct hypotheses for improving movement execution, which will diminish
working memory involvement and accrual of explicit knowledge (Maxwell
et al., 2001). It should be noted, however, that errorless learning is perhaps a
poor descript of the implicit learning protocol, because although the number
of errors is clearly reduced, practice is never completely errorless (Poolton et
al., 2005). Hence, we will refer to this practice protocol as error-minimizing.
As an illustration, Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom et al. (2013) had 8- to 12
year-old typically developing children practice an overhand ball-throwing task.
They compared an error-minimizing practice protocol, in which target size was
decreased during practice (i.e., the task gradually increased in difficulty), with an
error-strewn practice protocol, in which target size was incrementally increased
(i.e., the task gradually decreased in difficulty). Children who underwent the
error-minimizing practice protocol and made comparatively few errors, showed
similar throwing skills during retention than children in the error-strewn practice
protocol, who showed an increased amount of errors during practice. However,
throwing skill was more stable (i.e., less dependent on working memory)
among the children that underwent the error-minimizing protocol. That is,
these children’s’ throwing performance was not adversely affected when they
performed a concurrent cognitive task, in which they counted aloud backwards
from 100 in steps of three, while it did negatively affect performance in children
who followed the error-strewn protocol. This indicates that motor learning had
occurred more implicitly for children in the error-minimizing practice protocol
(Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al., 2013). Thus far, however, the protocol’s
suitability for individuals with CP has not been assessed, despite its potential to
facilitate motor learning in this population (Steenbergen & van der Kamp, 2008;
Steenbergen et al., 2010).
In the present study, we applied the error-minimizing protocol in young
individuals with CP who practiced an aiming task related to the Paralympic sport
Boccia. The goal of Boccia is to aim a ball as close as possible, and closer than
the opponent, to a target. Since an error-minimizing practice protocol has not
been used before in a CP population, the primary aim of the current study was
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to assess the protocol’s suitability for inducing implicit learning in the group of
young individuals with CP as whole, that is, for a heterogeneous group that had
different types of CP (i.e., hemiplegia, tetraplegia etc.) and varied in age (i.e.,
between 4 and 19 years). To this end, we compared learning in a group of children
and adolescents with CP that followed an error-minimizing protocol to a group that
followed an error-strewn practice protocol. The error-minimizing protocol aims to
reduce the number of practice errors, but is not expected to completely prevent the
occurrence of errors. Especially in participants with cerebral palsy it is unlikely
that errors can be completely averted. Learning was assessed in a retention test
(i.e., to indicate relative permanent changes) and a transfer test (i.e., to assess the
stability of performance after practice). We formulated two main hypotheses. First,
we expected the error-minimizing protocol to lead to a larger amount of learning,
as evidenced by an enhanced increase in accuracy during retention, compared to
the error-strewn protocol. The rationale for this is that learning is more implicit
following error-minimizing practice, which would be more suitable for participants
with poor working memory function, as is often evident in children with cerebral
palsy (van Rooijen et al., 2012; van Rooijen et al., 2014). Second, we hypothesised
that following practice, motor performance would be less reliant on working
memory involvement and therefore more stable in participants following the errorminimizing protocol. This would be evident in less interference from a cognitive
dual task during transfer. In addition, and as a more tentative research question, we
assessed if the reduction of errors would lead to less conscious monitoring of or
attention to movement execution as would be expected if the children’s learning were
implicit. Here, conscious monitoring is conceptualised as consciously accessing
task-specific knowledge about movement execution (cf., theory of reinvestment,
(Masters & Maxwell, 2008). It is presumed that reduction of errors will be related to
lower working memory involvement and less accumulation of explicit knowledge.
In adults, the accumulation of declarative knowledge is generally measured by
asking participants to report any rules and facts about movement execution (Lam
et al., 2009a, 2009b; Masters, 1992; Maxwell et al., 2001). While this provides
some indication of how much explicit knowledge has been accrued as consequence
of working memory processing, it does not necessarily affirm that this knowledge
is exploited during movement execution. Also, more knowledge might have been
used than the amount of rules that are reported by the participants (or vice versa).
Moreover, it appears that children in particular find it difficult to report the rules
and facts (Rieber, 1969). Therefore, we did not assess the accrual of declarative
knowledge directly but asked task-specific questions to systematically assess to
what degree the participants with CP were consciously monitoring movement
execution. We subsequently explored if conscious monitoring is less in the errorminimizing practice protocol relative to the error-strewn protocol.
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3.2 Methods
3.2.1 Participants
Thirty-eight children (19 girls) between the ages of four and nineteen (M =
9.5, SD = 4.0), who were diagnosed with CP, volunteered to participate.
Twenty-four children were right-handed. All participants attended a school for
special education. The diagnosis of CP was confirmed by either the physical
therapist or the physical education teacher. The sample included participants
with hemiplegia, diplegia, and tetraplegia, from GMFCS levels II through IV.
For inclusion, participants had to be able to throw a ball (however accurate)
and understand the instructions of the experimenter. Also, they had to be able
to verbally respond to questions. None of the participants indicated to have
substantial experience with the experimental task. Participants were assigned
to an error-minimizing (EM) or an error-strewn (ES) practice protocol. The two
groups were matched with respect to motor and cognitive abilities (Table 3.1)
based upon the outcomes of a manual ability and a working memory capacity
test (see section 3.2.2 below), both of which were administered before the
beginning of the throwing tests. All participants gave verbal informed consent.
Parents provided written permission for participation of their children. All study
procedures approved by the Ethics Committee Faculty of Social Sciences of
the Radboud University (ECSW2013-1811-147) and followed the principles as
stated in the Declaration of Helsinki (“Declaration of Helsinki,” 2013).
3.2.2 Measures
3.2.2.1 Working memory. The participants performed either the forwardsor backwards digit recall test, adapted from the Automated Working Memory
Assessment (AWMA, Alloway 2007a). The forwards test was used in case the
participant was not able to perform the more difficult backwards test. Eighteen
children performed the backwards test and twenty children performed the
forwards test. The digit recall tests require a participant to listen to a sequence
of digits, starting with two, and report them in a backwards or forwards order,
depending on which test is performed. A participant made four attempts for
three sequences. If successful, one digit was added and another four attempts
followed, until the participant did not succeed in reporting three sequences
correctly. The children who performed the backwards test reported 1-16
sequences correctly (M = 7.1, SD= 3.18); children performing the forwards test
reported 1-14 sequences correctly (M = 7.4, SD = 3.23, see Table 1). Test-retest
reliability of the forwards digit recall test is .89, and for the backwards digit
recall test .86, among typically developing children (Alloway, 2007a).
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Table 3.1. Description of the participants
p

EM

ES

Boys

10

8

Girls

10

10

Left handed

5

9

Right handed

15

9

9.30 (4.29)

9.78 (3.7)

.72

Less affected hand

5.80(3.22)

6.44(3.12)

.54

Most affected hand

2.65(2.60)

3.00(2.89)

.70

Total

8.45(4.51)

9.44(4.26)

.49

11

9

7.09(4.09)

7.78(1.92)

Participants (n)

Age (years)
Pegboard score

3

Working memory
Forwards (n)
Score
Backwards (n)
Score

9

9

6.33(2.55)

7.89(3.69)

.65

.31

Note: Differences between the groups were tested with an independent samples t-test

3.2.2.2 Manual ability. Manual ability was tested with the Purdue pegboard
test (Tiffin & Asher, 1948), in which participants picked up pins to subsequently
place them into a hole as quickly as possible within 30 seconds. They always
started with their preferred hand, followed by their non-preferred hand. Norm
scores are available for typically developing children between the ages of 5 to
16 (Gardner & Broman, 1979). These scores show that the youngest children are
able to put about 9 pins in the board with their preferred hand, while the oldest
put around 15 to 16 pins in. This task has also been previously used in children
with CP, showing that they score much lower (Arnould, Penta, & Thonnard,
2007). Reliability has only been assessed for healthy adults, showing test-retest
reliability scores ranging from .60 to .73, depending on the population used
(Tiffin & Asher, 1948).
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3.2.3 Experimental setup
3.2.3.1.Cognitive task. Participants performed a cognitive task that
consisted of counting aloud as fast as possible for 30 seconds. This task served
as the baseline measurement for the transfer test on Day 2, during which this
cognitive task was performed concurrently with the primary aiming task (see
below). To adjust this task to the abilities of the individual participant, they
were initially asked to count aloud backwards starting at 100, but we gradually
lowered this number until they indicated they were capable performing the
task. If they were incapable of counting backwards, they were allowed to count
forwards starting from zero. Sixteen children counted forwards, eleven counted
backwards starting at 100 and ten children counted backwards starting at thirty
or lower. One child was not willing to count aloud and could not be included in
this part of the analysis.
3.2.3.2 Conscious monitoring. To assess the degree of conscious
monitoring of the task, the participants completed a set of questions regarding
conscious monitoring (see appendix 3-A). This included six closed-end directed
questions regarding the performance-related aspects of the aiming action they
consciously attended to. Responses were made on a 5-point Likert scale varying
from ‘not at all’ to ‘always’. A seventh open question was added to explore if
the participants could name additional parts of the tasks to which they had paid
attention. However, as none of the participants was able to give an answer, this
question was not further analysed. The experimenter read the questions and
the possible answers to the children and gave extra explanation if necessary to
ensure that all children understood the questions. For eight children there was
reasonable doubt that they were able to understand and answer the questions
reliably, and they were excluded from further analysis.
2.2.3.3 Aiming task. For the aiming task, plastic balls from the Boccia
Pentaque, Ball Sport Starter Kit, which were filled with water, were used. The
balls weighted approximately 180 grams and had a diameter of approximately
6 cm. In the first experimental setup this ball was used as a target (see note
Figure 3.1). Two foam blocks (10 cm by 15 cm by 30 cm) were used to create
an aperture for the second experimental setup (Figure 1). The participants either
sat on a bench facing the target or, in case this was not possible they sat in their
wheelchair in a similar position. Recordings were made from the frontal plane
with a video camera (Kodak PlaySport Zx5, Full HD, 1080P).
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Figure 3.1. Schematic representation of setup 2, used in the posttest and the transfer test.
Participants aim for an aperture. Note: In the pretest and retention test setup 1 was used, in
which the blocks were removed and a target ball was placed where the middle between the
blocks was.

During practice the participants had to roll the ball through an aperture
of varying widths, which was placed three meter in front of them (setup 2,
Figure 3.1). Practice consisted of four blocks of twenty trials each. For the
EM practice protocol the width of the aperture was gradually reduced (i.e.,
90cm, 70cm, 50cm, 30cm), while for the ES protocol aperture width gradually
increased (i.e., 30cm, 50cm, 70cm, 90cm). For the posttest and the transfer test
the task was performed with an aperture of 15cm. This creates a new situation
for each participant, so that any recency effects can be ruled out. Additionally,
during the transfer test, the participants had to perform the cognitive task (i.e.,
counting as quickly as possible) concurrently with the aiming task. This was
done to assess the working memory dependence of the aiming performance after
practice. Participants performed 10 trials in both the posttest and the transfer
test. During the pretest and the retention test, performed directly before the start
of the practice and a few minutes after the transfer test respectively, setup 1 was
used in order to assess the amount of learning (Figure 3.1). During these tests
children rolled the ball towards a target ball, also at a distance of three meter
in front of them. The tests again consisted of 10 trials. This retention test was
included to discriminate the more permanent learning effects from the more
temporary practice effects (i.e. Schmidt & Wrisberg, 2000; Magill & Anderson,
2014). Throughout the complete experiment no instructions were given on how
to execute the task. Participants were only informed on the goal of the task.
Video recordings were analysed off-line. Dartfish® software (Dartfish SA,
Fribourg, Switzerland, version 6) was used to determine performance accuracy
in cm. For the pretest and retention test (i.e., setup 1), accuracy was defined as
the distance between the point where the ball intersected the three-meter line
where the target ball was placed and the midpoint of the target ball. If the ball
was thrown too short, the distance between the end point of the ball and the
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middle of the target ball was calculated as a measure of accuracy. For the posttest
and transfer test (i.e., setup 2), accuracy was defined as the distance between
the point where the ball intersected the three-meter line and the midpoint of
the aperture. During practice the number of errors was counted, an error being
defined as the ball missing the aperture.
3.2.4 Procedure
The experiment was conducted over two days (Figure 3.2). On the first day
working memory and manual ability were measured. Also, the baseline
performance on the counting task was assessed. On the second day the aiming
task was performed in the sports hall of the school. After the task, the questions
regarding conscious monitoring were asked.
3.2.5 Data analysis
First, an independent samples t-test was performed to compare the number of
errors made during practice between the two groups. Subsequently, we analysed
the effect of the protocols on both the amount of learning and dependence of
performance on working memory involvement after learning. To assess the
amount of learning, performance accuracy in the pretest and retention test
was compared using a 2 (Protocol: EM, ES) by 2 (Test: pretest, retention test)
ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor, in which performance
accuracy on both tests were the dependent variables. To assess dependence of
performance on working memory after learning, dual task costs (i.e., DTC)
were calculated both for the primary aiming task and the secondary cognitive
task. Dual task costs for the aiming task (i.e., DTC-M) were calculated by
dividing the difference in performance accuracy in the post-test (i.e., single task
performance) and transfer test by performance accuracy in the post-test times
100%. Dual task costs for the cognitive task (i.e., DTC-C) was determined by
dividing the difference in the number of counts per second in the base line
measurement (i.e., single-task score) and the transfer test by the number of
counts per second in the base line measurement times 100%. For 10 children
we were unable to calculate this score because the number of counts could not
be determined from the video recordings. The DTC’s were then submitted as
dependent variables to a 2(Protocol: EM, ES) by 2 (Task: cognitive, motor)
ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor. This was followed by onesample t-tests to examine whether DTC-M and DTC-C exceeded zero.
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Figure 3.2. Overview of experimental procedures.

3
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To further investigate which factors influenced the learning effects, the total
number of practice errors, age, conscious monitoring score, total pegboard score,
and the performance on the pretest (as indication of initial motor proficiency) were
entered as independent factors into stepwise multiple linear regression analyses. It
was expected that these factors, but most importantly the number of errors, would
influence the amount of learning and the reliance of performance on working
memory involvement after learning. Therefore, these factors were entered into
three separate multiple linear regression analyses, with either the amount of
learning, DTC-M, or DTC-C as dependent variable. In case of a significant model,
the fit was checked by assessing the distribution of the standardized residuals
(i.e. only 5% of the values may exceed |2|, Field 2009). To explore whether the
occurrence of errors during practice would lead to more conscious monitoring, we
also performed a correlation analysis between the number of errors made during
practice and the score on the conscious monitoring questions.
Normality of the data was checked with a Shapiro-Wilks test. When the
assumption of normality was violated the appropriate nonparametric test was
used. Statistical significance was set at p < .05. All analyses were performed
using the Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS, 19th version).

3.3 Results
3.3.1 Number of practice errors
We first assessed the extent to which the two protocols led to a different number of
errors during practice. Descriptive statistics showed that, if anything, the children
that followed the ES protocol (unexpectedly) showed a lower number of errors
(M = 25.44, SD = 12.47) compared to those that underwent the EM protocol (M
= 30.50, SD = 13.81). The independent samples t-test for the total number of
errors made during practice, however, did not reveal a difference between the
two protocols, t(36) = 1.18, p = .25, MD = 5.06, 95% CI [-3.6, 13.8]. Yet, as can
be seen in Figure 3.3, the timing of the errors during practice differed. The EM
protocol resulted in fewer errors in the first practice block, with errors gradually
increasing in later practice blocks. In contrast, with an ES protocol the number
of errors was highest in the first practice block and this gradually decreased with
practice. This finding was confirmed with a 2 (Protocol: EM, ES) by 4 (Practice
block: Blocks 1 through 4) ANOVA with repeated measures on the last factor.
This showed a significant interaction between protocol and practice block, F(2.8,
108) = 71.45, p < .01, ηp2 = .67. This interaction indicates that the number of
errors when following the EM protocol increases each block, while this number
decreases when practicing with the ES protocol. Also, a significant main effect
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of practice block was found, F(2.8, 108) = 5.93, p = .001, ηp2 = .14. Pairwise
comparisons showed that the number of errors in the first block (M = 8.43, SE =
.64) was significantly higher than the other three blocks (block 2: M = 7.04, SE
= .65, p = .018; block 3: M = 6.21, SE = .71, p = .008; M = 6.39, SE = .61, p =
.025). There was no main effect of protocol, F(1, 36) = 1.44, p = .237, ηp2 = .04,
indicating that overall the number of errors did not differ between the groups.
3.3.2 Amount of learning
In order to verify that the two groups improved performance (i.e., whether
throwing accuracy in the retention test was superior to accuracy in the pretest),
and whether the amount of learning differed as a function of the two protocols,
an ANOVA was performed. This showed that children significantly improved
performance from the pretest (M = 32.4, SD = 13.8) to the retention test (M
= 28.7, SD = 13.9) , F(1, 32) = 3.18, p = .0421, ηp2 = .09. However, there was
neither a significant effect for protocol, F(1, 32) = 1.88, p = .180, ηp2 = .06, nor
an interaction between protocol and test, F(1, 32) = .05, p = .83, ηp2 = .002).
This indicates that amount of learning did not differ between the two protocols.

Figure 3.3. The course of the number of errors made over the practice blocks for the groups
following EM and ES protocols (error bars indicate standard errors).

1

A one-tailed test was used as we expected performance to be better in the retention test
compared to the pretest.
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3.3.3 Reliance of performance on working memory after learning
Reliance of performance on working memory involvement following learning
was assessed through stability of motor performance while concurrently
performing the cognitive task in the transfer test. Specifically, dual task costs
(DTC) for the cognitive and the motor task were compared among the two
protocols. It was hypothesized that performance would be less stable (i.e.,
higher DTC) following the ES protocol than after the EM protocol. Overall,
the DTC for the cognitive task (M = 63.5, SD = 23.2), was higher than the DTC
for the motor task (M = 11.3, SD = 48.5). The ANOVA revealed a significant
effect of task only, F(1, 26) = 55.78, p < 0.01, ηp2 = .68. In addition, one-sample
t-tests tests showed that the DTC for the motor task did not exceed zero, t(34)
= 1.38, p = .18, 95% CI [-5.4, 30.0], while DTC for the cognitive task was
significantly larger than zero, t(27) = 14.48, p < .01, 95% CI [54.5, 72.5]. The
effect of protocol F(1, 26) = 1.80, p = .19, ηp2 = .07, and the interaction between
protocol and task, F(1, 26) = 2.32, p = .140, ηp2 = .08, were not significant,
which indicates also stability did not differ between the groups.
3.3.4 Possible mediators for the amount of learning and the stability of
performance
Inspection of the individual data showed large differences between participants
in the total number of errors made during practice, irrespective of the practice
protocol. The number of errors ranged between 2 and 48. Specifically, the variance
in errors between participants appeared to be larger than the variance between
groups. Therefore, to explore if the number of practice errors, age, working
memory capacity, the degree of conscious monitoring, total pegboard score, pretest
accuracy or a combination of these factors predicted the amount of learning and the
dependence of performance on working memory involvement after learning, we
performed three separate regression analyses (i.e., irrespective of practice protocol).
The independent variables were collectively submitted into a stepwise multiple linear
regression model. For the amount of learning, the combination of the accuracy on
the pre-test, β = .98, t = 5.79, p < .01, the number of errors made during practice, β
= -.48, t = -2.49, p = .020, and the type of working memory assessment performed,
β = 11.65, t = 2.44, p = .023 led to the best and significant predictive model. This
model explained 61.2% of the variance in amount of learning. It indicated that
more learning occurred when the participant had poor accuracy on the pre-test, yet
made few errors during practice and had a relatively adequate working memory
functioning. The standardized residuals were normally distributed for this model,
and there were no values exceeding |2|, which indicates that the model fits the data.
For the stability of performance after learning, that is the DTC on the motor and
cognitive tasks, the analysis did not return any significant model.
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Finally, we performed a correlation analysis to explore whether the number of
errors is related to the degree of conscious monitoring. A significant correlation
was found between the amount of errors made during practice and the conscious
monitoring score, r(30) = .53, p = .003 (Figure 3.4), which indicates that a
higher number of errors was related to a higher conscious monitoring score.

3

Figure 3.4. Correlation between the amount of errors made during practice and the degree of
conscious monitoring.

3.4 Discussion
The current study aimed to investigate the influence of making errors during
practice on motor skill learning in young individuals with CP. Previous studies in
adults showed that protocols that aim to reduce the number of errors can enhance
learning and lead to more stable motor performance after learning, compared to
error strewn protocols (i.e. Masters et al., 2008; Maxwell et al., 2001). This
study is the first to examine the feasibility of this protocol (i.e. implicit versus
explicit) in children with congenital motor disorders. In particular, the benefit
of using an error-minimizing relative to an error-strewn protocol for individuals
with CP was tested. Theoretically this is an important issue as individuals with
CP often have poor working memory functioning which may hamper their
learning in error-strewn, or explicit, protocols (Jenks et al., 2009; Jenks et al.,
2007; van Rooijen et al., 2012). We therefore examined if fewer errors during
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practice would result in an enhanced amount of learning and increased stability
of performance after learning. This was grounded in the notion that fewer errors
would diminish conscious monitoring of the movements and therefore evoke
less working memory involvement, eliciting a more implicit motor learning
process (Maxwell et al., 2001).
3.4.1 The suitability of the error-minimizing protocol
The results showed that the total number of errors during practice did not differ
between both protocols. However, distribution of these errors was different for
the protocols, with the EM protocol leading to fewer errors at the beginning of
practice. Nonetheless, both protocols led to a stable learning effect, as evidenced
by an improved aiming performance, which was not disrupted by a concurrent
cognitive task. Regression analysis across groups indicated that the number of
errors made during practice was related to the amount of learning. Furthermore,
the degree of conscious monitoring was also related to the number of errors
made during practice. These first findings on the suitability of implicit and
explicit learning protocols in children with CP indicate that both protocols can,
in principle, lead to a significant improvement in motor performance. However,
the number of errors made during practice does play a critical role for a learning
effect. Below, we will elaborate on these findings.
The similarity observed here with respect to the learning effects induced by
the two protocols differs from previous studies that reported larger and/or more
stable performance improvements in healthy adults and typically developing
children following an error-minimizing protocol (Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et
al., 2013; Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al., 2013; Lam et al., 2010; Maxwell
et al., 2001; Poolton et al., 2007). This indicates that the difference between
the error-strewn and error-minimizing protocols is less evident for individuals
with CP compared to the populations of the previous studies, in which the
suitability of the error-minimizing protocol was examined for persons with less
severe motor problems. Some studies using a similar protocol also showed nonsignificant differences in the total number of errors between the groups (Capio,
Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013; Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al., 2013;
Maxwell et al., 2001). However, these studies did show differential learning
effects between the groups. One reason for the discrepant findings between the
current and previous studies might be that systematic error reduction in the
heterogeneous group of participants with CP is more difficult to achieve using
a generalized practice protocol. The difficulty of the task is obviously related to
the motor abilities of the participants; and in the present groups of individuals
with CP even the easiest practice situation led to a relatively large number of
performance errors. Hence, in order to create error minimizing and error strewn
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practice protocols, the difficulty of the task may need to be more carefully
attuned to the individual capacities of the participants. However, due to the
inherent motor restrictions in children with CP, which goes together with a high
variability in motor performance (Steenbergen & Gordon, 2006), errors can
still occur even when the task difficulty is adjusted to a child’s capacities. The
relatively erratic behaviour might undermine the suitability of error minimized
practice protocols for this population. On top of that, the frequently observed
working memory problems in children with CP (i.e. van Rooijen et al., 2012;
van Rooijen et al., 2014) may limit their capability to learn explicitly. In sum,
participants with CP showed learning following both protocols, but the often
reported differences among both protocols were not found.
Irrespective of the practice protocol followed, however, a lower number
of errors made during practice was associated with larger performance
improvements and less conscious monitoring of the movement. Hence, although
the present protocol was not successful in inducing a differential number of
errors on the group level, the results still underline that the number of errors
during practice is key to learning motor skills in individuals with CP. This new
finding will be discussed below.
3.4.2 The effect of the number of errors on the amount of learning
Regression analyses across groups revealed that the amount of learning was
related to initial performance accuracy (i.e., motor proficiency), the amount of
errors made during practice and the type of working memory test administered
(i.e., working memory capacity). Individuals with low motor proficiency (i.e.,
low throwing accuracy in the pre-test) showed enhanced learning, in particular
when they made fewer errors during practice2. This is in agreement with findings
by Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al. (2013), who found that learning in
children with low initial motor performance was facilitated when less errors
were made following an error minimizing practice protocol. In the current study,
low motor ability was also associated with lower working memory capacity3,
which would presumably hamper accumulation of explicit knowledge (e.g.,
via actively testing hypotheses, see Janacsek & Nemeth, 2013). Consequently,
children with low motor ability might indeed benefit more from learning
implicitly, that is, when making fewer errors.
2

3

This was not merely due to regression to the mean, as children with good initial performance
did not show a general decrease in performance. There might, however, be a floor effect for
some children as the ones with the worst performance all improved.
Type of working memory assessment was significantly correlated with the performance on
the pretest, rs(36) = -.37, p = .028.
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At this point it is not evident why motor skill learning would benefit from
making only a few errors combined with a comparatively adequate working
memory capacity (within the group of individuals with CP). However, it is
important to appreciate that all the current participants with CP showed poor
working memory functioning compared to typically developing children. Even
the participants that were classified as having better working memory capacity,
still performed at the lower end compared to their typically developing peers
(Gathercole et al., 2004). Therefore, given the role assigned to working memory
when learning from errors, most of the current participants may not have been
capable to profit at all from explicit learning. If this conjecture is correct, then
it would be unlikely that they had formed and tested hypotheses for improving
performance, even if they constantly monitored their movements or errors (as
the correlation between errors and conscious monitoring suggest). It would
also follow that only the participants with a better working capacity may have
had the opportunity to learn explicitly from their errors. However, this might
only have been possible when errors are kept at a minimum, because otherwise
working memory would quickly be overloaded. Hence, the observed relationship
between the number of errors, working memory capacity and amount learning
may point to the presence of a rudimentary type of explicit learning in a subset
of individuals with CP. By contrast, for participants with very poor working
memory functioning, implicit learning might have been the only way to improve
performance (for a similar suggestion, see Buszard et al., 2013).
Noticeably, although making errors increased conscious monitoring,
conscious monitoring was not directly related to amount of learning. This
may underline that it is not merely paying attention to movement execution
or movement errors per se, but rather the actual use or manipulation of the
information that conscious monitoring provides that is crucial for learning.
3.4.3 Reliance of performance on working memory after learning
We hypothesised that the aiming performance of participants who only made a
few errors during practice would be more stable when faced with a concurrent
cognitive task, compared to participants who made many errors. However, the
results showed that performing a secondary cognitive task did not result in a
decrement in performance accuracy on the aiming task, not even for participants
who made many errors during practice. This differs from previous studies that
only observed a stable motor performance under dual task conditions when
errors were minimized during practice (Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013;
Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al., 2013; Maxwell et al., 2001; Poolton et
al., 2005). As the post-test and transfer-test were not counterbalanced an effect
of order might have played a role, obscuring the negative effect of imposing a
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secondary task. Importantly, however, we did find that stability of the aiming
task was at the cost of performance on the counting task. This high DTC for
the cognitive task indicates that motor execution was not yet fully automated
and still required working memory involvement. Presuming the children
prioritized the motor task (as they were instructed to do), insufficient working
memory resources remained to uphold counting performance. This shows that
the already limited working memory capacity was more quickly overloaded
when more errors were made during practice. The observation that dual task
costs for the counting task correlated to working memory capacity confirms this
interpretation.
In sum, the present findings show that the dual tasking led to clear costs for
the cognitive task. This can be explained by the typical low working memory
capacity of children and adolescents with CP (Jenks et al., 2009; Jenks et al.,
2007; van Rooijen et al., 2012). Therefore, the concurrent cognitive task might
have been demanding for the participants even though this was not shown by
a decrement in motor performance. This could only be revealed, because we
assessed the dual task costs for both the primary motor task and the secondary
cognitive task. In fact, this emphasizes the importance of also measuring the
dual task costs for the secondary cognitive task, which has not been taken
into account in the majority of previous work examining implicit learning.
Determining dual task costs for the motor as well as the cognitive tasks would
also allow for examining whether prioritization of the motor task is a distinctive
characteristic for individuals with CP or whether it also occurs in other (special)
populations.
3.4.4 strengths and limitations
This study is the first to investigate the suitability of an error reducing and
an error protocol strewn protocol in a diverse population of children and
adolescents with CP as whole. The current results show that the amount of errors
indeed affects motor learning in young individuals with CP, and as such it can
be considered a proof of principle. As children often practice their motor skills
in groups, for example during physical education, it is appropriate that these
protocols can be used in settings with a heterogeneous group of individuals (see
also Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom et al. 2013; van der Kamp, Duivenvoorden,
Kok, & van Hilvoorde, 2015). Yet, this heterogeneity also has limitations. The
participants showed a large variability in performance of the aiming task. And
because detailed information on the type and severity of CP was not available,
we cannot determine on an individual level for whom the protocol would be
beneficial or not. In fact, we cannot rule out that this high variability, together
with a small sample size, did result in a lack of power to distinguish between
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the effectiveness of the two practice protocols. Nonetheless, the present results
provide sufficient grounds for additional further research efforts, which should
include a larger sample of participants and take both type and degree of CP into
account.
Another limitation lies in the tasks that were administered to assess working
memory capacity and motor ability. Even though all children were able to
perform the working memory test, it is a test of verbal memory, and thus can
only be used in children who possess the necessary verbal capacities. Possibly
tests that involve visuospatial working memory may be wider applicable and
better distinguishing among individuals with CP. The same holds for the Purdue
pegboard test as a measure for manual ability: for distinguishing individual
differences it would be pertinent for future work to include additional motor
tests (e.g., Gross Motor Function Measure, Russel et al., 2010) that provide a
more comprehensive assessment of motor ability.

3.5 Conclusion
This study showed that participants with CP were able to learn an aiming task
following both error minimizing and error strewn practice protocols. Yet, the
two protocols did not lead to different amounts of errors, and accordingly, did
not affect the amount of learning and dependence of performance on working
memory after learning. The current paradigm was therefore unable to make a
clear distinction between implicit and explicit learning in young individuals
with CP. Nonetheless, our results showed that the number of errors made
during practice did influence the amount of learning, irrespective of the
protocol used. Thus, error reduction during practice is an important predictor
for learning in this group of participants with inherent motor problems and
working memory problems. This opens up interesting avenues for future
research in which alternative paradigms for implicit learning (e.g. analogy
learning, external focus of attention) might prove to be more suitable in this
population. Discovering the most appropriate learning paradigm in this group
of participants is further warranted from a clinical perspective. All too often
protocols for learning that are effective in typically developing children are
used in children with congenital motor restrictions. This study is the first to
show that such direct transfer is not always feasible. Therefore, a more in depth
study into the most effective protocols for motor learning, together with factors
that mediate this effectiveness, is needed in this population, which in turn will
benefit rehabilitation programs and education programs.
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What this paper adds?
The findings of this paper contribute to a growing body of knowledge concerning
implicit and explicit motor learning. In particular, it showed how the concepts can
be incorporated into motor learning protocols for children and adolescents with
cerebral palsy. It is the first study to test the applicability of error reducing and
error strewn practice protocols in this population. The results showed beneficial
effects of reducing errors for improving motor performance. At the same time,
more individualized protocols need to be developed to tailor the difficulty of the
task to the abilities of the learner. Advancing knowledge on the effectiveness
of the different motor learning protocols can benefit both rehabilitation and
educational protocols to improve the abilities of children and adolescents with
CP.
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Appendix 3-A
Conscious Monitoring Questionnaire4
In order for us to know where you thought about during the rolling we would
like you to answer these questions:
1. How much have you thought about the speed that you have to give the ball?
Not at all (0) / a bit (1) / average amount (2) / a lot (3) / the whole time (4) /
don’t know (x)
2. How much have you thought about pointing you hand towards the target?
Not at all / a bit / average amount / a lot / the whole time / don’t know
3. How much have you thought about the swing of your arm during the rolling?
Not at all / a bit / average amount / a lot / the whole time / don’t know
4. How much have you looked at your arm/hand during the rolling?
Not at all / a bit / average amount / a lot / the whole time / don’t know
5. How much did you look at the ball during the rolling?
Not at all / a bit / average amount / a lot / the whole time / don’t know
6. How much have you looked towards the target during the rolling?
Not at all / a bit / average amount / a lot / the whole time / don’t know
7. Are there any other things that you paid attention to during the rolling?

4
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The children were asked the same questions in Dutch
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Abstract
A large pool of evidence supports the beneficial effect of an external focus of
attention on motor skill performance in adults. In children this effect has been studied
less and results are inconclusive. Importantly, individual differences are often not
taken into account. We investigated the role of working memory, conscious motor
control, and task-specific focus preferences on performance with an internal and
external focus of attention in children. Twenty-five children practiced a golf putting
task in both an internal and external focus condition. Performance was defined as
the average distance towards the hole in three blocks of 10 trials. Task-specific
focus preference was determined by asking how much effort it took to apply the
instruction in each condition. In addition, working memory capacity and conscious
motor control were assessed. Children improved performance in both the internal
and external focus condition (ŋp2 = .47), with no difference between conditions (ŋp2
= .01). Task-specific focus preference was the only factor moderately related to
the difference between performance with an internal and external focus (r = .56),
indicating better performance for the preferred instruction in block 3. Children can
benefit from instruction with both an internal and external focus of attention to
improve short-term motor performance. Individual, task-specific focus preference
influenced the effect of the instructions, with children performing better with their
preferred focus. The results highlight that individual differences are a key factor
in the effectiveness in children’s motor performance. The precise mechanisms
underpinning this effect warrant further research.

Individual differences in attentional focus

4.1 Introduction
When people perform or learn motor skills, they are often provided with
instructions on how to best perform the movement task. Apart from giving a
specific description (in different degrees of detail), these instructions guide the
focus of attention to different aspects of movement execution. More specifically,
instructions can direct attention to internal aspects of the movement (i.e.,
related to movements of the body) or to its external aspects (i.e., related to
the effects of the movement on the environment) (Wulf et al., 1998). Over the
past two decades, research in healthy adults has consistently shown enhanced
motor performance and learning when adopting an external focus of attention
compared to an internal focus (see Wulf, 2013 for a recent review). This effect
has been explained with the constrained action hypothesis (Wulf et al., 2001),
which states that when adopting an internal focus the learner constrains the
motor system by a greater reliance on conscious control strategies, and thus,
a larger involvement of cognitive resources. According to Wulf et al. (2001),
the conscious control strategies interfere with the normal automatic control
processes of the motor system. By contrast, with an external focus of attention
the automatic control processes are promoted, leading to more efficient motor
performance (Kal, Van Der Kamp, & Houdijk, 2013).
Despite consistent evidence in favour of this hypothesis in adults, research
on the relative benefits of an internal and external focus of attention in children
is limited. The results of the few studies that have been performed are equivocal.
While some studies confirm the beneficial effects of instructions that induce an
external focus of attention in children (Abdollahipour et al., 2015; Brocken et
al., 2016; Flores et al., 2015; Hadler et al., 2014; Thorn, 2006), others do not
find a difference in children’s motor learning and performance as a function
of focus of attention (Chow et al., 2014; Emanuel et al., 2008; Perreault &
French, 2016). Also, for studies that did report an advantage of an external focus
of attention, questions remain regarding its actual benefits and the robustness
thereof. As an example, Flores et al. (2015) had 6- and 10-year-old children
practice a pedalo task under different foci instructions. While the internal focus
group (i.e., focus on pushing their feet forwards) showed worse performance
during practice compared to all other groups, the external focus groups were not
different compared to a control group. Also, during the transfer tests, beneficial
effects were only apparent for children practicing with a distal external focus
(i.e., focus on a marker at the finish line), which is not directed at a movement
effect, but rather at the goal of the movement. Beneficial effects were less clear
with a proximal external focus (i.e., focus on pushing on the platforms), which
in fact were directed at a movement effect. This contradicts the theory that the
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external focus of attention is beneficial when it is skills-focused and only differs
slightly in wording from the internal focus (see Wulf et al., 2013, for elaborate
discussion).
Several authors have suggested that the effects of attentional focus
instructions might be modulated by individual differences, like the child’s or
adult’s preference to focus attention internally or externally (Brocken et al.,
2016; Emanuel et al., 2008; Kal et al., 2015). Whether this presumed focus
preference affects motor performance and learning has not been investigated
in detail. Therefore, in the present study, we examined the role of individual
differences in attentional focus effects on children’s motor performance.
Specifically, we determined the impact of three (possibly interrelated) factors that
have been suggested to modulate the influence of attentional focus instructions
on children’s motor performance: working memory capacity, the disposition to
consciously control movement, and the task-specific focus preference.
A first factor that is thought to underlie individual differences in the effect of
an internal and external focus of attention is working memory. Instructions that
induce an internal focus of attention are supposed to trigger conscious control
of motor execution that involves more cognitive resources than instructions
that induce an external focus (Poolton et al., 2006; Wulf et al., 2001).
Consequently, practicing with an internal focus of attention has been shown
to lead to a larger pool of declarative knowledge about movement execution
compared to an external focus (Poolton et al., 2006). In this respect, especially
working memory capacity is considered a crucial cognitive resource for the
accumulation of this declarative knowledge. Adequate working memory is also
needed for memorizing, manipulating and applying the instructions (Buszard,
Farrow, et al., 2017; Buszard et al., 2013; Maxwell et al., 2003). It is well
known that working memory capacity develops until adolescence (Alloway &
Alloway, 2013). Consequently, working memory capacity may be a limiting
factor in the effectiveness of instructions with an internal focus for children’s
motor performance and learning. Brocken et al. (2016) tested this hypothesis in
8-12 year-old children, who practiced golf putting. However, the study failed to
discern a significant relationship between verbal working memory capacity and
motor learning with an internal focus. In this study there was a narrow range
in working memory scores that may have reduced the sensitivity for discerning
any existing relationship between working memory and learning. Additionally,
Brocken et al. (2016) only assessed verbal working memory. Visuospatial
working memory was not included, which was previously shown to contribute to
motor learning (Jin Bo et al., 2012). Hence, in the present study we examined to
what degree the influence of attentional focus on children’s motor performance
is modulated by both verbal and visuospatial working memory.
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The disposition for conscious movement control is a second factor that has
been proposed to influence the effect of attentional focus instructions on motor
performance and learning. This disposition for conscious control is gauged
with the movement specific reinvestment scale (MSRS). Reinvestment refers
to the shift toward conscious control after the skill has been automatized, for
instance, when a performer is under pressure (Masters & Maxwell, 2008).
It has been shown that a high MSRS-score is associated with an enhanced
synchronicity in the activity of verbal and motor cortical areas when performing
movements, indicating higher cognitive control of this movement (Zhu et al.,
2011). Additionally, several patient groups, including stroke (Kal et al., 2015;
Kal et al., 2016; Orrell, Masters, & Eves, 2009), have higher MSRS-scores
compared to healthy adults. These patient groups need the cognitive control
of their movement to be successful, which likely induces an internal focus of
attention. For example, Kal et al. (2015) reported a positive correlation between
the MSRS-score and motor performance with an internal focus of attention
among individuals recovering from stroke. In other words, it is suggested
that a strong disposition for conscious movement control may encompass
a preference for an internal focus of attention (van Ginneken et al., 2017).
Movement specific reinvestment consists of two related constructs, movement
self-consciousness (MS-C) and conscious motor processing (CMP). MS-C is
related to the monitoring of one’s own movement style. In contrast, CMP refers
to the active process of consciously controlling or intervening with movement
execution (Malhotra, Poolton, Wilson, Leung, et al., 2015; Malhotra, Poolton,
Wilson, Omuro, & Masters, 2015; Masters & Maxwell, 2008). Accordingly, it
was shown that a higher CMP score was linked to faster rates of learning and
more rapid improvements on novel motor tasks (Malhotra, Poolton, Wilson,
Leung et al., 2015; Malhotra, Poolton, Wilson, Omuro, & Masters, 2015). In
addition, CMP (and not MS-C) has been suggested to be related to an enhanced
tendency to use an internal focus of attention (Ginneken et al., 2017). Therefore,
we only include CMP in the present study.
Except for a general disposition to consciously control movements, children
may also have task- specific preferences to focus their attention either internally
or externally. The few studies that assessed task-specific focus preference, all
indicated better performance when performing with the preferred or familiar
focus (Ehrlenspiel, Lieske, & Rübner, 2004; Marchant et al., 2009; Maurer
& Munzert, 2013; Weiss, Reber, & Owen, 2008; Wulf, Shea, & Park, 2001).
These studies were all performed with adults and used different methods for
assessing focus preferences across studies. In most studies, participants briefly
performed with both types of instruction and then rated their preference for
both attentional foci (Marchant et al., 2009; Weiss et al., 2008, first study; Wulf
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et al., 2001). However, this preference rating may be largely dependent on
performance outcomes rather than the perceived mental effort or cognitive load
to adhere to the instructed focus. In this respect, Marchant et al. (2009) have
shown that participants who practice with their preferred focus also experienced
less effort needed to perform the task. They highlighted the importance of when
the preference is formed (i.e., initial versus resulting preference) or evolves
during practice (i.e., as a function of performance changes). In the present
study, we examine to what degree the effects of attentional focus is modulated
by task-specific focus preference in a group of children. Focus preference will
be determined using participants’ ratings of perceived effort immediately after
having performed the first trial (i.e., initial preference).
To sum up, the main goal of the study is to examine the individual differences in
the benefits of internal and external focus instructions on golf putting performance
in children between 8 and 12 years of age. Performance was determined over
three blocks of 10 trials in each condition, as performance change can occur
very rapidly (see Magill & Anderson, 2014). Furthermore, we are specifically
interested to determine how the individual differences are modulated by working
memory capacity, disposition for conscious movement control, and the taskspecific focus preference. To this end, we used a cross-over design within which
children put golf balls both in an internal focus of attention condition and in an
external focus of attention condition. Working memory capacity, the disposition
for conscious movement processing and task-specific focus preference were
measured. It is expected that children will perform better with an external focus
of attention. Additionally, we hypothesize that the anticipated benefits of external
focus instruction will reduce when children have (a) a larger working memory
capacity, (b) a stronger disposition for the conscious control of movements, and
(c) a stronger initial preference for focusing internally on the golf putting task.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Participants
In this study, children aged 8-12 year-old were recruited at a mainstream primary
school. All the children in the eligible classes received an information letter for
their parents. In total 25 children (12 girls, age M = 10.4, SD = 1.1) returned
the written informed consent before the experiment, all of whom gave verbal
assent during the experiment. No children dropped out. Parents completed a
health questionnaire to ensure that the children had no known neurological or
psychological disorders. The procedures of the study were approved by the local
ethics committee. Children received a small gift for their participation.
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4.2.2 Materials
4.2.2.1 Golf task. Children performed the golf putting task on an artificial
grass putting mat, measuring 500 cm long and 100 cm wide (adapted from
Brocken et al., 2016, see Figure 4.1). The hole, with a diameter of 10 cm,
was located at a distance of 250 cm from the ‘tee’, where the participant was
standing to putt the golf ball. Special putters for children were used: Spalding
junior Putter Green of 70.0 cm for children with a length up to 132 cm and
Spalding junior Putter Blue of 77.5 cm for children taller than 133 cm. The goal
of the task was to putt standard golf balls into the hole. The golf performance
was determined by measuring the distance between the end position of the
putted ball and the hole. If the ball was putted into the hole, a score of 0 cm was
given and if the ball fell off the green, the maximum score of 200 cm was given
(14.8% of the putts). In all other cases, the distance from the middle of the ball
to the middle of the hole was measured (in cm).

Figure 4.1. Schematic representation of the grass putting mat; O represents the hole, X
represents the starting point from where the golf ball was putted (i.e., the ‘tee’).

4.2.2.2 Working memory. To assess working memory capacity, children
performed the screener of the Dutch version of the Automated Working Memory
Assessment (AWMA, Alloway 2007a). Two subtests were used: Listening Recall
to measure verbal working memory and Spatial Recall to measure visuospatial
working memory. Both subtests are reported to have good test-retest reliability
with correlation coefficients of .88 and .79 respectively.
4.2.2.3 The disposition for conscious control. A Dutch version of the
Movement Specific Reinvestment Scale (MSRS, Masters & Maxwell, 2008) was
developed (MSRS-C-NL) based on the validated Dutch version for adults (Kal et
al., 2016) and the validated English (Buszard et al., 2013) and a Chinese version
for children (Ling, Maxwell, Masters, McManus, & Polman, 2016). Questions
were pilot-tested with five 8-year-old children to evaluate the use of language
and layout. Afterwards, a few modifications where considered appropriate. The
final questionnaire has been used across a number of studies conducted by our
research group. Confirmatory factor analysis from the combined data of 244
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children aged between 7 and 13 years showed good psychometric properties
(X2(31) = 54.4, p = .015; X2/df = 1.6; GFI = .96; CFI = .89; SRMR = .05;
RMSEA = .05). The questionnaire consists of ten questions, five of which are
related to the concept of conscious motor processing (CMP: e.g., ‘Do you try to
find out why a certain movement didn’t go well?’) and five of which are related
to the concept of movement self-consciousness (MS-C: e.g., ‘Do you know what
you look like when you move?’). Questions were answered on a 4-point Likert
scale. The options “never”, “sometimes”, “often” or “always” were scored as 1,
2, 3 or 4 points, respectively. A higher score represents a higher propensity for
reinvestment. To measure the disposition for conscious control, we only used
the scores for the CMP-factor.
4.2.2.4 Task-specific focus preference. To measure children’s preference
for employing an internal or external focus of attention in the golf putting task,
they were asked to rate the amount of effort they experienced to perform the task
according to the instructions immediately after the first trial as well as after the
last trial of each condition (‘How much effort does it take to perform according
to this instruction?’). The rating scale was derived from the Rating Scale of
Mental Effort (RSME, Zijlstra, 1993) and involved a visual analogue scale with
the left endpoint of the line stating ‘no effort at all’ and the other endpoint ‘a lot
of effort’. Children marked a cross on the line between the endpoints where they
felt it best represented their perceived effort. Less effort was taken as a stronger
preference.
4.2.2.5 Manipulation check. After each condition a verbal recall protocol
was used in which the children were asked to answer the following question: ‘On
what aspects were you focusing during putting?’ The experimenter immediately
wrote down the answer(s).
4.2.3 Procedure
A within-subjects-design was used in which children performed the golf putting
task with both the internal and the external focus of attention instructions. The
order of instruction was counterbalanced across children with one week in
between sessions. Half of the children were randomly assigned to the IF-EF
group and received internal focus instruction (IF) in the first session, and the
external focus (EF) instruction in the second session; the other half of children
formed the EF-IF group and received the instructions in reversed order. At the
beginning of the first session, the goal of the task was explained. The children
then performed 10 practice trials with a few basic instructions about grip,
stance, and posture. Next, they received the appropriate attentional instructions
by the experimenter who was not –and cannot be- blind for the intervention. For
the internal focus of attention condition, children were told to move their arms
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like a pendulum; for the external focus of attention condition, children were told
to move the golf club like a pendulum. Instructions were given both verbally
and visually, by showing the children what a pendulum is and how it works
(see Brocken et al., 2016). Following the instruction the children performed
the first trial, after which they rated the mental effort to perform according to
the instructions (i.e., focus preference). Subsequently, the remaining 29 trials
were performed. After every 5 trials, the experimenter repeated the instruction
verbally. After the final trial, the children again rated perceived mental effort
and answered the verbal-recall question. Children also completed the MSRS-CNL and the AWMA. During the second session, children underwent exactly the
same protocol, but with the other focus of attention instruction and without the
first 10 familiarization trials, the MSRS-C-NL and the AWMA.
4.2.4 Analyses
The average distance from the hole (in cm) for each block of 10 trials was
calculated and served as the performance measure. This allowed comparison of
golf putting performance over three blocks of trials across the two attentional
focus conditions. The verbal and visual working memory capacity scores were
the raw scores from Listening and Spatial recall tests, respectively, while
the sum score on the five questions for the CMP-factor of the MSRS-C-NL
served as the measure for the disposition for conscious control. Finally, the
focus preference of the children was based on the ratings of the initial focus
preference measured after the first trial in both conditions. It was defined as the
percentage of total line length starting from the left (i.e., indicating “no effort at
all”) until the point where the child had marked the scale. A low percentage thus
indicates a strong preference. To determine focus preference, the rating for the
external focus instruction was subtracted from the rating of the internal focus
instruction. Accordingly, a negative outcome indicates a stronger preference for
the internal focus, while a positive outcome indicates a stronger preference for
the external focus.
First, to examine the difference in golf putting performance on a group
level as function of attentional focus and block, a 2 (condition: internal focus
instructions vs. external focus instructions) by 3 (block: first 10 trials, second
10 trials, final 10 trials) ANOVA with repeated measures on both factors,
was performed. Significant effects were followed up by pairwise post-hoc
comparisons with Bonferroni correction.
Next, and more importantly, we assessed the role of the individual factors
on the difference between performance with an internal and external focus of
attention on an individual level. To this end, performance in the external focus
condition was subtracted from performance in the internal focus condition
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and this difference served as the dependent variable: positive values indicate
superior performance in the external focus condition and negative values
indicate enhanced performance in the internal focus condition. We performed
a correlation analysis between the performance difference, verbal and spatial
working memory capacity, CMP, and task-specific focus preference. We planned
to do this for each block separately, depending on the outcomes of the ANOVA
described above. In addition, in the case of multiple significant correlations, a
hierarchical regression analysis would be performed, in which the factor with
the highest correlation would be entered in the first step, followed by the factor
with the second largest correlation and so on.
Finally, the outcomes of the manipulation check were analysed. The answers
were divided into segments that represented an individual aspect children payed
attention to (Chi, 1997). The first and second author then coded these segments
according to a scheme adapted from Perrault and French (2016) (see Table
4.1). Inter-rater agreement was 90%. Items on which the raters disagreed were
discussed until consensus was reached. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used
to compare the number of aspects the children attended to in the internal and
external focus conditions.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Performance in Internal and External Focus Conditions
The results of the RM-ANOVA did not show a significant effect of condition,
F(1, 24) = .32, p = .579, ŋp2 = .01. However, there was a significant main effect
of block, F(2, 48) = 21.52, p < .001, ŋp2 = .47. Post hoc comparisons with
Bonferroni correction showed that putting performance significantly improved
over time from block 1 (M = 99.43, SE = 5.75 ) to block 2 (M = 87.39, SE =
5.28), p = .01, 95%CI [2.5, 21.6], and from block 2 to block 3 (M = 72.9, SE =
4.01), p = .001, 95%CI [5.3, 23.8]. There was no significant interaction between
condition and block, F(2, 48) = .17, p = .841, ŋp2 < .01. Together, these results
indicated that children improved performance within a session, but the focus of
attention instruction did neither enhance nor reduce this improvement.
4.3.2 The Relation of Working Memory, Disposition for Conscious Control
and Task-Specific Focus Preference with the Relative Benefits of External and
Internal Focus Instructions
As a significant effect of block was found, we calculated correlations for each
block separately. The correlations between performance difference (i.e., between
conditions) and verbal working memory capacity (M = 17.20, SE = .61), spatial
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working memory capacity (M = 23.88, SE = 1.15), conscious motor processing
(M = 11.44, SE = .55), focus preference (M = -9.07, SE = 5.93) for each of the
three blocks are reported in Table 2. The only moderate correlation was between
performance difference and task-specific focus preference in block 3, r = .56, p =
.004, indicating that the stronger the preference for an external focus, the larger
the performance advantage for putting with an external focus of attention, and
vice versa (see Figure 4.2). The other factors were not related to this relative
benefit (see Table 4.2).
Table 4.1. Coding Scheme for the Segments Reported in the Manipulation Check

a

Code

Definition

Example

Initial instruction
internal (II)

Directed at the initial instruction about
the movement of the arms

“the arm movements”

Initial instruction
external (IE)

Directed at the initial instruction about
the movement of the club

“the pendulum movement
of the club”

Goal (G)

Directed at the end-goal of the task (the
put), also considered an external focus

“make a hit”

Cue internal (CI)

Directed at an internal element of the
task other than the initial instruction

“if the arms were good”

Cue external (CE)

Directed at an external element of the
task other than the initial instruction

“focus on the balls”

Aiming (A)a

Directed at specific aiming aspects
“not too hard or too soft”
without a clear internal or external focus

Movement without
focus (UF)a

Directed at elements of the movement
“move calmly”
without a clear internal or external focus

Evaluative (E)

Directed at the level of performance

“I didn’t get a single put”

Other (O)

Other

“the rules”

Directing attention at the movement is often considered as an internal focus of attention.

However, in this case children only reported to ‘focus on the movement’ without an indication
whether this was the movement of the club or the movement of the body, which is why this
category is scored as unfocussed. The same holds for segments related to aiming.
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Table 4.2. Correlation coefficients between individual factors and the difference in performance
between practice with an internal and external focus of attention in the three practice blocks.

Verbal WM
Spatial WM
CMP
Preference

Performance
difference block 1

Performance
difference block 2

Performance
difference block 3

-.04
.10
-.36
.23

.18
.06
-.28
.11

-.29
-.18
<.01
.56**

Note. *statistically significant at p < .05. **statistically significant at p < .01. WM = working
memory; CMP = conscious motor processing.

Figure 4.2. Visual representation of the effect of focus preference on putting performance in
the internal and external focus condition. For clear representation of the effect of preference
the continuous preference score was categorized. Children with a positive value were
classified as having a preference for an external focus of attention, children with a negative
value were classified as having a preference for an internal focus of attention. Error bars
represent standard error.
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4.3.3 Exploratory Analysis of Focus Preference
Since our analyses indicated that task-specific focus preference was the most
important factor for the difference between performance with an internal and
external focus of attention, we decided to further examine this construct. For 11
children, the difference in the rate of mental effort after the first trial favoured an
external focus attention, while 14 children reported lower rates of mental effort
for an internal focus of attention. We argued in the introduction that self-rated
preference might be related to actual performance (i.e., you prefer what works
best). To evaluate this, we correlated the resulting focus preference (i.e., the
second rating of mental effort after 30 trials) with performance on the last block
of the corresponding condition. No significant relationship between performance
and the resulting focus preference was found. We also examined the change
in the strength of the focus preference, which was expected to increase with
increasing experience with a specific focus of attention. Inspection of individual
data revealed that only 4 children had a stronger preference on the second rating
compared to the first rating. In addition, 10 children ‘switched’ preference, 4 of
whom switched from preferring an external focus of attention to preferring an
internal focus, 4 children switched from preferring an internal focus to preferring
an external focus, and 2 children preferred an internal focus in the first rating
but did not show a difference in mental effort for the internal and external focus
instructions on the second rating. The strength of preference of the remaining 11
children decreased over time, but they did not switch their preference.
4.3.4 Manipulation Check
The responses on the manipulation check for both conditions are displayed in
Table 4.3. Responses for each category were compared between the internal
and external focus condition. The analysis only showed a significant difference
between reports after completion of the internal focus and external focus
conditions for the aspects II (Z = 2.24, p = .025) and CI (Z = 2.24, p = .025).
These internal aspects were reported more often after practice in the internal
focus condition compared to the external focus condition. We also compared the
total number of internal aspects (II+CI) to the total number of external aspects
(IE+CE+G) within both conditions. Results showed that after the external focus
condition, children reported more external than internal aspects, Z = 2.89, p =
.004. After the internal focus condition children reported an equal number of
internal and external aspects. These results indicate that external task aspects
are reported after both the internal and external focus condition, while internal
aspects are primarily reported after the internal focus condition.
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Table 4.3. Results of the Manipulation Check
II

CI

IE

CE

G

A

UF

E

O

Internal instruction

5

5

0

3

2

10

5

2

3

External instruction

0

0

5

3

2

9

12

2

2

Note. Number of segments in each category split for the received instruction. Abbreviations
are as follows: initial internal instruction (II), cue internal (CI), initial external instruction (IE),
cue external (CE), goal (G), aiming (A), unfocussed movement (UF), evaluative (E), other (O).

4.4 Discussion
This study aimed to evaluate the immediate effects of internal and external focus of
attention instructions on golf putting performance in children. We were particularly
interested in examining the degree to which these effects were modulated by
working memory capacity, conscious motor processing and individual focus
preference. In contrast to current views about the benefits of an external focus
relative to an internal focus of attention, we did not find a difference in golf putting
performance following the two attentional focus instructions. Children performed
to the same level in both conditions, although performance did improve during the
session. Importantly, however, individual differences were observed in that some
children performed better with internal instructions, while others demonstrated
superior performance with external instructions. Further analysis indicated that
these inter-individual differences in attentional focus effects were not accounted for
by working memory capacity or conscious motor processing. We did find, however,
that task-specific focus preferences (i.e., the perceived mental effort to adhere
to the instruction after the first trial) did relate to relative effects of attentional
focus. Specifically, in the final performance block, children performed better with
attentional focus instructions that matched their focus preference.
The observation that children (as a group) performed (and improved
performance across blocks) irrespective of the focus of attention adds to the
mixed picture concerning the presumed benefits of an external attentional focus
in children (Abdollahipour et al., 2015; Brocken et al., 2016; Chow et al., 2013;
Emanuel et al., 2008; Flores et al., 2015; Hadler et al., 2014; Perrault & French,
2016; Thorn, 2006). Consequently, the evidence to support the constrained action
hypothesis in children is equivocal. One explanation for the discrepant findings
in adults and children might be that children are less experienced in these types
of complex motor skills. Automaticity has not been (sufficiently) developed, and
hence, internal focus is less likely to disrupt automatized control. Accordingly,
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children might benefit from any type of instruction to improve performance –
provided they have sufficient informational content. Only after some automaticity
has been developed, the attentional focus would elicit differences. In other words, in
childhood the different benefits of attentional focus may not have immediate effects
on performance, but only emerge with more prolonged practice or learning (e.g.,
Brocken et al., 2016). Yet, some other studies with similar small amounts of trials
did report immediate beneficial effect of an external focus of attention (Flores et al.,
2015). This highlights that the distinction between immediate performance effects
and long-term learning effects is not the only factor modulating the attentional focus
effects. Perhaps, scaling the amount of practice to children’s initial automaticity
provides more accurate predictions of attentional focus effects.
In addition to examining the difference between an internal and external focus of
attention on a group level, we also examined the difference on an individual level.
Although the external focus instruction was not more effective on group level, we
did find that task-specific focus preference was significantly related to the individual
differences in the benefits of an external focus relative to an internal focus: children
with a preference for an external focus performed better with external focus
instructions in the final block of the test session and vice versa. Contrary to what
we predicted, working memory and the disposition for conscious control did not
influence the relative effects of attentional focus. A recent study by Buszard, Farrow,
et al. (2017) did show that working memory capacity constrains motor learning in
children, but only when multiple instructions were used which overloaded working
memory capacity. Therefore, the absence of a role for working memory capacity in
the current study may be caused by the use of only one instruction, in the form of
an analogy, which did not place a high demand on working memory capacity. We
did not perform a priori power calculations. Had we done so, we would have found
that our sample size (i.e., for α =. 05, β = 0.80 and r = .5 returns 26 children) would
have been small for determining relations between the individual variables and
differences in performance, and therefore sensitive to only large effect sizes. Future
research must assure sufficient participants in order to verify the current findings.
Focusing more on the observed effect of task-specific focus preference, previous
studies in adults also showed that task-specific focus preference affects the effects of
attentional focus on motor learning (Ehrlenspiel et al., 2004; Marchant et al., 2009;
Maurer & Munzert, 2013; Weis et al., 2008; Wulf et al., 2001). Our results confirm this
observation for children. It is therefore important for researchers – and practitioners
alike - to take task-specific focus preference into account when comparing and/or
adopting attentional focus instructions to promote motor performance and learning.
Matching instructions to the individual preferences may make it easier for children to
apply the instructions and promote performance and learning. In fact, focus preference
may have differed between the studies that examined attentional focus in children,
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which might explain the mixed findings in studies that examined the relative benefits
of attentional focus only on a group level (Chow et al., 2014; Emanuel et al., 2008).
Our results are among the first to show the important role of focus preference
in explaining individual differences in motor performance in children. We used
a rating of mental effort to determine this preference. Previously, Marchant et
al. (2009), studying adults, showed that the perceived effort of performing a dart
throw was lower when performed with the preferred focus of attention. Even
though their operationalization of effort was not identical to the current mental
effort scale, the results of both studies are in line. In the study of Marchant et
al. (2009) participants rated general effort on a scale from 1 (none at all) to 7 (a
great deal). Despite this difference in measurement, the correspondence in results
suggests that the concepts of preference, general effort, and mental effort are likely
measuring the same underlying construct. Yet, neither has been validated and it
is therefore important to validate rating scales for focus preference. In doing so,
it is also important to verify the stability of these preferences – the present study
for instance suggested that considerable number of children had changed their
preference after 30 trials. Further to this point, although Marchant et al. (2009)
suggested that such changes were driven by performance, our exploratory analyses
did not confirm a relation between the resulting focus preference and performance.
Clearly, further scrutiny of focus preference is warranted in order to unravel the
possible mechanisms underpinning the effect of focus preference on performance.
A final confounding factor in the effects of internal and external focus instructions
is the actual use of these instructions. Emmanuel et al. (2008) commented that
children adhere less to the given instructions compared to adults, which may
diminish any performance and learning differences as a consequence of attentional
focus. In line with this, in a recent study of Perrault and French (2016) no group
differences were found, but additional analysis showed that participants with a high
performance reported more external task aspects irrespective of the instructions they
received. We also included a verbal recall protocol, which should be closely related
to the aspects that were used for performance. This indicated that children focused
attention externally in the external as well as in the internal condition, while internal
aspects were only attended to in the internal condition. It must be noted that many
aspects that children recalled did not indicate a clear focus of attention. Also, verbal
recall can be subject to verbal abilities as well as socially desirable answers. So, on
the one hand children can use more aspects than the ones they reported, but may not
have been able to verbalize these aspects. On the other hand, children may report
rules they think the experimenter wants to hear without actually having used them.
Nevertheless, the results suggest that the actual focus did not always correspond to
the focus instructions. This discrepancy may cloud performance differences as a
function of attentional focus.
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4.5 Conclusion
This study investigated individual differences in the immediate effects of
internal and external focus of attention instructions on motor performance in
children. It shows that both types of instructions can directly enhance motor
performance, but that the benefits depend on the individual child’s task-specific
focus preference; children performed better when the instructed and preferred
focus matched. Working memory capacity and conscious motor control did not
explain individual differences in the effects of internal and external focus. We
suggest that focus preference should be an important constraint in designing
instruction protocols to enhance motor performance.

4.6 What Does This Article Add
The literature is inconclusive about the benefits of using an external focus of
attention in children when practicing motor skills. The current study focusses
on individual differences that may underlie the relative benefits of an internal
and external focus of attention. Specifically, the results show that performance
benefits are related to individual ratings of task-specific focus preferences. This
finding can help explain the lack of differences found between an internal and
external focus of attention in children. To further understand the differences
between performance and learning with an internal and external focus of
attention it is critical that individual differences, including focus preference,
are taken into account in future studies. However, focus preference has not been
studied often, especially in children, and no golden standards exist to determine
focus preference. Therefore, more research is needed on this topic to create
validated measures. These measures can also aid professionals working in the
field of sport and exercise, like teachers, trainers and therapists, to develop more
personalized training, coaching and rehabilitation for both children and adults.
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Abstract
Effective motor learning paradigms are essential for children with motor
difficulties to enhance their motor skills and facilitate performance in physical
activities and in daily life. This study aimed to examine the effect of feedback
with an internal or external focus of attention on motor learning of children with
probable Developmental Coordination Disorder (pDCD). In addition, the role of
working memory capacity was examined. Children were recruited via physical
therapists, who integrated the experimental procedures within therapy sessions.
We analysed data of 25 children between 5 and 11 years old. They practiced a
novel motor task of throwing a ‘slingerball’ over three weeks, while receiving
feedback with an internal or external focus of attention. Results showed that
children improved throwing accuracy regardless of the type of feedback they
received. Visuospatial working memory capacity enhanced learning, especially
for children receiving feedback with an external focus of attention. These
findings corroborate clinical recommendations stating that children with DCD
benefit from task specific training and feedback, which is promoted with both
foci of attention. However, the findings contrast the expected benefits of practice
with an external focus of attention. It highlights that the exact mechanisms
and task constraints that influence the learning processes with an internal and
external focus among children are not yet understood and warrant further study.

Attentional focus in children with DCD

5.1 Introduction
Children with Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) experience
difficulties with learning and executing coordinated movements (Wilson et
al., 2017). DCD is diagnosed in approximately 6% of all children (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). Compared with their typically developing
peers, these children experience problems with activities of daily living such
as using cutlery, tying shoes, catching a ball, riding a bike, and/or physical
education (Zwicker, Harris, & Klassen, 2013). Due to their motor limitations
and resulting lower self-efficacy, children with DCD may avoid participation in
free and organized play, and physical activities (Cairney et al., 2005; Fitzpatrick
& Watkinson, 2003). To facilitate participation in daily physical activities and
society at large, it is warranted that effective and tailored training programs for
motor learning are developed for these children (Farhat et al., 2016; Imms et al.,
2017; Smits-Engelsman et al., 2013).
Motor skills can be trained via more explicit or implicit motor learning
paradigms. Explicit motor learning presumes that motor learning starts with
an initial effortful, cognitive, and explicit stage and proceeds to a more
effortless, autonomous, and implicit stage (Fitts & Posner, 1967). Especially
in the first stage of motor learning there is large cognitive involvement. In
particular, the load on working memory is high as it is needed to hold and
process incoming information, such as verbal instructions, visual feedback
representing performance outcome, as well as proprioceptive and tactile sensory
feedback resulting from the motor performance (Maxwell et al., 2003). Once the
information is processed, this declarative knowledge can be used to create and
test hypotheses on how movements can be performed more effectively (Masters,
1992). In contrast to explicit motor learning, implicit motor learning proposes
that a learner can bypass the initial, effortful, cognitive stage, and directly start
in to the effortless, autonomous stage of motor learning (Masters, 1992). As
a result, participants who learned in an implicit manner do not accumulate
declarative knowledge about movement execution and have, in fact, difficulties
to articulate how they performed the movement (Masters 1992, also see Masters
& Poolton, 2012, for a review). Importantly, and in contrast to explicit motor
learning, the involvement of working memory during the learning process is
presumed to be reduced to a large extent (Masters, 1992; Steenbergen et al.,
2010).
A proportion of children with DCD are known to have co-morbid working
memory problems (Alloway, 2007b; Piek et al., 2007; Wilson et al., 2013).
These working memory problems are likely to play a role in the process of motor
learning, in particular because working memory involvement is presumed to be a
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prerequisite for explicit motor learning (Maxwell et al., 2003). Working memory
capacity is used to generate, store, and manipulate declarative knowledge and
apply this to movement execution. As a result, it is expected that populations
with reduced working memory capacity, like children with DCD, would benefit
more from motor learning paradigms that promote implicit learning.
Several paradigms have been developed to promote implicit motor learning
(Kleynen et al., 2015; Masters & Poolton, 2012). In the present study we
will use the paradigm of (re)directing the focus of attention of the learner to
induce implicit or explicit motor learning. According to the constrained action
hypothesis (Wulf et al., 2001), an external focus of attention, viz. focusing on the
movement outcome instead of the movement itself, will enhance automaticity of
movement execution. This enhanced movement automaticity reduces working
memory demands, since unconscious control processes predominantly regulate
movement control. Thus, an external focus of attention is supposed to promote
implicit motor learning (Kal, et al., 2013; Kleynen et al., 2015). In contrast,
if the focus of attention is directed to body movements of the learner, viz. an
internal focus of attention, explicit motor learning is supposed to be facilitated.
An internal focus of attention proposes the involvement of working memory,
because a conscious mode of control is triggered that interferes with the natural
automatic control processes of movement execution (Wulf et al., 2001). Previous
studies in adult populations have consistently shown that an external focus of
attention leads to enhanced motor learning and performance over an internal
focus of attention in a variety of motor tasks (see Wulf, 2013, for a review).
To validate the constrained action hypothesis the level of automaticity of
a movement with an internal or external focus of attention is assessed via the
dual task paradigm (Kal et al., 2013; Poolton et al., 2006; Wulf et al., 2001).
If the movement is executed automatically, less cognitive resources are
needed to control the movement, and thus a secondary task can be performed
without interference with the primary motor task (Abernethy, 1988; Houwink,
Steenbergen, Prange, Buurke, & Geurts, 2013). In line with the constrained
action hypothesis, several studies showed that movements with an internal
focus of attention were indeed hindered by the simultaneous execution of a
secondary task parallel to the motor task. It was also shown that movements
performed with an external focus of attention were not hindered by this
secondary task loading (Kal et al., 2013; Poolton et al., 2006; Wulf et al., 2001).
These collective findings exemplify that an external focus of attention leads to
more automatization of the movements, thereby decreasing working memory
demands.
The lower working memory demands that are associated with motor learning
using an external focus of attention makes it potentially suitable for individuals
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with a reduced working memory capacity, such as children with DCD.
Nonetheless, up to date, this was only tested in three studies, with varying results.
Chiviacowsky et al., (2013) studied children with mild intellectual disabilities,
(Saemi et al. (2013) studied children with ADHD, and Jarus et al. (2015) studied
motor learning in children with DCD. While Chiviacowsky et al. (2013) and
Saemi et al. (2013) showed a beneficial effect of an external focus of attention
over an internal focus of attention, Jarus et al. (2015) did not find a significant
difference between an internal and external focus of attention. Chiviacowsky
et al. (2013) argued that the findings in favour of an external focus of attention
were possibly caused by a potential freeing up of attentional capacity that may
have resulted in the learning advantages. However, they did not directly test
working memory involvement in the participating children. In sum, the results
of existing studies concerning foci of attention in atypically developing children
are equivocal, but it was suggested in these studies that the findings may be
related to the attentional capacity of the participant (Chiviacowsky et al., 2013;
Wulf & Prinz, 2001). Therefore, in the present study the mediating role of
working memory capacity on motor learning will be directly tested.
The main aim of the present study was to examine the effects of feedback
promoting an internal or external focus of attention on motor learning in
children with probable DCD (pDCD). To this end, we utilized a motor task
that was new for the children (i.e., throwing a ‘Slingerball’) to ensure that
they started in the first, cognitive stage of motor learning. We hypothesized
that children in the external focus of attention group would show superior
learning on the Slingerball throwing task (i.e., increased throwing accuracy) as
compared to children in the internal focus of attention group. As a secondary
aim we examined the mediating role of working memory capacity on learning
with an internal (i.e. explicit learning) or external (i.e. implicit learning) focus
of attention.

5.2. Methods
5.2.1 Participants
Children (4-12 years) were recruited at private paediatric physiotherapy practices
by 12 participating physical therapists. Together they recruited 35 children that
were eligible to participate in this study based on a suspicion of DCD. Children
were assessed on the Movement Assessment Battery for Children-2 (MABC-2)
and if they scored lower or equal to the 16th percentile they were included in
the study (DSM-V, criterion A). Seven children were excluded based on a score
on the MABC-2 higher than the 16th percentile. Following the assessments, two
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children were excluded because they had too much missing data on either the
pretest or posttest. This yielded an experimental group (N = 26) consisting of 23
boys and 3 girls with a mean age of 6.92 years old (SD = 1.70) at the onset of
the study. Criterion B of the DSM-V (motor problems interfere with daily life
activities) was assumed to be met as children were treated by a physical therapist.
In addition, Criterion C of the DSM-V about early onset of symptoms is present
since the children in the study are between 4 and 12 years of age. Finally, all
children attended mainstream primary education, inferring an IQ>70 (criterion
D). Other neurological conditions or comorbidities were not registered. Parents
of the children provided written informed consent for participation of their
children in the study. Additionally, the study was approved by the local Ethics
Review Committee (EC2013-1811-147a1).
5.2.2 Background Variables
5.2.2.1 Working memory capacity. Working memory capacity was assessed
by use of the Automated Working Memory Assessment (AWMA), which is
a computerized tool for individuals aged 4-22 years (Alloway, 2007a). Two
subtests assessing verbal working memory and visuospatial working memory
(i.e., listening recall and spatial recall, respectively) were used. In the listening
recall, children listened to a series of short sentences. After each sentence they
needed to indicate if the sentence was true or false. At the end of the series,
children had to recall the first word of each sentence in the correct order. The
test started with one sentence and word to recall. After four correct trials, one
sentence was added and this continued until children were unable to correctly
recall the words on four out of six trials. The procedure was similar in the spatial
recall, but instead of hearing sentences, children now had to look at shapes. In
each trial children were shown a series of paired shapes, one of these shapes
featured a dot and could be rotated and/or be the mirror image. After each pair,
children had to indicate whether the shape with the dot was the same or the
mirror image of the shape next to it. At the end of the series, they had to recall
the position of the dots in the correct order. Only the memory scores on the
working memory tests were used in further analyses. Test-retest reliability of
these subtest was good with reliability coefficients of 0.88 and 0.79 (Alloway,
2007a).
5.2.2.2 Motor skills. Motor skills were determined based on the outcomes
on the Movement Assessment Battery for Children – second edition (MABC2; (Henderson et al., 2010). The MABC-2 consists of three main components
assessing manual dexterity, catching and throwing, and balance. At the end of
the test standard scores for the three domains and the total test were converted
to percentiles.
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5.2.3 ‘Slingerball’ throwing task.
The experimental task was similar to the one used by Krajenbrink, van Abswoude,
Vermeulen, van Cappellen and Steenbergen, (2018). Children were instructed to
hold the ribbon and to swing the ‘slingerball’ (see Figure 5.1). The child had to
release the ‘slingerball’ at the right moment, in order for it to land on the target area.
The horizontal target area was a circle with a diameter of 2 meters, that consisted
of eight concentric circles of a width of 12,5 cm each. This allowed for consistent
scoring of accuracy of the throw. The bull’s eye had a radius of 12.5 cm and the
concentric circles had radii of 25, 37.5, 50, 62.5, 75, 87.5, 100 cm. Points were
assigned to these zones: 1 (= bull’s eye), 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, or 9 (= outside the circles)
points (see Figure 5.1). Distance of the child to the target area was set at 5 meter.

Figure 5.1. Scoring of accuracy on the target area.

5.2.4 Procedure
The study was a quasi-experimental field-based study using a pre-posttest
design. We formed a partnership with local physiotherapists that allowed
us to integrate testing and training of the ‘slingerball’ throwing task into
physiotherapy sessions, thereby ensuring a familiar environment for the
children. The physiotherapists were randomly assigned to a group providing
either feedback with an internal focus of attention or an external focus of
attention. This procedure prevented that therapists had to provide both types
of feedback to different children, which would increase the risk of confusion
or preferences of the therapists. In a meeting prior to the start of the training
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sessions physiotherapists were instructed on how to provide feedback according
their designated focus of attention.
In three sessions, across a three-week period, each child completed the
pretest and the first practice session in the first week, the second practice
session in the second week, and the posttest in the third week (see Figure 5.2).
Before the pretest, all children received the same standardized instructions from
their therapist on how to perform the ‘slingerball’ throwing task (see appendix
5-A). During practice, children received feedback with either an internal
focus of attention (e.g., ‘ensure your arm is higher when you let loose’) or an
external focus of attention (e.g., ‘ensure the ball is higher when you let it go’)
at predetermined moments. A standardized protocol for the physical therapists,
specifically describing the feedback to be provided to the children for the
corresponding focus of attention, was used (see Appendix 5-A). Specifically,
during each feedback moment there was only one predetermined performance
aspect on which children received feedback.
The posttest, during which no feedback or instructions were given, was
directly followed by the assessment of working memory (AWMA). All children
were individually tested in a quiet room at the physiotherapy practice. In case
no recent MABC-2 scores of the child were available (i.e., assessed less than
three months ago), the MABC-2 was repeated to assess current motor skills of
the child.

Figure 5.2. Overview of the experimental procedures.
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5.2.5 Statistical Analysis
Throwing accuracy on the pretest and posttest was determined by averaging
the scores across the 20 trials for both phases. A 2 (focus: internal vs. external)
x 2 (test: pretest vs. posttest) analysis of variance (ANOVA) with repeated
measures on the last factor was preformed to analyse the difference in learning
between groups. In addition, the role of working memory capacity on learning
was determined with two separate linear regression models. To this end, learning
was defined as the difference in throwing accuracy between the pretest and the
posttest. Also, the scores on both working memory tests were standardized by
subtracting the mean of the variable and dividing this by the standard deviation,
creating the z-score. The first model focussed on visuospatial working memory
and included pretest accuracy, focus of attention, visuospatial working memory,
and the interaction between visuospatial working memory and focus of attention
as independent variables, with learning as the dependent variable. The second
regression model focussed on verbal working memory and included the
predictors pretest accuracy, focus of attention, verbal working memory, and the
interaction between verbal working memory and focus of attention, again with
learning as the dependent variable. Statistical significance was set at p < .05.
For the partial eta squared effect sizes, 0.01 was considered a small effect, 0.06
was considered a medium effect, and 0.14 was considered a large effect (Cohen,
1988). Data analysis was performed in SPSS version 25.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Description of Groups
Exploration of the data showed that one participant was an univariate outlier
(± 3 * SD on the change in throwing accuracy) and was therefore removed
from the analysis. The remaining group thus consisted of 25 children, 22 boys
and 3 girls, with a mean age of 7.08 years old (SD = 1.64) at the onset of the
study. The internal and external focus of attention groups did not significantly
differ on MABC-2 percentile scores, AWMA scores, or mean age (see Table
5.1). Independent sample t-test showed that there was a significant difference
between both groups on pretest throwing accuracy (t(23) = -2.62, p = .015).
Specifically, children in the internal focus of attention group threw closer to
the target compared to the children in the external focus of attention group (see
Figure 5.3).
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5.3.2 Learning Effect
The results of the repeated measures ANOVA showed a main effect of test,
F(1,23) = 5.88, p = .024, ηp2 = .20, indicating that children improved their
throwing accuracy from pretest (M = 7.93, SD = .80) to posttest (M = 7.55, SD
= 1.02). There was also a significant main effect for focus, F(1,23) = 4.94, p
= .036, ηp2 = .18, showing that children receiving an internal focus of attention
(M = 7.38, SD = .83) threw more accurate compared to children receiving an
external focus of attention (M = 8.08, SD = .90). Finally, the interaction between
test and focus was not significant indicating that the improvement from pretest
to posttest was similar for both groups (see Figure 5.3).
Table 5.1. Description of the participants
External focus Internal focus

t Cohen’s d

Participants (n)
Boys

10

12

Girls

3

0

Age in years

7.31 (1.90)

6.75 (1.09)

.86

.35

MABC-2 percentile

2.78 (2.93)

4.63 (3.51)

-1.38

.55

Working memory capacity

Verbal

10.00 (4.08)

8.92 (4.05)

-.43

.17

Visuospatial

11.08 (4.98)

11.92 (4.31)

.64

.26

Pretest throwing accuracy

8.30 (.62)

7.53 (.83)

2.16*

1.05

Posttest throwing accuracy

7.86 (1.12)

7.22 (.87)

1.58

.64

Note: values represent means and standard deviations unless otherwise defined.
* Indicates a significant difference, p < .05

Focusing in more detail on the individual change in throwing accuracy from
pretest to posttest, we found that 17 children (68%) improved their accuracy
with an average of 0.7 (range: 0.05 – 1.75). The accuracy of 7 children (32%)
declined with an average of 0.4 (range: 0.03 – 1.00), and the accuracy of one
child remained exactly the same. Out of the 17 children that improved their
accuracy, 9 children received an internal focus of attention and 8 children
received an external focus of attention. The number of children that reduced
their accuracy was also equally distributed over both groups; 3 children with an
internal focus and 4 children with an external focus showed a decline.
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Figure 5.3. Throwing accuracy on the pretest and posttest in both groups (error bars represent
standard error).

5.3.3 Role of Working Memory on Learning
The regression model including the variables pretest accuracy, visuospatial
working memory, focus of attention, and the interaction between visuospatial
working memory and focus of attention led to a significant model predicting
learning (F(4,20) = 3.609, p = 0.023, adjusted R² = .303). It further showed that
the accuracy in the pretest had no significant effect on learning (β = -.10, p = .627).
Also, there was no significant effect of focus of attention (β = .08, p = .785). The
results further showed a significant effect of visuospatial working memory on
learning (β = -1.45, p < .01). Children with better visuospatial working memory
capacity improved their accuracy more than children with lower visuospatial
working memory capacity. Finally, a significant interaction was found between
visuospatial working memory capacity and focus of attention (β = .85, p < .01).
This interaction was followed-up by calculating simple slopes separately for
the internal and external focus of attention groups. This analysis indicated that
children receiving feedback with an external focus of attention improved more
if they had a better visuospatial working memory capacity (b = -1.45, se = .40,
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p <.01). For children receiving feedback with an internal focus of attention the
relation between visuospatial working memory capacity was not significant (b
= -.60, se = .17, p >.05, see Figure 5.4 for the relation between visuospatial
working memory and learning in both groups). The regression model including
verbal working memory revealed no significant effects ( F(4,20) = .438, p = .78,
adjusted R² = -.103).

5

Figure 5.4. Graph visualizing the correlation between visuospatial working memory scores
and received focus of attention in relation to learning (internal focus: r = .38; external focus:
r = -.76). A negative value indicates an improvement in throwing accuracy.
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5.4 Discussion
In the current study we examined the effect of feedback with either an internal
or external focus of attention on motor learning of children with pDCD. The
results show that children with pDCD improved their performance with respect
to throwing accuracy on the ‘slingerball’ task with both types of feedback.
However, contrary to our expectation we did not find differential effects of
focus of attention on learning. In addition, our results showed that visuospatial
working memory capacity had an effect on motor learning with an external
but not an internal focus of attention. More specifically, children receiving an
external focus of attention improved more when they also had better visuospatial
working memory capacity. For children receiving an internal focus of attention
there was no effect of working memory capacity on motor learning.
This is the first study that examines the effect of feedback with either an
internal or external focus of attention on a novel, complex motor task in a group
of children with pDCD . A priori, we hypothesized a beneficial effect of an
external focus, but our results are in line with the study of Jarus et al. (2015)
who also failed to show any differences in motor learning with an internal or
external focus of attention in children with DCD using a computerized tracking
task. These findings suggest that practice itself, regardless of the attentional
focus, contributes to improvements in performance in children with pDCD. This
is in line with the recommendations regarding motor learning in children with
DCD (Schoemaker & Smits-Engelsman, 2015; Smits-Engelsman et al., 2013)
which state that task specific training is the most important factor leading to
improvements in performance. Even though not all children in the current study
had the formal clinical diagnosis of DCD, the motor problems of the children
were profound enough to be treated by a physical therapist. Thus, although
our sample can be characterized as children with pDCD, it also carries close
resemblance to the clinically diagnosed children with DCD (Geuze et al., 2015).
Our finding that these children can actually benefit from both types of feedback
for motor learning suggests that these types of feedback are suitable to be used
in clinical practice to train motor skills in children with DCD.
In the current study the feedback was provided by the children’s physical
therapists which highlights the potential applicability of our findings. For
reasons of reproducibility we used a standardised protocol that did not allow for
individualized feedback. Irrespective thereof, the children did learn following
the practice sessions. We anticipate that a further adaptation of the content
and frequency of feedback to the individuals needs and preferences may elicit
even larger improvements and could lead to more pronounced differences
between both types of attentional foci. As an illustration, in the study of Wulf,
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Chiviacowsky, Schiller and Ávila (2010), feedback with an external focus was
most beneficial when it was provided after every trial. More frequent feedback
and feedback directed at specific elements of the individual’s performance that
needed improvement might lead to differences between the groups.
The high ecological validity of the current study was inevitably somewhat at
the cost of experimental control. During the experiment, therapists provided the
feedback to create the most natural environment for the children. In addition,
to prevent additional pressure for the children, experimenters were not present
during the practice phase. Unfortunately, we were not able to check whether
all therapists applied the protocol as discussed in the meeting prior to the
start of the study. In addition, we did not record the other activities that were
undertaken in the therapy sessions during the study period. It is possible that
therapists adjusted their activities and practiced aiming and catching skills
which could lead to the ‘training to the test’ phenomenon. However, by using
the ‘slingerball’, which requires a different coordination pattern compared to
‘regular’ aiming activities, we are confident to have minimized this effect.
Finally, instead of randomising participants, therapists were randomly assigned
to the groups. That way, therapists only had to provide one type of feedback
to all children. It should be mentioned that this is a limitation as therapists
might differ with regard to their characteristics (e.g., experience, quality),
their practices (e.g., treating children with more profound or milder motor
problems) and their possible feedback preferences. However, by comparing the
participating children on motor skills and working memory capacity, we did
control for possible differences in population between the groups. We did see
differences in performance on the pretest between the groups. Nevertheless,
improvements were similar in both groups and the general level of motor skills
was not significantly different, suggesting that a slight difference in motor skills
might have influenced the initial performance of children, but not their motor
learning ability.
Our results regarding working memory are not in line with the theory of
explicit motor learning and the constrained action hypothesis (Maxwell et al.,
2003; Wulf et al., 2001). Both theories predict that practice with an internal
focus of attention would lead to a higher degree of cognitive control and we
expected that this would lead to a larger involvement of cognitive resources
compared to practice with an external focus of attention. While these theories
do not specify which cognitive resources are employed, literature expects a role
of verbal working memory capacity to cope with these verbal instructions and
apply them to movement execution (Buszard, Masters, et al., 2017; Buszard
& Masters, 2017; Maxwell et al., 2003). Our results showed that visuospatial
working memory capacity, and not verbal working memory, had an effect on
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motor learning. This effect was only present for the group that practiced with an
external focus of attention.
This unexpected role for working memory in motor learning may be related
to the nature of the new motor task as it requires a complex coordination of the
arm in combination with the movement of the ‘slingerball’ itself. This requires
a translation of the spatial coordinates and kinematic information of the arm,
ribbon, ball, and target to actual motor performance, which may be more
depended on visuospatial working memory capacity (Quinn, 2008). We can only
speculate why the relation between learning and visuospatial working memory
capacity was only present in the group receiving feedback with an external
focus. It may be that children with (p)DCD are more familiar with an internal
focus of attention. Research already showed that therapists working with adults
predominantly use instruction with an internal focus of attention (Kal, van den
Brink, et al., 2018). If this is also the case for therapists working with children,
this may cause the children to prefer a habitual internal focus of attention that
focuses on their movement coordination. Receiving feedback with an unfamiliar
or non-preferred external focus may be less optimal (Maurer & Munzert,
2013; van Abswoude, Nuijen, van der Kamp, & Steenbergen, 2018), thereby
placing a higher demand on working memory capacity. Matching instructions
or feedback to the preference or familiarity with an attentional focus may also
enhance learning in general. Finally, we expected children with pDCD to show
lower working memory capacity compared to their typically developing peers
(Alloway, 2007a, Piek et al., 2007, Wilson et al., 2013). However, the range in
working memory capacity of our participants as a group is comparable to that
of typically developing children in the same age range (Alloway, Gathercole, &
Pickering, 2006). This could partially explain why we did not show the expected
benefit of an external focus of attention for children with pDCD.
While we found a role for visuospatial working memory capacity in the
external focus group, it would be premature to conclude that the external
focus led to an explicit learning process or consciously controlled movement
execution. More measures that could elucidate if movement automatization
differs between groups are needed to draw firm conclusions. For example, by
including a dual task to ‘stress’ working memory capacity (Krajenbrink et al.,
2018) or by measuring brain activity to study which regions are activated during
movement production (e.g., Buszard, Farrow, Zhu, & Masters, 2016).
The current findings add important evidence to the increasing body of
literature showing a lack, or an unexpected role of working memory for motor
learning of children (Brocken et al., 2016; Jongbloed-Pereboom et al., 2015;
Krajenbrink et al., 2018; van Abswoude, Nuijen, et al., 2018; van Abswoude,
van der Kamp, & Steenbergen, 2018). For example, in a recent study, van
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Abswoude, van der Kamp et al. (2018) found only a small effect of visuospatial
working memory capacity on performance during practice of an aiming task
in an explicit context. However, this effect was not present for retention one
day later. Brocken et al. (2016) also failed to show a role for working memory
capacity on learning with an internal or external focus of attention, although they
only investigated verbal working memory. Finally, in the studies of Krajenbrink
et al. (2018) and van Abswoude, Nuijen et al. (2018) there was also no role of
working memory capacity for respectively learning over a one week period, and
performance during practice, with internal or external focus instructions.
In sum, our study did not find the expected differences in learning after
receiving feedback with an internal or external focus of attention, although, as
a general rule, the children with pDCD did improve their aiming accuracy. To
our knowledge only two studies did show a difference between learning with
an internal or external focus of attention in children with a-typical development
(Chiviacowsky et al., 2013; Saemi et al., 2013). However, retention periods
for these studies were shorter, 24h and 48h respectively. Also in typically
developing children, benefits of an external focus of attention were only found
during or immediately after practice (Abdollahipour et al., 2015, Krajenbrink
et al., 2018) or after a 24h to 48h delay (Brocken et al., 2016; Flores et al.,
2015; Hadler et al., 2014; Thorn, 2006). Moreover, some studies did not find
any differences between both attentional foci either during practice or after a
short retention (Chow et al., 2014; Emanuel et al., 2008; Perreault & French,
2016; van Abswoude, Nuijen et al., 2018) or after a longer retention period
(Krajenbrink et al., 2018). Thus, the evidence with respect to the proposed
beneficial effects of an external focus for motor learning in children is presently
inconclusive at best and seems to be short lived. The diversity in methodology
(e.g., task complexity, instructional content, etc.) and participants in the studies
(e.g., age, typical or a-typical development, experience) makes it difficult to
compare these outcomes. Also, the role of individual differences (e.g., cognitive
capacities, motor skills, preferences) and the actual learning process is not yet
understood. In the present study we did not register the performance during
practice. We suggest that future studies do take this into account to create
individual learning curves and to determine if an external focus is perhaps more
beneficial at an earlier stage. Taken together, more systematic research into
the constraints that influence the effect of attentional focus on motor learning
in children is warranted in order to make well informed recommendation for
interventions.
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5.5. Conclusion
This study showed that children with pDCD learned a novel complex motor task
while receiving feedback with both an internal and an external focus of attention.
These findings correspond with the clinical recommendations for children with
DCD that highlight task specific instructions and practice to improve motor
performance. We also showed that children with better visuospatial working
memory capacity improved to a larger extent, especially when practising with an
external focus of attention. The findings contrast both the beneficial role of an
external focus of attention and the independence of cognitive capacities. It adds
to the body of literature indicating that the effect of attentional focus on motor
learning in children is different compared to the expected effect based on motor
learning in adults. Nevertheless, our results suggest that task-specific feedback
during practice can improve task performance in children with profound motor
difficulties, which is promising for clinical practice. Clearly, the research into
the effects of an internal and external focus of attention and the task constraints
that affect its impact is an important area that warrants further study.
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Appendix 5-A: instructions and feedback used in the experiment
General instructions of the ‘slingerball’ task
The physical therapists gives the following instruction to all children:
“In this exercise you are going to aim this ‘slingerball’ at the target. You can
swing the ball around a few times before you let it go”.
This instruction is followed by one demonstration.
Feedback
In total there are 5 moments that the child received feedback with a specific
focus of attention. The order of this feedback was standardized.
Internal focus
1. Make sure your arm is stretched less/more when you swing the ball
2. Make sure your arm is lower/higher when you release it
3. Make sure your arm turns slower/faster before you let go
4. Make sure your arm is lower/higher when you release it
5. Make sure you let go sooner/later
External focus
1. Make sure the ribbon is slacker/tighter when you swing it
2. Make sure the ball is lower/higher when you let it go
3. Make sure the ball turns slower/faster before you let it go
4. Make sure the ball is lower/higher when you let it go
5. Make sure you let it go sooner/later
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Chapter 6
The role of working memory capacity in implicit
and explicit sequence learning of children:
Differentiating movement speed and accuracy
Based on:
van Abswoude, F., Buszard, T., van der Kamp, J., & Steenbergen, B. (submitted).
The role of working memory capacity in implicit and explicit sequence learning of
children: Differentiating movement speed and accuracy.

Abstract
This study investigated the role of working memory capacity on implicit and
explicit motor sequence learning in young children. To this end, a task was
utilized that required a gross motor response (flexing the elbow) and that could
differentiate between movement speed (i.e., response time) and movement
accuracy. Children aged 7-9 years practiced a serial reaction time task that
involved the production of a fixed sequence of elbow flexions of prescribed
magnitude across two consecutive days. Children in the explicit group were
informed about the presence of the sequence and were shown this sequence,
while children in the implicit group were not made aware of the sequence.
Additionally, children’s verbal and visuospatial working memory capacity was
assessed. Results of day 1 regarding movement speed revealed no evidence of
sequence learning for either group, but movement accuracy results suggested
that sequence learning occurred for the implicit group. For both groups, only
improvements in movement accuracy were consolidated on day 2, indicating
both general and sequence specific learning. Working memory capacity did not
correlate with learning in either of the groups. Children in the explicit group
accumulated more sequence knowledge compared to children in the implicit
group, but this knowledge did not translate to more or better sequence learning.
The minimal differences found between the implicit and explicit condition
and the absence of a role for working memory capacity add to the increasing
evidence that the observed differences between implicit and explicit sequence
learning in adults may be less distinct in children.

Implicit and explicit sequence learning of children

6.1 Introduction
Adequate performance of motor skills is critical for everyday life, for example,
getting dressed, riding a bike to school and playing outside. Not surprisingly,
then, the investigation of the most effective methods to perform and learn
motor skills has received considerable attention in the academic literature (e.g.,
Masters & Poolton, 2012; Wulf & Shea, 2002). For several decades cognitive
scientists have typically categorised motor learning as either implicit or explicit.
Implicit learning emerges when the learner is unaware of the learning that is
taking place, that is, when they cannot verbalise what they have learnt or how
they performed a movement. The opposite is true for explicit learning, in which
learners build up a pool of declarative knowledge about the task and movement
execution that they can consciously access and use in their performance. Skills
acquired implicitly are more resilient to psychological and physiological stress,
and more likely to be retained over time (see Masters & Poolton, 2012, for
an overview). It has also been found that implicit learning is independent of
age and cognitive resources (Meulemans et al., 1998; Reber, Walkenfeld, &
Hernstadt, 1991). Consequently, implicit learning has been advocated as
superior to explicit learning, especially for children (Masters et al., 2013).
To optimize motor learning, there is an increasing interest in factors that
influence the effectiveness of different types of interventions or training
methods. With regard to implicit and explicit learning, working memory (WM)
capacity has often been mentioned as an important factor that may mediate
learning (e.g., Steenbergen et al., 2010; Buszard, Farrow et al., 2017). WM
capacity refers to the ability to retain and manipulate information also in the face
of distractions (Baddeley, 2000). Individuals typically differ in their ability to
retain and manipulate verbal information compared to visuospatial information.
Consequently, separate measures have been developed for assessing verbal
and visuospatial WM capacity. Given that explicit learning is thought to be
highly dependent on cognitive resources, such as WM (Maxwell et al., 2003),
researchers have proposed that WM capacity may constrain the ability to learn
explicitly (Steenbergen et al., 2010). More specifically, given that feedback and
instructions are often provided verbally, it is thought that verbal WM capacity
is critical for explicit learning (Maxwell et al., 2003). Nonetheless, visuospatial
WM capacity is also likely to be pertinent for improving motor performance
given that feedback regarding movements in the environment is also often
visual.
To study implicit and explicit learning, including the role of WM capacity,
the most common paradigm within experimental psychology has been the serial
reaction time (SRT) task. Typically, a finger tapping task is employed whereby
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participants learn a sequence of keys to tap as response to a stimulus that appears
on the screen (Nissen & Bullemer, 1987). In these experiments, participants
are exposed to a reoccurring fixed sequence over a number of practice blocks.
Participants are either explicitly informed of the sequence (explicit learning) or
are only instructed to perform the task as fast and accurate as possible without
being instructed about the sequence (implicit learning). After a number of
practice blocks, participants are exposed to a different sequence, or a set of
random stimuli. If the sequence has been learnt, participants should display a
decrease in performance for this new sequence. The difference in performance
between the learnt sequence and the new sequence is the primary measure of
sequence specific learning in this paradigm. Typically, studies using SRT-tasks
mainly focus on movement speed rather than movement accuracy. Indeed, this is
because SRT-tasks have a dichotomous outcome (i.e., correct or incorrect) with
only a minimal number of incorrect responses. However, in order to provide
a task that is more representative for everyday life, it is important to consider
both movement speed and accuracy, as many of our goal-directed behaviour
show trade-offs between speed and accuracy (see Elliott, Hansen, Mendoza, &
Tremblay, 2004, for a theoretical framework; see also Verneau et al., 2014).
The reported relationships between WM capacity and sequence learning
are ambiguous. Studies have reported a relationship between explicit sequence
learning and both visuospatial WM capacity (Bo & Seidler, 2009; Martini,
Furtner, & Sachse, 2013) and verbal WM capacity (Unsworth & Engle, 2005),
while other studies have reported a relationship between implicit sequence
learning and both verbal WM capacity (Bo et al., 2012; Howard & Howard,
1997) and visuospatial WM capacity (Bo, Jennett, & Seidler, 2011). In addition,
studies have reported a lack of relationship between both components of WM
capacity and either implicit or explicit sequence learning (Kaufman et al., 2010).
Thus, based on the empirical data, the relationship between implicit and explicit
learning, and WM capacity (either verbal or visuospatial) is ambiguous at best
(Buszard & Masters, 2017; Janacsek & Nemeth, 2013, 2015). Furthermore,
conclusions drawn from SRT studies sometimes mask the true results. For
instance, some studies assume a relationship between WM capacity and
sequence learning based on a measure that is typically viewed as an indicator
of general task improvements rather than sequence learning (i.e., improvements
in performance from the start of practice to the end of practice, rather than the
difference between a learnt sequence and a new or random sequence) (Bo et
al., 2011, 2012; Bo & Seidler, 2009). Also, studies often assume learning based
on performance during one day, thereby neglecting consolidation, or retention,
as a defining feature of learning. Finally, as already mentioned above, most
SRT studies only consider learning based on improvements in reaction (or
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movement) time and do not consider movement accuracy, thereby neglecting an
important aspect of human motor performance.
All of the above-mentioned studies examined the relationship between WM
capacity and sequence learning in healthy adults. However, the fundamentals
of most of our everyday motor behaviour are learnt during childhood. During
these years, cognitive capacities, such as WM, are continuously developing and
they do not reach their full capacity until adolescence (Gathercole et al., 2004).
Surprisingly, however, the number of studies using SRT tasks in children is
limited. Nevertheless, they do show that children can learn this task in an implicit
condition (Gofer-Levi et al., 2013; Meulemans et al., 1998; Thomas & Nelson,
2001; Wilson et al., 2003). However, the proposed superior performance over
explicit learning was either not studied (Gover-Levi et al., 2013; Meulemans et
al., 1998; Wilson et al., 2003) or not found (Thomas & Nelson, 2001). In the
only study to our knowledge that investigated the role of WM capacity in an
SRT paradigm in children, visuospatial WM capacity was unrelated to learning
in both the implicit and explicit practice condition (Jongbloed-Pereboom et al.,
2017). However, larger visuospatial WM capacity was related to better overall
performance during practice in both conditions (also see van Abswoude, van der
Kamp, et al., 2018). It must be acknowledged that this study did not measure
verbal WM capacity. Combined, these studies question the proposed benefit of
implicit learning over explicit learning and the role of WM capacity for children
in an SRT task.
The aim of the current study was to extend previous research by examining
the role of both verbal and visuospatial WM capacity on sequence specific
performance improvements in an implicit and explicit SRT task in children. A
significant correlation between WM capacity and performance improvements
will be taken as evidence for a role of WM capacity in motor learning. We
developed a task in which children were able to improve on both the temporal
and spatial dimension, operationalized via response time and accuracy outcome
measures. As a secondary aim we also assessed consolidation of these general
and sequence specific improvements the following day (i.e. learning). A verbal
recall test on the second day was used to determine the amount of sequence
knowledge of the children.

6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Participants
A sample of 24 children (sample size based on the study of Thomas and Nelson
(2001)) aged between 7 and 9 years (M = 9.2, SD = 0.6) participated in the
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study. Children were recruited from a mainstream primary school. All parents
and children provided written informed consent. The procedures of the study
were approved by a local ethics committee.
6.2.2 Apparatus and Materials
6.2.2.1 Experimental task. The motor sequencing task was based on serial
reaction time tasks, whereby participants respond to stimuli on a computer
screen as quickly as possible by pressing a corresponding key on a keyboard.
Our motor task replaced keyboard pressing with a more gross motor skill –
flexing the elbow to various degrees, to allow a continuous measure for both
time and accuracy (see Figure 6.1).

6

Figure 6.1. The set-up of the experimental task. The goal for the participants was to raise the
lever to the angle displayed on the angle display screen as quickly as possible. The computer
screen presented the task instructions before each session and between each practice block.
Participants received feedback regarding the accuracy of their movement via a green light
(< ± 5°) or a red light (> ± 5°) that appeared on the angle display screen after every trial.
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Participants sat in a chair and held a straight handle with their preferred arm.
The length of the lever that the handle was attached to was adjustable between
19 cm and 23 cm. We adjusted the lever length so that it matched the length
of the participants arm. Participants were instructed that their arm should rest
comfortably on the table next to the apparatus. The height of the participants
chair was adjusted to better facilitate correct and comfortable positioning. The
task required participants to flex their elbow so that the lever moved to the
target angle as presented on an angle display screen (not to be confused for the
computer screen; see Figure 6.1) as quickly as possible. Participants were then
required to extend their elbow so that the lever returned to the starting position.
The angle display screen was positioned directly in front of the participants
at eye level. The target angles that were shown to participants varied between
10°, 30°, 50° and 70°. Angles appeared on the angle display screen via a
preprogramed sequence stored on a microcontroller. A new angle was displayed
on the screen at the beginning of each trial. A new trial began after a short
rest time (i.e., 1100ms) with the handle having returned to 0° rest position.
This process was automated and is outlined in Figure 6.2. The HEDS-5500
Incremental Optical Encoder resolved small angle changes from the handle and
arm pivot to the microcontroller which sent processed information containing
trial tracking data for each trial regarding (a) reaction time, (b) movement
end time, (c) total task time, and (d) movement accuracy. Time was reported
in milliseconds. Movement accuracy was determined by cumulative discrete
displacement counts over the participants drawn arc motion. Calibration of this
apparatus prior to the experiment revealed that the mean error in movement
accuracy was 0.2° ± 0.3°. After each practice block, the microcontroller sent
the best trial time feedback to the angle display screen for the participant to
see. This feedback was the fastest reaction time of that block and was used to
encourage participants to not only be accurate but also be as fast as possible.
Further feedback after each trial was provided to the participant via a duel LED
bar indicator. A green light bar appeared above the angle display screen for an
accurate trial within ± 5° of the target displayed angle while a red light appeared
for an inaccurate trial beyond ± 5°. The red or green indication light remained
lit above the angle display screen for the entire response-to-stimulus interval of
approximately 1100ms.
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Figure 6.2. Schematic representation of an experimental trial. The participant moves the lever
to the intended angle and back down again (i.e., back to the starting position). When the lever
returned to the starting position, the feedback light turned on for the complete responsestimulus interval.

6.2.2.2 Working Memory Assessments. The capacity limits of visuo-spatial
WM and verbal WM were determined with two tasks from the Automated
Working Memory Assessment (Alloway, 2007a): the Listening Recall Task and
Spatial Recall Task. The tasks involved briefly remembering and manipulating
verbal and visuospatial stimuli (i.e., visual patterns and words). Higher scores
on the task represent larger capacities of WM. Test-retest reliability was shown
to be high for both tasks in a sample of 128 participants aged 4 to 22 years
(Listening Recall Task, r = .88; Spatial recall Task, r = .79; Alloway, 2007a).
6.2.3 Procedure
The experiment was conducted over two consecutive days. Participants were
required to sit with a researcher in a quiet room for approximately 45 minutes on
each day. At beginning of each day, all participants completed one WM capacity
assessment. To ensure consistency across participants, the Listening Recall Task
was completed on day 1 and the Spatial Recall Task was completed on day
2. Following each working memory task, participants were asked to move to
a position ready to commence the motor sequencing task. Before the start of
the experiment on day 1, the researcher randomly assigned the participant to
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a group by drawing a group name out of an envelope. Participants were either
allocated to the implicit group or the explicit group. Implicit and explicit groups
differed based on the information that was provided to the participants about the
motor sequencing task, with only the explicit group being informed about the
fixed sequence embedded in the task.
6.2.3.1 Day 1 – Practice. A computer screen was positioned in front of the
participant, which detailed the instructions of the task (see Appendix 6-A).
Participants were told that this is a game, and the primary aim of the game was
to move the rod as fast as possible to the angle presented on the angle display
screen. However, participants were also told that only correct trials would be
recorded to encourage accurate performance. Participants underwent two blocks
of eight familiarisation trials. The first block of familiarisation trials focused on
movement accuracy. To ensure participants understood what each angle was, the
researcher showed the participant a sheet of paper that illustrates 10°, 30°, 50° and
70°. Afterwards, with the participant holding the handle, the researcher moved
the lever to each angle and held it there for approximately 5 seconds. This allowed
participants to experience the required movement and posture for each angle. In
the second familiarisation block, the focus was on speed. Participants were told
that this was the final practice before playing the game. During this block of trials,
participants experienced the green/red light feedback. Participants were also
notified that their fastest correct trial would be reported at the end of each block
of trials. Hence, after the second familiarisation block, a number appeared on
the angle screen, which represented the fastest correct response time in seconds.
A one-minute rest period was provided after the second familiarisation block.
Participants were encouraged to ask any final questions during this time.
The practice phase was based on a previous SRT study using a finger tapping
task in children (Gheysen et al., 2011). The practice phase comprised of 10
blocks of 50 trials, with 1 minute rest breaks between blocks (see Table 6.1). In
blocks 1 through 8 and in block 10, the required angles followed a predetermined
10-item sequence with an identical structure as the sequence used by Gheysen
et al. (2011) (i.e. 10°, 50°, 70°, 30°, 50°, 10°, 70°, 30°, 10°, 70°). This sequence
was repeated five times per block. In block 9, the sequence was replaced by a
new 10 item sequence, which was created by a simple transformation, 10°<>70°(i.e. 70°, 50°, 10°, 30°, 50°, 70°, 10°, 30°, 70°, 10°). This new sequence
was supposed to seem random to participants, while remaining the same number
of occurrences of each angle within the sequence, both having only one reversal
(10°, 70°, 10°), but also being maximally discriminative because there was no
single triplet (any three subsequent numbers) that occurred in both sequences
(see Jiménez, Vaquero, & Lupiáñez, 2006, for a similar procedure).
Participants in the implicit group were not informed on the repeating fixed
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sequence. Conversely, participants in the explicit group were told that the
angles appear in the same order most of the time. Participants in this group were
shown the sequence during the rest period between blocks on the computer
screen and were instructed that knowing the order of the angles will help them
achieve faster performance for each trial. They were also asked to focus on this
sequence in the rest periods.
6.2.3.2 Day 2 – consolidation. The second day started with general
instructions and two familiarization blocks; the first block was similar to the
familiarization block on day 1, while the second was a practice block of the
transfer test used in block 4. This transfer test changed the context of a task to
a selection task which was performed to answer questions beyond the scope of
this paper and is not reported here. Participants in the explicit group were then
reminded of the fixed sequence in the same manner as day 1. Participants then
performed five more blocks of 50 trials with 1 minute rest between blocks (see
Table 6.1). Block 1 was a regular sequence block, but block 2 was used to assess
the consolidation of the sequence specific improvements (note: only these first
two blocks are reported in this paper). To this end, each 10 trials either followed
the learnt (i.e., fixed) sequence or the new sequence. The new sequence was
the same sequence as the random block on day 1 (see Jiménez et al., 2006,
experiments 3 and 4, for a similar procedure). The first 10 trials followed the
new sequence, then the fixed sequence, and so on. This resulted in 30 random
trials and 20 learnt sequence trials.
Table 6.1. Representation of the design of the study
Block
Type

Day 1
F1 1
F S

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
R S

Day 2
F2 F3 11
F F S

12
C

13a
S

14a
T

15a
S

Note. All blocks, apart from the familiarization blocks, included 50 trials. F = Familiarization
block; S = Sequence block, consisting of five repetitions of the 10-item fixed sequence
(i.e., 50 trials); R = random block, consisting of five repetitions of a new sequence (i.e., 50
trials); C = Consolidation block, consisting of two repetitions (i.e., 20 trials) belonging to
the fixed sequence and three 3 repetitions (i.e., 30 trials) belonging to the new sequence.
a

These blocks are not reported in this paper

After the final block on day 2, participants’ knowledge of the fixed sequence
was assessed. Participants received a series of questions to address their explicit
knowledge about the embedded sequence. Participants in the implicit condition
were first asked if something about the task stood out to them. Next, they were
told that there was a 10-item sequence embedded in the trials and were asked
if they were aware of this sequence. If participants reported awareness of the
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sequence, they were asked to detail when exactly they noticed the sequence
(i.e., during the practice or during/after the transfer tasks). Participants in the
explicit condition were asked if they noticed the sequence when performing the
task, whether they used the sequence information to improve task performance,
and when they became aware of the sequence. The last question was similar for
both groups and required participants to freely recall the sequence (see Lejeune
et al., 2013, for a similar procedure). For this task, participants were asked
to write down what they thought the sequence was. Participants were given
the first number followed by 20 empty boxes that represent the next 20 trials.
Participants were asked to avoid repetitions. The number of correct triplets
recalled was calculated. A high score on the task represents explicit sequence
awareness (Destrebecqz & Cleeremans, 2001).
6.2.4 Data Analysis
6.2.4.1 Dependent variables.
Response time (RT). Response time was defined as the time difference between
stimulus presentation and when the movement reached the maximum angle for that
trial. Pilot testing showed that participants restrained their downward movement
to prevent the handle from slamming down; hence we decided to remove the
downward motion back to the starting position from the calculation of response
time. Furthermore, only trials where the movement fell between +/- 5° of the
intended angle were included in the analysis (i.e., correct trials). This is because
response time is closely related to the distance of movement; hence, we only
wish to assess response time for movements of similar distance. Additionally,
because response time is dependent on the magnitude of the angle that needs to
be produced, the index of difficulty was calculated for each angle based on Fitts
law (Fitts, 1954) using the formula ID = log2(2*TA)1, in which ID is the index of
difficulty and TA is the target angle. Response times were multiplied by this ID to
create comparable times for all angles.
Movement accuracy (Acc). This was defined as the absolute difference
between the intended angle (i.e. the angle that appears on the computer screen)
and the maximum angle of the participant’s actual movement on that trial. A
smaller difference represents better accuracy. All trials, also incorrect trials,
were included.

1
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The complete formula for the index of difficulty is ID = log2(2D/W) in which D represents
the distance of a target and W represents the width of the target. In the current experiment
the target is only defined by a distance (i.e. angle) which is why the width is deleted from
the original formula.

Sequence knowledge. The number of correct triplets in the recall task was
calculated. This number was compared against chance level, which was set on
5 (i.e., with 4 different angles, 36 triplets without repetition of angles could
be generated; 10 of these triplets belonged to the fixed sequence, while 19
was the maximum number of correct triplets in the recall task; hence, chance
performance was 19*10/36 = 5.2). A score above 5 was considered an indication
of sequence awareness (see Lejeune et al., 2013).
Phases in the experiment. Analysis of the data was performed for four
different phases that exist in this experiment with their corresponding blocks:
1.
2.
3.
4.

General improvement: this includes block 1 and 8 and is included to
check if children are able to improve on the task.
Sequence specific learning; this includes block 8 (fixed sequence) and
9 (new sequence).
Consolidation of general learning; this compares block 10 (final block
day 1) and 11 (first block day 2).
Consolidation of sequence specific learning; this compares the fixed
sequence trials to the new sequence trials within block 12

6.2.4.2 Data preparation. The data were first checked for missing values.
There were 19 counts (0.1%) of missing data for each dependent variable of
the sequencing task (response time & accuracy). This data was not missing
at random, but was due to a technical issue. Data stopped recording for one
participant (ID #4) during block 3 from trials 31 to 49. No imputation methods
were applied to this missing data. Next, the data were checked for abnormalities.
The following values were removed from the analysis:
•
•
•

•
•

Working memory scores > 40 (40 represented the maximum score),
The produced angle was smaller than 1 (typically represents an error
in the task),
The reaction time (time between presentation of the stimulus and the
start of the movement) was smaller than 1 ms (typically represents a
technical error),
The reaction time was larger than 5000 ms (this occurred when the
child was not focusing),
The response time was smaller than 1 ms (typically represents an error
in the task).
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6.2.4.3 Statistical analysis. The effect of condition and WM on speed and
accuracy in each of the four phases of the experiment was analysed with a linear
mixed-effect model approach, using the lme4 package (Bates, Mächler, Bolker, &
Walker, 2015) in R studio (R Core Team, 2014). Mixed modelling was used instead
of repeated measures ANOVA’s because of differences in amount of trials that were
included in analysis between participants. These differences were a consequence of
only assessing correct trials. This approach also fits with the non-independence of
the data in which each participant contributed multiple data points to each of the
dependent variables. By using mixed-effect models, the variability of these scores
was retained. Mixed models were initially applied to the raw (untransformed)
data. However, residual plots showed that all models failed to conform to
homoscedasticity. Greater variation was observed in the upper values for each
dependent variable. Consequently, a square root transformation was applied to the
data2. Data were transformed back to the original scale when reporting estimates.
The model setup was similar for all phases of the experiment. Factorial
predictors (i.e. group and block) were coded using sum-to-zero contrasts. The
models included a fixed intercept, a fixed effect for Group (with explicit coded as
1 and implicit coded as -1), a fixed effect of Time (i.e. blocks corresponding to the
specific phase) and the interaction between these two factors. To analyse the effects
of WM capacity, fixed effects of verbal WM capacity and spatial WM capacity
were added in separate models. The repeated nature of the data were modelled by
including a per-participant random intercept and a per-participant random slope
of Time (i.e. change in performance over blocks for the specific phase) and the
random correlation between the random slope and the random intercept. For the
count outcome of the number of correct triplets recalled, the model family was a
Poisson with a log link.
Statistical inferences about the fixed and random effects were based on a
Likelihood Ratio Tests of the full model with the effect in question (i.e., the interaction
between group and time) against the model without the effect in question, using
R’s ANOVA function. The likelihood ratio tests were performed with a Chi-square
distribution using the appropriate degrees of freedom for the comparisons being
made. Assessments about the magnitude of effects between groups were based on
linear contrasts of the model fixed effects and their 95% confidence intervals using
Tukey’s method to adjust for multiple comparisons, using the lsmeans function of
the lsmeans package (Lenth, 2016). The effects of WM capacity were followed up
with correlations between verbal and spatial WMC and the change in performance
relevant for that phase within groups. Statistical significance was accepted at p < .05.
2
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NOTE: a square root transformation was compared to a log transformation. A square root
transformation fitted the data to a normal distribution better than a log transformation

6.3 Results
6.3.1 General Task Improvement
The analysis showed a significant effect of block on response time indicating
an improvement in speed from block 1 to block 8 (χ2(1) = 18.53, p < .001,
Figure 6.3). Response time decreased for both the implicit group (Coef = 85.99,
95% CI [35.9, 136.1], p < .001) and the explicit group (Coef = 43.12, 95% CI
[-5.5, 91.7], p = .022). There was no effect of group, nor was there a significant
interaction between group and block. Neither verbal nor visuo-spatial WM
capacity were related to the changes in response time. There was no change
in accuracy as indicated by the absence of effect for block and group, and no
significant interaction between group and block (Figure 6.4).
6.3.2 Consolidation of General Improvements
The results for response time show a significant effect of block (χ2(1) = 5.65,
p = .017) indicating slower performance at the start of day 2 compared to the
end of day 1 (Figure 6.3). There was no effect of group and no significant
interaction between group and block. The increase in response time was similar
in the implicit group (Coef = -16.20, 95% CI [-42.7, 10.3]) and the explicit
group (Coef = -17.23, 95% CI [-46.3, 11.8]). WM capacity was not related to
the (lack of) consolidation of response times.
In contrast, accuracy was better at the start of day 2 compared to the end of
day 1 (χ2(1) = 4.62, p = .032, Figure 6.4). There was no effect for group, nor
were there any significant interactions. The implicit group showed an increase
in accuracy of 2.1o (95% CI [-.9, 5.0]) and the explicit group showed an increase
of 1.2o (95% CI [-1.7, 4.0]). WM capacity was not related to the consolidation
of accuracy.
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Figure 6.3. Mean response times (with ID correction) for blocks 1 through 11. Block
9 represents the random block and block 11 represents the first block of day 2. Error bars
represent standard error.

6.3.3 Sequence Specific Improvement
The analysis did not reveal any indications of sequence specific learning for
response time, as indicated by a lack of significant effects for block, group, and
the interaction between block and group (Figure 6.3). There were indications of
sequence specific learning for accuracy (Figure 6.4). That is, there was a near
significant effect for block (χ2(1) = 3.73, p = .053), and a significant interaction
between group and block (χ2(1) = 4.18, p = .041). Participants in the implicit
group showed a decrease in accuracy in block 9 (Coef = -2.04, 95% CI [-4.4,
.4], p = .015), which was not observed for the explicit group (Coef = -.09, 95%
CI [-2.5, 2.3], p = .91). There were no effects for either verbal or visuospatial
WM capacity.
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Figure 6.4. Accuracy (in degrees) for blocks 1 through 11. Block 9 represents the random
block and block 11 represents the first block of day 2. Error bars represent standard error.

6.3.4 Consolidation of Sequence Specific Improvements
There were no significant effects for condition or group, or the interaction
between group and condition for response time, indicating no difference in
performance between the learnt sequence and the new sequence (Figure 6.5).
For accuracy, there was only a significant effect of condition (χ2(1) = 5.26,
p = .022), with better accuracy in the learnt sequence compared to the new
sequence for both the implicit group (Coef = -.6, 95% CI [-2.5, 1.3]) and the
explicit group (Coef = -1.5, 95% CI [-3.4, 0.3], Figure 6.6). There was no effect
of WM capacity for either response time or accuracy.
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Figure 6.5. Mean response times (with ID correction) for trials representing the learnt
sequence and the new sequence within block 12. Error bars represent standard error.

6.3.5 Declarative knowledge
There was a significant effect of group on the number of triplets recalled (χ2(2)
= 4.09, p = .044). The estimated number of triplets in the implicit group was
3.4 (95% CI [1.9, 6.0]) and in the explicit group 7.3 (95% CI [4.4, 12.1]). The
estimated difference between the groups was 3.9 (95% CI [-11.5, 3.8]). Verbal
and spatial WM capacity had no significant influence on the number of triplets
reported. In the implicit group, 4 out of 12 children reported more than the
chance level of 5 triplets, indicating some sequence awareness. In the explicit
group this number was 9 out of 11. A Chi-Square test showed that more children
in the explicit group showed sequence awareness compared to children in the
implicit group (χ2 = 5.49, p = .019).
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Figure 6.6. Mean accuracy (in degrees) for trials representing the learnt sequence and the new
sequence within block 12. Error bars represent standard error.

6.4 Discussion
This study investigated the role of WM capacity when motor sequences were learnt
implicitly or explicitly by children. We advanced previous SRT studies by (a)
adopting a task that measured movement accuracy in addition to response speed,
(b) assessing whether performance improvements were related to general learning
of the task or sequence specific learning, and (c) measuring whether learning had
consolidated one day after practice. Results of day 1 showed that children from
both groups (implicit and explicit) learnt to perform the task faster with practice.
However, these improvements were only revealed in general task improvements
rather than sequence-specific improvements. There were indications that the implicit
group, but not the explicit group, acquired the sequence, based on movement
accuracy data. Significantly, both general and sequence specific improvements in
movement accuracy consolidated for both groups by day 2, whereas improvements
in movement speed were not. Contrary to our main hypothesis, however, neither
verbal nor visuospatial WM capacity were associated with task improvements.
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6.4.1 Performance on Day 1
Interesting results emerged on day 1. Children in both groups improved response
time but not accuracy. However, there was no evidence for sequence learning
based on response time, while there was evidence for sequence learning (for
the implicit group only) based on accuracy. The complexity of the task appears
to have led to a speed-accuracy trade-off, with children prioritizing accuracy
over speed. Hence, improvements in speed were merely due to familiarisation
with the task. Conversely, the implicit group’s decline in accuracy when a new
sequence was presented (block 9) might indicate that these children had learnt
at least some of the sequence. This implies that in this complex task the spatial
elements of the sequence were being learnt before the temporal elements.
We suspect that there was evidence for sequence learning in the implicit
group but not the explicit group, possibly reflecting a difference in the speedaccuracy trade-off between groups (see Fitts, 1954, and Dayan & Cohen, 2011,
for more discussion on speed-accuracy trade-off during early learning; see
Lefebvre, Dricot, Gradkowski, Laloux, & Vandermeeren, 2012, for different
speed-accuracy trade-off profiles in learning). Children in the implicit group
displayed greatest improvements in accuracy during the initial blocks of
practice (see figure 6.4). This indicates that children in the implicit group
might have prioritized accuracy over speed, with improvements in movements
speed being solely a by-product of familiarization. Children in the explicit
group showed minimal changes in accuracy, which suggests that these children
were less concerned with being correct. Because children in the explicit group
were provided with the sequence on the computer screen prior to every block,
they may have focussed their attention on trying to recognize the sequence
as it appeared on the screen. This would likely result in the categorization of
responses, therein leading to minimal sequence learning in both speed and
accuracy.
A noteworthy observation of performance on day 1 was the lack of
difference between the implicit and explicit groups with regards to general
task improvements. This is consistent with previous SRT studies that showed
no differences between implicit and explicit training groups in the amount of
improvement in response speed (Jongbloed-Pereboom et al., 2017; Thomas
and Nelson, 2001). This suggests that children can improve general motor
performance on an SRT task with and without receiving explicit instructions
about the fixed sequence (Meulemans et al., 1998; Nemeth, Janacsek, & Fiser,
2013). We suggest that it shows that children habituate to the task constraints
rather than the sequence.
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6.4.2 Consolidation of Learning
On day 2, children in both groups displayed slower response times and there
was still no evidence of sequence specific learning of movement speed. This
strengthens the argument that day 1 improvements in response speed primarily
reflect general familiarization with the task. Accuracy, however, was better
for both groups on day 2 compared to the final block of day 1. Moreover,
when sequence-specific learning was assessed, children from both groups
demonstrated better accuracy for the learnt sequence compared to the new
sequence. This further strengthens the suggestion that in this complex sequence
task movement accuracy was learnt before movement speed. It also raises the
question as to whether this sequence specific consolidation was related to an
implicit or explicit learning process.
Several studies have investigated consolidation in classic SRT tasks
in children and there is general agreement that explicit task elements are
consolidated better than implicit task elements (Ashworth, Hill, KarmiloffSmith, & Dimitriou, 2014; Fischer, Wilhelm, & Born, 2007; Sugawara et al.,
2014). In our experiment, feedback regarding movement accuracy was provided
after every trial for both groups, and this might have elicited an explicit, trialand-error learning process (for a discussion of why trial and error can lead
to explicit learning, see Maxwell et al., 2001). In contrast, research has also
suggested that children may depend more on implicit learning (Nemeth et al.,
2013), especially since the cognitive capacities needed for explicit learning are
still developing (Masters et al., 2013). In the present experiment the lack of
relations with WM capacity and a lesser degree of sequence knowledge in the
implicit group (see sections below) corroborate the suggestion that movement
accuracy was learnt implicitly. Possibly, the two processes, implicit and explicit
learning, were involved in parallel (see Willingham et al., 1989) making it
difficult to dissociate between the two.
6.4.3 Sequence knowledge
It was clear that the children in the explicit group could report more elements
belonging to the sequence than children in the implicit group. However, none of
the previously discussed results show clear indications of an explicit learning
process within the explicit group and there were only a minimal amount of
differences in performance and learning between both groups. This highlights
that only gauging the amount of declarative knowledge at the end of the
experiment is not a reliable method to determine if participants learnt the
task implicitly or explicitly. We showed that children did build up sequence
knowledge but they did not show any indication of using this knowledge to
improve their performance. This was evidenced by the lack of sequence specific
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performance changes in the explicit group on day 1 and similar consolidation
as participants in the implicit group on day 2. This finding is in accordance
with Thomas and Nelson (2001) who showed that, on a group level, children
who were pre-exposed to the sequence did not show better sequence specific
learning compared to children who were not exposed to the sequence. They
also found that some children had no awareness of the sequence despite
being explicitly informed what the sequence was, whilst other children did
demonstrate awareness of the sequence despite not being explicitly informed of
the sequence. This highlights the large degree of individual variation in response
to the manipulation (implicit or explicit paradigm). While we expected that WM
capacity might explain some of this variation, our results did not confirm this
hypothesis.
6.4.4 Role of WM capacity on performance and learning
There was also no evidence that verbal or visuospatial WM capacity influenced
sequence specific improvements or general task improvements, nor the
consolidation of these improvements, in either group. It was expected that verbal
WM capacity would be related to sequence-specific learning in the explicit
group (Buszard & Masters, 2017; Buszard, Farrow et al., 2017). However, our
results are consistent with the only other study looking into the role of WM
capacity in an SRT task in children who showed that visuospatial WM capacity
was not related to improvements in performance in both an implicit and explicit
sequence learning group (Jongbloed-Pereboom et al., 2017). Several studies on
implicit and explicit motor learning in sport related tasks also failed to show
a role for WM capacity (Brocken et al., 2016; Krajenbrink et al., 2018), or
only found an effect on performance and not on learning (van Abswoude, van
der Kamp et al., 2018). This raises the question whether this indicates that
children learn independent of working memory capacity regardless of the
learning condition that is created (e.g. van Abswoude, van der Kamp et al.,
2018), whether the learning condition does not put enough load on WM capacity
(e.g. Brocken et al., 2016), or whether the learning processes differ between
children and adults. For the current experiment, we deemed the learning in both
groups to be largely implicit given the minimal differences in learning between
the groups, the lack of indication that children in the explicit groups used their
acquired sequence knowledge and the lack of relations with WM capacity.
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6.5 Conclusion
In this study we showed differential effects for children’s sequence specific
improvements in response time and accuracy. That is, during practice we only
showed sequence specific changes in performance for accuracy in the implicit
group. We also showed that accuracy was better consolidated the following
day compared to reaction time, indicating both general learning and sequence
learning. Including these two dependent variables goes beyond previous studies
that have primarily measured response time in isolation. Furthermore, neither
verbal nor visuospatial WM capacity were related to changes in performance
or learning. Also, the knowledge that children acquired in the explicit group
did not seem to be used during task performance. We do need to acknowledge
that, even though our sample size was based on previous work, the power to
detect differences between groups and to detect a role for WM capacity is
relatively small. As a result, we are cautious in generalizing our results outside
of the current sample. Nevertheless, the contrasting findings between speed
and accuracy highlights that different processes may play a role in learning
and consolidation of different motor learning components in children, which
warrants further research. It is therefore essential to take these differences into
account when designing new studies and to unravel these processes in further
research.
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Appendix 6-A
Instructions given to the participant at the start of day 1 and day 2 of the
experiment for each group.
Instructions appearing on the computer screen on day one in the explicit
group
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Welcome. We are going to play a game. Are you ready?
(experimenter explains the game)
Lets practice first
(child performs F1)
Well done! Your fasters correct time is now on the scoreboard
Lets practice one last time. Goal = go as fast as you can… but you need
to be correct!
(child performs F1 again)
Great! Your fastest correct time is now on the scoreboard
(experimenter explains presence of the sequence)
The order is: 10, 50, 70, 30, 50, 10, 70, 30, 10, 70. If you remember
this order it will help you go faster
Lets see how fast you can be! But we only count it if the green light
comes on
(child performs the experiment)

Between blocks children see: Good job! Your fastest correct time is now on the
scoreboard. Remember, the numbers appear in the same order most of the time.
10, 50, 70, 30, 50, 10, 70, 30, 10, 70
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Instructions appearing on the computer screen on day one in the explicit
group
•
•
•
•

•
•

Welcome. We are going to play a game. Are you ready?
(experimenter explains the game)
Lets practice first
(child performs F1)
Well done! Your fasters correct time is now on the scoreboard
Lets practice one last time. Goal = go as fast as you can… but you need
to be correct!
(child performs F1 again)
Great! Your fastest correct time is now on the scoreboard
(experimenter explains that game will start now)
Lets see how fast you can be! But we only count it if the green light
comes on
(child performs the experiment)

Between blocks children see: Good job! Your fastest correct time is now on the
scoreboard.
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7.1 Introduction
Within the academic arena it is increasingly important that the knowledge
acquired in research is transferred to society at large. Hence, valorisation,
i.e., knowledge transfer and implementation, is recognized as the third core
business of universities, next to education and research (see VSNU, 2013). As
of 2015, the Standard Evaluation Protocol, which is used to evaluate the quality
of the universities and research institutes in the Netherlands, also includes the
societal relevance of the work. In addition, the ministry of Education, Culture,
and Science (OC&W) published the ‘Wetenschapsvisie 2025’ that confirms the
increasing importance of knowledge utilization and valorisation within research
(OC&W, 2014). In this chapter we describe the knowledge utilization and
valorisation of the research reported in the foregoing chapters in particular, and
the research program ‘Participation in Sports’ in general. To this end, we use
the definitions of the VSNU (2013) and the Landelijke Commissie Valorisatie
to describe the process of valorisation:
Knowledge valorisation is the process of creating value (either financial, practical
or scientific) from knowledge, by making knowledge suitable and/or available for
economic and societal utilization and making it suitable for translation to competing
products, services, processes and new business. It is a complex and iterative process,
in which the interaction between knowledge institutions and the business community
or societal institutions is important in all phases, including the phase of knowledge
development.

There are different levels at which valorisation can take place based on
the involvement of the societal partners of a program. This ranges from only
informing the public or professionals, via responding to and consulting of the
public and professionals, to co-creation, in which researchers work together
with societal partners during the whole process of the research process, that is,
starting from the formulation of the research question (Steenbergen, Hilhorst,
Steenbergen, Gelinck, & Boer, 2015). The latter involves collaboration during
the planning prior to the execution of a program and in the development of
products based on the outcomes of the research.
The experimental studies in this thesis have been performed as part of the
NWO-financed research program ‘Participation with a movement restriction:
towards tailor-made training and coaching’ (in short ‘Participation in Sports’).
From its inception, valorisation has been a key component in the program,
with societal partners that were already involved when the societal relevance
of the program was established (see Figure 7.1 for a schematic representation
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of the program). The overarching goal of the program was to enhance the
participation of children with motor difficulties in sport and exercise, by
providing professionals working in this field (e.g., teachers, coaches, trainers,
and therapists) with tools to apply the methods that promote implicit motor
learning into their daily practice. As such, we have focused on adding practical
value to the developed knowledge in close collaboration with the professionals.
To this end, the experimental studies described in this thesis were combined
with an applied research work package (WP) within physical education (PE)
classes, in particular in special needs education. Consequently, PE classes were
the main context of interest in this part of the program because children with
motor difficulties often do not participate in physical activities in their free time,
outside school (Bloemen et al., 2015). By contrast, at school, most children are
required to participate in the PE classes. As a result, PE classes are an important
context in which children with motor difficulties gain experiences with physical
activity and motor skill learning. Hence, PE classes are the context in which any
intervention or tool forthcoming from the ‘Participation in Sports’ program will
have the most impact.

Figure 7.1. Schematic overview of the program Participation in Sports

The process of the development of the tool encompassed different phases. The
first phase was to effectively describe how implicit and explicit motor learning
methods are currently applied during PE lessons in special needs education to
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determine if, how, and why, teachers choose to use these methods. An important
aspect of this phase is to determine if PE teachers working with children
with motor difficulties would actually be interested in tools that supports the
implementation of implicit and explicit motor learning methods, and what
they envision these tools would be. The next phase was the development
and evaluation of a prototype of this tool, which was tested, evaluated, and
further optimized by both researchers and practitioners. The final phase was
the development, implementation and evaluation of the final tool; the handbook
Tailor-made Training and Coaching for Everyone (Iedereen Sport op Maat).
The next sections describe these valorisation phases of the WP in detail.

7.2 Phase 1: Describing the Context and Current Methods of
Physical Education in Special Needs Education
The first phase of the WP had two aims: 1) To develop and test an instrument
to describe the learning methods that are used in the PE classes in special
needs education. 2) To establish the need among PE teachers in special needs
education for a tool that supports the implementation of implicit and explicit
motor learning methods.
7.2.1 Methods
7.2.1.1 Developing the observation instrument. To describe the motor
learning methods that are employed during a PE lesson an observation instrument
was developed in several stages. First, an inventory was made of all possible
methods that can be used during sports or PE to promote implicit or explicit
learning. This inventory was made in collaboration with students from applied
universities, who performed a literature search on implicit and explicit motor
learning and interviewed sports trainers about the learning methods that they
use. Within our research group, we then classified the methods as promoting
either a more implicit or explicit learning context based on the literature. As
such, we ensure that the resulting observation instrument corresponded with
the scientific evidence regarding implicit and explicit motor learning. This
instrument was subsequently used for the coding of the video observations in
order to determine the amount of time that PE teachers used the different types
of learning methods.
7.2.1.2 Observations. To observe PE lessons in special needs education we
formed a partnership with four universities of applied science with academies
for physical education (ALO). Students from these institutions took part in our
research program as part of their bachelor thesis. They were instructed about
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the theory of implicit and explicit learning and received specific guidelines for
the observation of the PE classes and the interviews with the teachers. They
recruited the schools and PE teachers, and made video recordings of PE lessons
at 7 secondary schools for special needs education. In total of 13 PE teachers
were observed during 19 lessons. We then used these video recordings to analyse
all the verbal instructions that PE teachers used with the observation instrument.
7.2.1.3 Interviews. The students from the academies for physical education
also interviewed the PE teachers and recorded this interview. This interview
consisted of several topics, including: tailoring instructions to individual
children, familiarity and view on different methods for implicit and explicit
motor learning, and PE teachers’ general goals and aims during the PE lessons.
The interviews were transcribed verbatim and analysed for reoccurring theme’s
or viewpoints within our program group.
7.2.1.4 Evaluation. The final step of this phase was to critically evaluate
all the results from the observations and interviews. Based on this evaluation,
the observation instrument was adjusted and the next phase of the valorisation
process was planned.
7.2.2 Results
The analysis of the video recordings showed that, according to our initial
observation instrument, a large majority (>90%) of the instructions provided
by PE teachers were of an explicit nature. However, a critical evaluation of the
exact content of the instruction highlighted that a large part of the instructions
were concerned with the rules and facts of the lessons itself, or of the specific
activity that was being explained. As these instructions are not directly aimed
at motor skill learning or execution, we decided to revise the observation
instrument. The most important aspect was to include a separate scoring
category for instructions related to rules and facts about the games and activities
that were being played. Even though these rules and facts consist of explicit
information and this information is required to perform the activity, these types
of instruction do not directly promote motor learning in itself. These alterations
led to a revised observation instrument used in the remainder of the WP and
which can be found in Figure 7.2
The new protocol was first used the re-analyse the video recordings of first
series of PE classes. As expected, a large part of the verbal instructions provided
by the PE teachers were not directed at motor learning per se, but rather at
providing rules and facts about the game children were going to play. When
we examined this into more detail with respect to the actual motor learning
instructions and feedback, the amount of implicit and explicit instructions and
feedback was, on average, about equal. We also found that the amount and type
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of instructions used was to a large degree dependent on the activities that were
performed (e.g., skill oriented or game oriented), which differed between the
observed schools. For example, there were lessons during which the children
played tag and a variation of softball. For both games, the instructions were almost
entirely related to the rules of the game and we not related to, for example, the
way in which the children can hit the ball during softball. At a different school,
children were playing basketball and received specific instructions about how
they can dribble and pass the ball, which resulted in a larger amount of motor
learning instructions. In this specific lesson, instructions often had an external
focus of attention leading to more use of implicit learning methods. At a third
school, children were practicing a gymnastics skill, a tip-summersault. This
skill requires a very specific movement of the body which was represented by
a larger degree of instructions and feedback with an internal focus of attention.
As a result of this variation in activities performed in the lessons, no general
conclusions about the amount and type of instructions provided by PE teachers
can be drawn from the observations.
An interesting result from the interviews with the teachers, was that some
of these teachers were not familiar with the distinction between implicit and
explicit learning. They indicated that they would like to receive practical
guidelines on how they can implement implicit learning within their classes,
as they recognize that children differ in the type of instruction that works best
for them. However, they also discussed that motor learning was not the sole
aim of their classes, but that aims like enjoyment, confidence, experiencing
success, and awareness of the possibilities of the disability were equally or even
more important. They highlighted that they were always searching for creative
adaptations to include all the children within their classes.
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Figure 7.2. The revised observation instrument used to categorize the instructions used by
PE teachers in special needs education. The purple category encompasses the actual motor
learning methods, divided into implicit and explicit methods.
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7.2.3 Short Discussion
This first part of the WP reports the development and validation of an observation
instrument that gives insight in the instructions used during PE classes. This
translation from scientific concepts into practiced proved to be challenging,
especially since the amount of motor learning instructions was minimal (also
see Kleynen et al., 2014). We also found that PE teachers in special needs
education would like to receive practical guidelines on how to implement
implicit and explicit learning in their classes. At the same time, they mentioned
that there are multiple aims they try to include in the classes, motor learning
being only a small part of these aims. In addition we observed a large variation
in sports, exercises and games that were performed during the lessons among
the different school, teachers and classes. This in turn resulted in a similar large
variation in the type of instructions that were used and required during the
lessons. As a consequence, we can only conclude that the different implicit and
explicit learning methods are used interchangeably without any indications that
one method is preferred over the other. Also, the instructions are related to the
activities that are performed and only a small part of the instructions is directly
aimed at motor learning and performance.
This phase of the WP gave us a good insight into the daily practice of physical
education in special needs education, that is, the ‘implementation ground’ of
our research. As such, it was an essential first step for the further development
of a tool on implicit and explicit motor learning methods that could be applied
in this context. It was also a good step for the visibility of our program among
our end-users of the tool to be developed and to create a network of interested
professionals. Finally, by consulting the professionals we established the possible
practical value that our to-be developed tool could have in the context of physical
education for children with motor difficulties. For this practical value it is essential
that the information that is included provides professionals with clear examples
and practical tips that they can directly implement in their daily routines.

7.3 Phase 2: Prototype of a Handbook
In the first phase of the WP, we established that PE teachers would like to
receive information that supports the implementation of implicit and explicit
motor learning methods in the contexts of PE classes in special needs education.
In the second phase, the aim was to develop and test a prototype of this tool. In
the interviews of the first phase we did not ask the PE teachers about the form
they would prefer for this tool (e.g., book, app, website, etc.). They did tell us
that the information that we want to include should be very practical and easy
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to translate and implement directly into the lessons. Based on this input and the
timeframe of the program we decided that this tool would be in the form of a
book that would describe concrete examples of how implicit and explicit motor
learning methods could be applied when specific movements are taught.
7.3.1 Methods
7.3.1.1 Development of the prototype: a mini-handbook. The second phase of
the WP started by selecting the implicit motor learning methods that needed to be
represented in the prototype, which was in the form of a mini-handbook. We first
selected the methods that promote implicit learning and with the most evidence
from the scientific literature in both adult and in children (Kleynen et al., 2014;
Poolton & Zachry, 2007; also see chapters 2-6 of this thesis). We then included
the methods that could also be effectively applied in practice. This was determined
based on the observations and interviews in the first phase of the WP. This yielded
the following methods: errorless learning, analogy learning, and learning with an
external focus of attention. In addition, we included an internal focus of attention
as explicit motor learning method. On the one hand, this was done to highlight the
difference between an internal and external focus of attention. On the other hand,
we included an explicit method because our studies so far showed that explicit
learning can also lead to performance improvements (Chapters 2-6 of this thesis).
In addition, teachers participating in the first phase of the WP emphasized that they
sometimes need explicit instructions to effectively explain a skill or movement.
Based on the interviews performed in the first phase, we also included differential
learning as implicit learning method. We defined differential learning as a method
that stimulates children to experiment with different ways in which they can reach
the goal of the task or skill. For example, if the task is to throw a ball at a target,
children can experiment with different balls, different targets, or different ways of
throwing. In the scientific literature, clear support (both empirical and conceptual
support) for the presumption that differential learning is a form of implicit learning
is lacking, although some similarities can be observed (Lage et al., 2015; Maxwell
et al., 2001). However, the teachers highlighted that they use differential learning
as a means to adjust specific elements of a game or exercise in such a way that
all the children can succeed irrespective of their motor problems. As such, the
interpretation of differential learning is broader and also includes the manipulation
of task constraints.
The next step was to select activities to be described in the mini-handbook
that balances the scope and the practical applicability. That is, the large variety
of activities being performed during the PE lessons in the first phase of the WP
made it very difficult to make generalizable conclusions about which learning
methods are used by PE teachers and when. In the mini-handbook that was
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tested for its feasibility we could also not include all these different types of
activities. However, we also did not want to dictate what teachers do during
their lessons because we aim to develop a tool that the teachers can apply during
the lessons that are already planned. As such, we selected aiming as a general
movement form that could be applied in multiple sports and activity contexts. In
the mini-handbook, we described the aiming movement in five different sports:
basketball, hockey, baseball, badminton, and soccer. Concrete examples were
described on how these movements could be instructed and practiced according
to the different implicit and explicit motor learning paradigms.
7.3.1.2 Testing. The feasibility of mini-handbook was tested with help of 6
PE teachers in special needs education schools. We asked the teachers to include
a minimum of 15 minutes of aiming exercises for 3 consecutive weeks in their
lessons. This way, the lessons of different teachers and schools, as well as before
and after the intervention, would be better comparable. After the first week, the
teachers received the mini-handbook. We were interested in if and how teachers
could apply the different learning methods in their lessons without being primed to
do so. Therefore, they did not receive any additional instructions regarding implicit
and explicit motor learning or how to use the mini-handbook. We then analysed
changes in the types of instructions the teachers used from the first week to the third
week. Similar to the first part of the WP, students recorded the lessons on video and
the instructions were analysed afterwards with our revised observation instrument.
7.3.1.3 Evaluation. In addition to the observations, we also conducted indepth interviews with the participating teachers. Most of the discussed topics
were similar to the interview in the first phase of the WP, but the emphasis
was also on the experiences with, and applicability of, the mini-handbook. We
also specifically asked what they would like to have represented in an extended
version of this handbook to guide the development of the final version.
7.3.2 Results
The analysis of the instructions showed that, in week 1, the amount of explicit
instructions used was higher than the amount of implicit instructions used, but
this difference had disappeared in week 3. This was most likely due to a decrease
in explicit instructions, as there was no clear increase in implicit instructions. It
has to be noted that the teachers used a lot of different aiming exercises and also
changed the sport they were practicing from week one to week three, making it
difficult to reliably compare these lessons. For example, the lessons of one teacher
included a soccer shooting exercise in week 1 and a badminton aiming exercise in
week 3. The instructions provided by this teacher had an internal attentional focus
in week 1, directed at the position of the foot and the movement of the leg. In week
3, a larger amount of the instructions had an external focus of attention, directed at
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the movement of the racket. In this case, a decrease in explicit instructions and an
increase in implicit instructions could possibly be attributed to this change in the
activity that was being practiced. In addition, the amount of time spent on motor
learning instructions and feedback was still very low.
The most valuable information was extracted from the interviews with the
teachers, where they informed us about their experiences with the mini-handbook.
They reported that, in general, this handbook was very clear. However, by only
including aiming techniques and only giving examples of 5 different sports, it was
somewhat restricted in scope and difficult to implement in the specific lessons. They
further recognized that they did not use the explicit example of an internal focus of
attention very often. In case they did use it, this was mostly for children with better
motor and cognitive skills of whom they thought that they could actually handle (i.e.
use) this instruction. They also gave several recommendations for a next version.
For example, they would like to include some exercises in which the instructions
could be implemented, and, as also mentioned in the first phase, they would like
to see adaptations on how to make an exercise suitable for all the children in their
classes. Finally, some teachers mentioned that they have children in their classes
who benefit more (or only) from visual instructions instead of verbal instructions
and they would like to have tools that are more suitable for this group of children.
7.3.3 Short discussion
In this phase of the WP, the main aim was to test and evaluate a first version of
the tool on implicit and explicit motor learning that was going to be developed.
In the used instructions of the PE teachers we only observed small changes in
the type of instructions they employed. Because we also observed a change in
activities in the lessons we cannot be sure that this small change was related to
the actual use of mini-handbook. Importantly, however, the interviews with the
PE teachers did highlight the applicability of the tool. The way in which the
different motor learning paradigms were described and applied to the aiming
movements resulted in a distinction between the methods that was very clear
for the teachers. It also increased their awareness of the methods they apply
themselves and why they chose to do so. However, a direct translation from
the examples to different sports, activities or movements proved to be difficult.
In the development of this mini-handbook we used the information provided
by the PE teachers and the observations of the first part of the WP. As such, we
were informed by practitioners and the context. Nevertheless, the development
itself was solely done within our research group and not in co-creation with the
practitioners. Although we were already able to develop a product which was,
to some degree, applicable in practice, true co-creation with professionals was
needed in the final phase of the WP to ensure the practical value of the tool.
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7.4 Phase 3: Development and Implementation of the Handbook
“Tailor-made Training and Coaching for Everyone”
The aim of the final phase of this WP was to develop and implement the final
version of the handbook, together with PE teachers. The first two phases had
provided us with valuable insights and information regarding to context of
PE classes in special needs education. In addition, the second phase provided
us with critical feedback and discussion points to develop the prototype into
an actual handbook. In this third phase, all the input was used to develop the
handbook, in collaboration with the PE teachers.
7.4.1 Methods
7.4.1.1 Development of the handbook. Based on the results of the second phase
of the WP and the experiences of the teachers with the mini-handbook as well as
their tips, we developed the final version of the handbook “Tailor-made Training and
Coaching for Everyone”. This handbook includes 12 different sports. For each sport,
3 exercises are included; 2 exercises are explained in text and focus on possible
adaptations that can be used and 1 exercise is explained very shortly and visualized
on mediacards. These mediacards are large illustrations of the exercise that teachers
can use in their explanation their classes and include 3 versions of the exercise; a
most basic version and 2 extensions to make the exercise more difficult. This is
based on the principle of errorless learning, but then applied to an exercise instead
of applied to a specific isolated motor skill (see Figure 7.3). Finally, for 8 of the
sports that are included we selected one or several motor skills that can be practiced.
Instructions for these motor skills are given based on the same explicit and implicit
motor learning methods used in the mini-handbook. The exercises that are included
in the handbook are developed based on exercises seen in the PE classes observed
across the years, personal experience of the program group, exercises in existing
handbooks for different populations, and with the help of trainers of the particular
sport. The exercises were then reviewed by a PE teacher in special needs education
who then indicated if the exercises were too easy or difficult based on her experience.
This teacher also provided possible adaptations to ensure that all children are able
to participate. A researcher working on a similar project, with experience as a PE
teacher, assisted with the implicit and explicit instructions for the motor skills. As
such, this handbook is a co-creation with different professionals and based on advice
and experiences of the end-users in the first two phases of the WP.
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Figure 7.3. Example of a series of mediacards for the sport basketball.
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7.4.1.2 Implementation study. “Tailor-made Training and Coaching for
Everyone” has been implemented in the PE classes of 10 schools for special needs
education in the Netherlands with 12 participating PE teachers. We observed 46
classes, both before and at least 7 weeks after the teachers received the handbook
and mediacards. The teachers received a short introduction on how the handbook
and mediacards were created, on how the exercises and instructions could be
used in the lessons. They were asked to have a critical look at the handbook
and mediacards, however, they were not obliged to immediately use them in
their lessons. We asked the teachers to fill in a short diary about if they used the
handbook or mediacards, and if so, which specific part they used. In addition, we
conducted interviews with 10 of the teachers. The complete research report of this
implementation study can be found in the research report (in Dutch at our website
www.meedoenmetsport.nl) and the main results will be discussed below.
7.4.2 Results
7.4.2.1 Goals of the PE classes. Interviews with the teachers confirmed the
comments of teachers participating in the first two phases of the WP, that is, motor
learning is not the primary or only aim of the PE classes. The teachers mostly
focused on children’s enjoyment, teamwork, social skills, and success experiences.
These aims were reflected in the classes we observed. A large amount of the verbal
information provided by the teachers included encouragement, motivation, or
compliments, creating a positive context. Teachers also created rules and adaptations
to successfully include all the children in the games that were played.
7.4.2.2 Tailor-made Training and Coaching. There were many different
ways in which teachers adapted the classes to the abilities of the group or to
the abilities of individuals within the group. Group-based adaptations include
adapting the general explanation of a game, or adding extra rules to simplify or,
conversely, complicate the game. Individual adaptations included the addition
of an extra goal or target, using materials that make the task easier or more
difficult, and creating rules for individual children. The adaptations used
are very similar to the ones included in the handbook, which shows that the
handbook resembles the context of PE classes in special needs education.
Focusing in more detail on the motor learning methods, the teachers all reported
that they don’t really use explicit instructions. This was also observed during the
lessons in which instructions with a clear internal focus of attention were only
used sporadically. When teachers do use an internal focus of attention, they report
that they only do this in classes with children that have better motor and cognitive
abilities. With respect to the implicit methods, a variation of errorless learning
was most often used. This fits well with the aim of the teachers, that is, that
they want the children to experience success. There are different ways in which
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the teachers include a form of errorless learning. The form of errorless learning
as it is described in the motor learning literature, which is purely focused on
practicing motor skills, is used the least. What teachers use more often is gradually
increasing the difficulty of the game, either within one lesson or over several
weeks. Increasing the difficulty of the game makes the context more complex and
indirectly increases the demands on the motor skills of the children, but also on
their understanding of the game in general (note: this is similar to the approach
of Teaching Games for Understanding, see van der Kamp, Duivenvoorden, Kok,
& van Hilvoorde, 2015). We included this latter form of errorless learning on the
mediacards and also in some of the games and sports described in the handbook.
In addition, the scientific view on errorless learning was included in the sport
specific skills. As such, we tried to provide inspiration on this wide range of
adaptations that can be considered errorless learning.
The other implicit learning methods were used less often, but the teachers do
confirm their possible applicability in special needs education. They indicate that
both an external focus of attention and differential learning can be used to show
the children that they can complete a task or exercise in their own way; there is no
universal optimal movement or erroneous movement, just as long as you can reach
the goal. Because many of the instructions and adaptation methods included in the
handbook were inspired on our previous observations in special needs education,
the handbook did not directly lead to changes in the behaviour of the teachers.
They did recognize the different instruction methods and the handbook made them
more aware of the different methods they choose to implement and why. It also
inspired them to use methods that they did not use that often. All of the teachers
did report to have read through the manual and most of them have implemented
elements of it within one or more of their lessons over a 7 week period. Of the
12 participating teachers, only 7 teachers filled-out the logbook. One of these
teachers did not use the handbook at all, 2 teachers used the handbook once in
this period, 2 teachers used in twice, 1 teacher used it three times and one teacher
used it four times. Regarding the use of the mediacards, 3 teachers did not use the
cards, one teacher used them once, one teacher used them twice, one teacher used
them three times and one teacher used them four times within the 7 week period.
The interviews with the teachers also led to some very informative insights and
possibilities to improve the implementation and applied value of the handbook.
Because the handbook was based on the teaching methods we observed in
PE classes of special needs education, the amount of new information for the
teachers was limited. They therefore suggested that the materials might be
more beneficial for new teachers and possibly for applied universities that
educate aspiring teachers. Another population that may benefit more from the
handbook are the PE teachers in mainstream education. These teachers are less
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familiar with teaching children with motor difficulties, but do encounter them
more often. In many cases these teachers are unaware of all the possibilities
that children with motor difficulties have and might tend to focus more on the
restrictions of the child instead of his/her possibilities.
7.4.3 Short discussion
In this final phase of the WP we have developed a handbook, aimed at implementing
implicit and explicit motor learning in the context of physical education for children
with motor difficulties. This end product fits well within this context, but did not
lead to clear changes in behaviour among the professionals in this relatively short
time period. Nevertheless, the professionals confirmed the practical applicability
of the different parts of the handbook, that is, the implicit and explicit examples
and the mediacards. By combining the information from the first two phases of the
WP with a direct collaboration with different professionals, we were able to create
a product with high practical value for practitioners working in the field of sport
and exercise for children with motor difficulties.

7.5 General discussion
The main aim of this program was to develop a tool based on the principles of
implicit and explicit motor learning for practitioners working in the field of sport
and exercise with children with motor difficulties. In the different phases of this
valorisation WP, we tried to combine theory and practice and work together with
end-users in order to develop a tool with high practical value. This knowledge
transfer and implementation process has led to the handbook ‘Tailor-made Training
and Coaching for Everyone’. This handbook is specifically directed at physical
education in special needs education. Below we will discuss how this handbook fits
with the experimental studies and the literature on implicit motor learning, evaluate
the process of valorisation, and discuss the future directions of the program.
7.5.1 Combining Theory and Practice
In the experimental work that is reported in this thesis we did not find clear benefits
of implicit learning over explicit learning in children (see chapters 2-6 of this
thesis). We did show that implicit paradigms can also be used to improve motor
skills of typically developing children and children with motor difficulties. In
addition, we also showed that there is always a large variability between children
in how much they can learn following a short intervention. Their preferences,
possibly related to learning styles or familiarity, might be related to this variability.
This is why we designed the handbook as a source of inspiration for teachers
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who want to apply different implicit and explicit instruction methods. The way in
which PE teachers try to adapt games to the abilities of individual children and
how they vary their instructions fits with the view that there is no one-size-fits-all
motor learning method that works best for all children in all situations.
We did notice a discrepancy between the way in which motor learning methods
are described in the literature and how they are applied in practice. The best
examples can be seen with errorless learning and using instructions or feedback
with an internal or external focus of attention. With errorless learning, observations
of, and interviews with teachers showed that they often apply this method on an
exercise as a whole. This is accomplished by gradually increasing the complexity
of a game by adding more rules, or by having multiple setups of an exercise
ranging from easy to difficult and letting children decide on the setup that best
suits their abilities. As such, teachers want children to experience success, but do
not control that a minimum of errors are made. Therefore, their primary aim is not
to improve the motor skills of children, but rather to make sure that all the children
are able to participate. In contrast, within the scientific literature the emphasis is
on minimizing the amount of errors, as errors are supposed to result in hypothesis
testing and the accumulation of declarative knowledge (Maxwell et al., 2001).
Also, studies are often only concerned with an isolated movement or skill, such
as aiming or balancing (e.g., Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom et al., 2013; Orrell,
Eves, & Masters, 2006), whereas teachers focus more on complete exercises and
games that often consist of multiple skills or movements. To account for these
different views in our handbook, we tried to include both the theoretical view
on errorless learning and the practical view to enhance the applicability of the
book. However, we cannot state that the applied form of errorless learning, which
carries more resemblance to the approach of Teaching Games for Understanding
(Bunker & Thorpe, 1982; Tan, Chow, & Davids, 2012; van der Kamp et al., 2015),
also promotes an implicit learning process.
The discrepancy between research and practice regarding the use of attentional
focus instructions and feedback is different. In this case, the theory emphasizes
that small differences in wording can lead to either an internal or external
focus of attention and with that a more or less consciously controlled learning
process (Wulf, 2013; Wulf et al., 1998). However, in practice teachers never use
instructions or feedback with a ‘pure’ internal or external focus of attention. We
observed that teachers switch between both types of instructions very often, and in
many cases also unintentionally. We even see both internal and external elements
within one instructional phrase (for example: ‘stretch your arm and aim at the
black square of the backboard’). It is therefore very unlikely that a pure internal
or external focus of attention can be achieved in the context of a PE lessons. In
our handbook we therefore included both types of instructions to make teachers
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aware of the difference and to enhance their abilities to use them in practice.
An interesting question for research would then be to study how the learning
process is affected when both internal and external focus instructions are used
simultaneously. In addition, an important question from an applied point of view
would be to observe how other professionals, like physical therapists or sports
trainers, use the different implicit and explicit motor learning methods.
7.5.2 The Process of Knowledge Transfer and Implementation
In this research program, knowledge transfer and implementation has been a key
component. The precise involvement of both the formal partners in the program,
as well as the professionals, varied depending on the phases of the program. At
the start, we mostly informed our partners about the program and they provided
feedback on our plans (the lowest level of participation, see Steenbergen et al.,
2015). As the program progressed, and the development of the tool took shape,
we often consulted the professionals; the views, opinions, and expertise of the
professionals was used to further develop the mini-handbook. The development
of the final handbook was performed in co-creation with the professionals, who
adjusted, checked, and provided additions to the handbook.
Research programs in which experimental research and knowledge
implementation are performed in parallel are relatively new. As such, our
process of knowledge transfer and implementation has led to the identification
of several aspects that may need to be considered in future programs. The
first aspect is the way in which the process is organized within the research
program. In our program, we appointed an applied scientist with experience in
combining research and practice. This way, we tried to enhance the translation
of knowledge from research to practice, and vice versa. As also described by
Steenbergen et al., (2015) knowledge transfer requires specific skills, attitudes,
and competencies to effectively involve the societal partners. It is important that
these skills are present among the members of the program group.
The second aspect to consider is the role of end-users within the research
program. These end-users should already be involved during the inception of the
program to identify the need in practice for what the program aims to develop.
In our program, this need was established among our formal partners, which did
include sports trainers, but was only confirmed by the PE teachers in the first phase
of the WP. The involvement of the end-users during the planning and execution
of the research and the development of the tools needs to match the aims of the
program and the available time and resources of both the scientists and the endusers. In our program, teachers were first involved as participants and later on they
had to role of consultant and co-creator. Involving the end-users at an earlier stage
of the program could have accelerated the first phases by bringing the teachers
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together in focus groups and collectively discuss suitable ways to apply research
on implicit and explicit motor learning in practice. This way we might have been
able to better adjust our tools to the methods that are already applied in practice and
directly discuss this with the teachers. However, this does require more intensive
involvement from the PE teachers, who do not always have time to participate in
research programs in this way. In addition, more involvement of end-users can also
result in a delay of the program. We already noticed that the teachers involved in the
final implementation of the handbook all have different experiences, preferences,
and opinions. This could make it challenging to reach a consensus among these
teachers. When designing a research program that includes knowledge transfer and
implementation it is therefore important to take these aspects of co-creation into
account and make a well-informed decision on the involvement of the end-users.
Finally, the developed tools are considered the point of this program, but it is
important to acknowledge that we only pilot-tested the applicability of the tools
on practice. As such, the handbook and mediacards should be regarded as the
output of our program (van Drooge et al., 2011) that can be the starting point
of new research programs. These new programs could focus on questions like:
will teachers keep using the handbook over the coming years? Will the use of
the handbook lead to improved motor skills and participation among children
with motor difficulties? What do we need to include or adjust to enhance the
use of the handbook? Answering these questions goes beyond the scope of this
program, but the answers would provide insight into the long-term outcomes
and the societal impact that the program might have.
7.5.3 Future Directions
Now that we have established that the handbook fits well with the teaching styles used
by PE teachers in special needs education, we want to expand its implementation.
The main target populations are PE teachers in mainstream education, that also
have children with motor difficulties in their classes, and starting or aspiring PE
teachers. We are already in contact with some teachers and with applied universities
that educate future physical education teachers. We will discuss possibilities to
implement the handbook in these settings with them to find out what is needed
to do this successfully. One point of interest would be to develop a (series of)
workshop(s) on the theory of implicit and explicit motor learning and how to put
this into practice. The application of implicit and explicit motor learning methods,
including the findings of this program, can also be included in new textbooks on
motor learning aimed at academies for PE teachers.
We would also like to explore if other disciplines might want to implement the
handbook within their practice related to motor learning for children with motor
difficulties, like sports trainers or professionals working in the field of rehabilitation.
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As an example, we have been contacted by physical therapists and occupational
therapists who were interested in using the handbook in their practice. The games
and exercises shown in the handbook are, however, not aimed at a therapy setting,
and future work will be aimed at making it more applicable for these disciplines.
Along the same line, we are also in contact with a few teachers and students of child
physical therapy who are interested in ways to implement the theory of implicit and
explicit motor learning in their practice.

7.6 Conclusion
This practical research line has shown how important it is to form coalitions with
experts in the field as well as end-users in order to develop materials that can
actually be used in practice. The process of observing, developing and evaluating
has led to materials with high value for practice and that suit the context. It is
therefore advisable to collaborate with the end-users, preferably from the very
start, to attain a more widespread implementation. It further emphasizes that for
successful implementation of knowledge into practice, it is not enough to just
inform users of your findings. Successful valorisation is a process of informing
of- and discussing, consulting and co-creating with professionals.
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Other aspects of knowledge transfer that were used in this program:
•

•

•

•

Website and newsletters. At the start of the program we have developed
a website (www.meedoenmetsport.nl) on which information about
the program can be found and where updates, publications and other
activities of the program are shared. Besides this passive form of
information sharing, we also actively inform people interested in our
program via a newsletter. About 350 people receive this newsletter,
including researchers, partners of the program, professionals (e.g.,
PE teachers, sport trainers, physical therapists, etc.), policy makers,
and interested parents. We use this newsletter to share research reports
that can be found at the website, share program updates, provide
some additional (theoretical) background, inform readers about
the development of our handbook, and share other activities of the
program.
Professional publications. Apart from the scientific publications
and research reports we have also written multiple professional
publications (see List of publications for a complete overview). This
way we are able to reach a broader audience of professionals that may
be interested in our works. For example, we have several publications
in Lichamelijk Opvoeding Magazine, a magazine for PE teachers, and
on the website www.allesoversport.nl, a platform to share knowledge
about sport and exercise.
Conferences, workshops, and symposia. In addition to presenting our
work at international scientific conferences, we both organized and
contributed to national conferences, symposia and workshops that try
to bring research and practice closer together (see List of presentations
and List of organized activities for a complete overview). An example
is the symposium ‘Een leven lang meedoen met sport; wetenschap en
praktijk samen aan tafel’, that we organized that consisted of workshops
and round-table discussions on the topic of sports participation of
children with motor difficulties.
Education. Over the years many students were part of our program
as part of their bachelor or master thesis, for a research internship,
or as research assistants. This included students from many different
disciplines like physical therapy, physical education, pedagogics and
biomedical sciences. In addition, working together with students, and
often also their supervisors from applied universities, ensures that the
work we do can also translate to the curriculum of the next generation
of professionals.
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The first aim of this thesis was to determine if implicit motor learning paradigms
can be applied to motor learning in children with and without motor difficulties.
In four studies we used an implicit learning method, either error-reduced learning
(Chapter 3), learning with an external focus of attention (Chapters 4 & 5), or
implicit sequence learning (Chapter 6). Collectively, the results showed that
children are able to improve motor performance under implicit task conditions.
In addition, and contrary to the original hypotheses, clear benefits over explicit
learning were not evident.
The second aim was to examine individual differences in in the effects of the
implicit and explicit motor learning methods and if they are related to individual
differences in WM capacity. Therefore, measures of WM capacity were included in
all experimental studies. The results were not consistent; in chapter 2 we showed
a role for visuospatial WM capacity on performance during explicit practice, in
chapter 3 we showed a role for verbal WM capacity in task learning across the
implicit and explicit groups, in chapter 5 we again showed a role for visuospatial
WM capacity, but this was most prominent after implicit learning, and in chapters
4 and 6 there was no role for either verbal or visuospatial WM capacity. These
findings show that the role of WM capacity in motor learning is not well established.
In order to systematically discuss these outcomes, it is important to clarify the
multiple levels and constructs that are included. First of all, we are concerned
with motor learning. In the definition of motor learning it is stated that it entails “a
change in the capability of a person to perform a skill that must be inferred from
a relatively permanent improvement in performance as a result of practice or
experience” (Magill & Anderson, 2014, p.257). This timeframe in which a motor
tasks is practiced and learning takes place is graphically depicted in Figure 8.1.
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Figure 8.1. Graphical representation of the timeframe of motor learning. At the start of practice
the baseline is established. Following, the participants start practicing the task. This is the period
in which the manipulation takes place; in our studies an implicit or explicit protocol is applied
during practice. Most often, the performance is determined during or directly following practice.
Then, a retention period follows in which no further practice takes place. In the literature,
the length of this retention period can differ from only 24h to several weeks or even months.
Performance determined after this retention period is described as learning.

Second, we are concerned with implicit and explicit learning processes.
From the theory of implicit motor learning, as described by Masters (1992), it
is assumed that the different methods that have been described for implicit and
explicit learning lead to distinct learning processes. Implicit paradigms promote
a more unconscious learning process in which the learner does not accumulate
a large pool of declarative knowledge about task execution. As a result,
performance and learning are expected to be independent of working memory
(WM) involvement. Explicit learning leads to a more conscious learning process
during which declarative knowledge about movement execution is acquired and
which is dependent on WM involvement (see Figure 8.2).
In this discussion the results of the studies will first be discussed within
the framework of implicit and explicit motor learning. Next, the relation
between individual differences in WM capacity and preferences on the one
hand, and individual differences in the effects of implicit and motor learning
methods on the other hand are discussed. This will lead to a discussion about
the possible learning processes that are taking place. Finally, implications and
recommendations for research and practice are discussed.
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Figure 8.2. Graphical representation of implicit and explicit motor learning. An individual
with his or her characteristics (i.e., WM capacity, preferences, skills, etc.) practices a motor
skill with an implicit or explicit paradigm. During practice different motor learning processes
are assumed based on the theory of implicit motor learning (Masters, 1992), with the described
characteristics. This learning process leads to performance changes during practice, directly
after practice and motor learning.

8.1 The motor learning phases
In the following we will first discuss the motor performance and learning
effects shown in this thesis during practice, immediately following practice,
and following retention. After this overview, results will be integrated with the
growing body of literature on implicit motor learning in children.
8.1.1 Practice
In general, the implicit and explicit motor learning methods form the context
in which a task is practiced. In three chapters we assessed how the methods
influence motor performance during practice. In chapter 2, performance of
children with low motor abilities did not change during practice when they
received explicit instructions on task execution. In chapter 3, children in the
error-reduced protocol gradually decreased performance and children in the
error-strewn protocol gradually improved performance, as would be expected
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from the experimental manipulation. This finding illustrates that children
following the error-reduced protocol made significantly less errors at the start
of practice, which has been suggested to be essential to induce implicit learning
(Poolton et al., 2005). Hence, it confirms that the manipulation of performance
errors was successful. Finally, in chapter 4 we showed that children immediately,
that is during practice, improve performance following internal and external
focus instructions. Together, the three studies show that the manipulation of
the practice paradigm can have a direct effect on performance, but that this
performance effect does not always differ between the implicit and explicit
methods that are applied.
8.1.2 Performance following practice
In studies on motor learning, performance is often determined directly after
the practice period by means of an immediate posttest. However, as described
above, we do not regard this as indicative for true motor learning, but rather the
result of practice on motor performance, that is, practice effects. In chapter 3
we showed that children with CP improved their aiming performance following
practice with both an error-reduced and error-strewn paradigm. No differences
were apparent between the paradigms. In addition, in chapter 6 we showed
that children improved their general movement speed in an SRT task with and
without explicit sequence instruction. These results indicate that practice with
implicit and explicit paradigms can directly improve performance, but these
improvements are not different between the paradigms.
8.1.3 Learning with different retention periods
True motor learning is determined after a retention period. The studies included
in this thesis utilized a retention period of 24h (chapter 2 and 6) and 1 week
(chapter 5). All studies showed improved performance relative to the pretest,
with no distinction between the implicit or explicit paradigms in chapters 5 and
6. In chapter 6 we also showed that learning was only apparent for movement
accuracy and not movement speed.
When taken together, these results indicate that children are able to improve
performance on different timescales when practicing with implicit or explicit
methods. However, no differences between implicit and explicit groups became
apparent. Within the literature there are a few studies that did show the expected
differences in performance, either during practice or directly following practice,
and learning between implicit and explicit practice paradigms in children
with typical or a-typical development (Table 8.1). Four studies, all of then
manipulating the focus of attention, showed this difference during practice
(Flores et al., 2015; Krajenbrink et al., 2018; Saemi et al., 2013; Teixeira da
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Silva, Thofehrn Lessa, & Chiviacowsky, 2017). Three studies, also manipulating
attentional focus, showed this after a retention period of 24h (Brocken et al.,
2016; Chiviacowsky et al., 2013; Flores et al., 2015), and three studies in
which the attentional focus was manipulated showed it after a retention period
48h (Hadler et al., 2014; Saemi et al., 2013; Teixeira da Silva et al., 2017).
Only one study clearly showed a beneficial effect of implicit learning, in this
case by using an error-minimizing protocol, after a one week retention period
(Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia et al., 2013). In contrast, only one study indicated
that explicit learning (i.e., an internal focus of attention) was better than
implicit learning, but it has to be noted that this study specifically investigated
children with autism (Tse, 2017). In addition, several studies discuss a benefit
of an implicit learning paradigm over an explicit learning paradigm, but only
show this difference for a subgroup of their participants or in one of multiple
conditions or outcome measures. For example, in the study of Capio, Poolton,
Sit, Holmstrom et al., (2013), differences in aiming performance after one week
following practice with an error-reduced or error-strewn protocol were only
apparent for children with low motor abilities, or when the task was performed
in a dual-task condition. Another example is the study of Wulf et al. (2010),
where children practiced a throwing task while receiving feedback with an
internal or external focus of attention. The external focus of attention was only
beneficial during a transfer test 24h later, when children had to aim at a target
from a different distance, but no differences in performance were apparent for
the retention test performed in the same session. Also, this benefit was only
shown for movement form and not for aiming accuracy. Finally, many studies
also showed that performance and learning did not differ after practice with an
implicit or explicit paradigm.
There are several methodological aspects in the literature on implicit
and explicit motor learning in children, described in Table 8.1, that warrant
strengthening. First of all, the practice period in the studies on implicit and
explicit motor learning, the chapters of this thesis included, are relatively
short and restricted to one or two days of practice (except for the studies of
Capio where children practiced once a week for several weeks). Even though
improvements in performance are apparent after these short bouts of practice,
it can be questioned if they represent a short practice effect or whether the
motor capabilities of the children are truly improved. In line with this, we
would recommend that studies concerned with motor learning implement a
more intensive practice phase, and preferably spread across multiple weeks.
This should not only elicit larger improvements in performance, the changes
in performance might also be retained for a longer period. In addition, more
practice might also lead to (more pronounced) differences between implicit
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and explicit methods. However, more extensive practice can also lead to more
movement automatization over time, even following explicit motor learning
methods (see Kal, Prosée, et al., 2018). It is therefore important to further
examine the include the full scope of motor learning and more extensive
practice to better understand when differences between implicit and explicit
methods emerge. In this regard, we would also suggest future studies to include
a longer retention period. To our knowledge, the longest retention period in the
literature of implicit and explicit motor learning in children is one week. It is
questionable if the results obtained after the relatively short retention periods
genuinely reflect the ‘relatively permanent improvement in performance’ that
is mentioned in motor learning definitions. For example, in a study in adults
it was shown that performance of a throwing task was retained after one year
following both implicit and explicit learning (Poolton et al., 2007). Especially
when motor learning paradigms are applied to alleviate motor difficulties in
children, it is important to study the long-term outcomes.
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Focus of attention

Error-reduced

Paradigm

300 trials
1 day

Maxwell et al. (2017)

Chow et al. (2014)

Chiviacowsky et al. (2013)*

Brocken et al. (2016)

Becker & Smith (2013)

Agar et al. (2016)
IL=EL

IL=EL

80 trials
1 day
40 trials
1 day
18 trials
1 week

IL=EL

During
practice

20 trials
2 days

30 trials
1 day

80 trials
1 day

120 trials
4 weeks

Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia et al.
(2013)*

Chapter 3*

120 trials
3 weeks

Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom
et al. (2013)

Amount of
practice

IL=EL

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

Immediately
following
practice

IL>EL

IL>EL

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

IL=EL

IL=EL

IL=EL

IL>EL

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

24h retention 48h retention Week retention

Table 8.1. The effect of practice with an implicit or explicit learning method in typically and a-typically developing children on different timescales.
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Tse & van Ginneken (2017)

Tse (2017)*

Teixeira da Silva et al. (2017)

Saemi et al. (2013)*

Perreault & French (2016)

Perreault & French (2015)

Krajenbrink et al. (2018)

Hadler et al. (2014)

Flores et al. (2015)

(Focus of attention) Emanuel et al. (2008)

Paradigm

50 trials
1 day

100 trials
2 days
180 trials
1 day
15 trials
1 day
50 trials
1 day

100 trials
2 days

50 trials
1 day
20 trials
1 day
60 trials
1 day
80 trials
1 day

Amount of
practice

IL=EL

IL=EL

IL>EL

IL>EL

IL=EL

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

IL>EL

IL=EL

IL>EL

IL=EL

During
practice

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

Immediately
following
practice
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IL<EL

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

IL>EL

IL=EL*

IL>EL

IL>EL

IL=EL

IL>EL

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

IL=EL

24h retention 48h retention Week retention
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Tse et al. (2017)

120 trials
1 week

IL=EL

IL=EL

IL=EL

30 trials
1 day

60 trials
1 week
Chapter 5*
130 trials
1 week
225-360
Jongbloed-Pereboom et al. (2017) trials
1 day
200 trials
Thomas & Nelson (2001)
1 day
400 trials
Chapter 6
1 day

Chapter 4

Wulf et al. (2010)

During
practice

Amount of
practice

IL=EL

IL=EL

Immediately
following
practice

IL=EL

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

IL>EL group
or condition
specific

IL=EL

24h retention 48h retention Week retention

* These studies investigated atypically developing children, where all the other studies only included typically developing children.

studies (e.g., subgroup of participants, only in a transfer condition, or not on all main outcome measures).

or condition specific’ indicates that the implicit paradigm was only better compared to the explicit paradigm in specific conditions that varied between

led to better performance or learning compared to the explicit paradigm on the main outcome measure (i.e., general performance on the task). ‘IL>EL group

Note. IL=EL indicates that no difference in motor learning was found between implicit and explicit paradigms. IL>EL indicates that the implicit paradigm

Analogy

Sequence learning

Paradigm

General discussion

It is furthermore important to note that the majority of the studies mentioned
in Table 8.1 only compare the effects of implicit and explicit learning over groups
and do not take individual differences into account. Some studies do include
the effect of age but show that older children outperform younger children
in general, whereas learning is similar (Agar, Humphries, Naquin, Hebert, &
Wood, 2016; Brocken et al., 2016; Flores et al., 2015; Thomas & Nelson, 2001).
The few studies that do include individual differences mostly highlight that
implicit learning is beneficial for a subgroup of participants (Capio, Poolton,
Sit, Holmstrom, et al., 2013; Maxwell, Capio, & Masters, 2017; Tse & van
Ginneken, 2017, but see Brocken et al., 2016, as an exception). In addition, one
of the aspects that was highlighted in our own studies was the large degree of
individual variation in the amount of performance improvements and learning
following both implicit and explicit learning methods. It is therefore pertinent
to further examine how individual differences in the characteristics of children
relate to this difference in motor performance and learning.

8
8.2 Individual differences related to motor learning
There are many individual characteristics that could play a role in motor
performance and learning, but we will focus on the two variables that were
investigated in this thesis. First of all, we will discuss the role of working
memory capacity as it was expected that motor learning would be dependent
of WM capacity following explicit paradigms, but not following implicit
paradigms (Masters, 1992; Maxwell et al., 2003; Steenbergen et al., 2010). This
role of WM should be most pronounced for verbal WM, as this is used to store,
manipulate and apply declarative knowledge that is accumulated following
explicit learning (Buszard & Masters, 2017). Second, we will discuss the role
of individual preferences for specific learning paradigms as a new avenue for
future work.
8.2.1 Working memory capacity
To elucidate the relation between WM capacity and implicit and explicit motor
performance and learning, we included measures of verbal WM capacity in all
chapters of this thesis and of visuospatial WM capacity in 4 of the 5 chapters.
Collectively, the findings did not confirm our hypotheses. In contrast, they did
show some unexpected results. For a coherent discussion, the results of the
chapter in this thesis, as well as the results found in the literature on the role of
WM capacity on implicit and explicit motor learning are summarized in table 8.2.
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Table 8.2. Results regarding the role of verbal and visuospatial WM capacity on motor
performance and learning following implicit and explicit motor learning methods.
Time

Study

During
practice

Chapter 2
Chapter 4
Chapter 6
Buszard et al. (2017)
Following Chapter 3
Jongbloedpractice
Pereboom et al.
(2017)
Learning Chapter 2
Chapter 5
Chapter 6
Brocken et al.
(2016)
Buszard et al. (2017)
Krajenbrink et al.
(2018)

Method

Verbal WM

Implicit
Instructions
Attentional focus O
Sequence learning O
Instructions
Error-minimizing +*

Explicit
O
O
O
+
+*

Sequence learning
Instructions
Attentional focus O
Sequence learning O

O
O
O

Attentional focus

O

O

Instructions
Attentional focus

Visuospatial WM
Implicit Explicit
+
O
O
O
O
+

+

+

+
O

O
O
O

+
O

O

+
O

O

Note. O indicates that no effect of WM capacity was found, + indicates a positive relation
between WM capacity and motor performance, improvement, or learning. When no symbol is
present, this relation was not investigated.
* In this study, an effect of WM capacity on improvements in motor performance was found
across conditions.

In this paragraph we will first discuss the role of WM capacity during, and
directly following, practice in more detail. On the one hand we showed an effect
of visuospatial working memory on performance during explicit practice in
chapter 2 and a role of verbal WM capacity on changes in motor performance
in chapter 3. On the other hand, we did not find an effect of either verbal or
visuospatial WM capacity on (immediate changes in) performance with implicit
and explicit practice in chapters 4 and 6. One possible explanation for these
contrasting findings is the difference in the cognitive load on WM between the
studies; in chapter 2 children were provided with a set of seven instructions,
whereas children only received one instruction in chapter 4. It may be that a
beneficial effect of better WM capacity on performance only becomes apparent
if the load on WM in the explicit condition is high enough. This suggestion is
corroborated by the findings in the study of Buszard et al. (2017). In their study,
children with better WM capacity (both verbal and visuospatial) perform better
during practice with a set of 5 explicit rules compared to children with low
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WM capacity. Load may also be important to explain the results of chapter 3.
In this study, it is important to consider the participants, which were children
with CP. These children showed profound motor difficulties as well as low WM
capacity. The observed role of WM capacity indicated that children who were
able to perform a complex digit recall task (i.e., backwards digit recall which is
a real WM task, Alloway (2007)) improved their performance more compared to
children who could not perform this task. However, children who could perform
the complex task still scored very low compared to their typically developing
peers. Therefore, the motor task itself may already put a high load on the cognitive
resources of the children, and only children with relatively good capacities were
able to improve on the task. Nevertheless, it seems that the load on WM is
not the only explanation for the contrasting findings reported here and in the
literature. For example, in chapter 2 we showed an effect of visuospatial WM
capacity and not verbal WM capacity, while the latter is predicted to be more
involved in storing and manipulating explicit knowledge. This may be related
to the type of task, which is more concerned with the spatial coordination of
the arm together with the position of the ball and the target, which may depend
more on visuospatial WM capacity (Quinn, 2008). In addition, in chapter 6 WM
is overloaded with a sequence of 10 numbers without any evidence of a role for
WM capacity. Yet, in this study the instructions (i.e., the sequence of angles)
were related to the task and not to the movements itself. If children did not
use this type of information to improve either movement speed or movement
accuracy, it is not surprising that changes in performance were unrelated to
WM capacity. Taken together, the results suggest that WM capacity is needed
during practice when trying to implement multiple instructions, but its effect is
strongly related to both the task (e.g., gross motor skill of sequence learning,
simple or complex), the instructions (e.g., content, amount), and the participants
(e.g., typically or a-typically developing children, age).
Next, we will focus on our mixed results regarding the role of WM capacity
on motor learning. In chapter 2, where children practiced with a set of 7 explicit
rules, WM capacity was not related to motor learning. This is in contrast to
the study of Buszard, Farrow et al. (2017), which showed that children with
better WM capacity learned more than children with low WM capacity after
practice with explicit rules. Nevertheless, several other studies also failed to
show a role for WM capacity on motor learning following implicit and explicit
practice (Brocken et al., 2016; Jongbloed-Pereboom et al., 2017; Krajenbrink et
al., 2018). This is also in line with the lack of an effect of WM capacity on motor
learning we showed in chapter 6. It therefore seems that differences in motor
learning are only apparent when comparing children with WM capacity at the
(very) low and high end of the spectrum, but not when the whole range of WM
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capacity is included. That is, children with high WM capacity might learn more
than children with low working memory capacity, but not significantly more
compared to children with average WM capacity. Only the findings in chapter 5
contrast this suggestion as we showed that visuospatial WM capacity was related
to motor learning in children with DCD, but only following practice with an
external focus of attention. We suggest that this contrasting finding is related to
the participants in this study. These children were treated by physical therapists
who presumably use instructions with an internal focus of attention more often
than instructions with an external focus of attention (see Smits-Engelsman et al.,
2013, for an overview of successful and often used interventions for children
with DCD, which emphasize an internal focus of attention). As a result, children
might be more inclined to use an internal focus of attention, with the external
focus feedback providing an additional load on WM capacity. This additional
load would then result in the finding that children’s motor learning with an
external focus of attention is enhanced for children with better visuospatial WM
capacity.
Taking all the studies investigating the role of WM capacity on implicit and
explicit motor performance and learning in children together, we argue that
there is no conclusive evidence to show that motor performance and learning is
related to WM capacity following explicit paradigms and not following implicit
paradigms. In addition, we suggest that visuospatial WM capacity is more
strongly related to performance and learning of gross motor tasks compared to
verbal WM capacity. This contrasts the assumption that verbal WM capacity is
required when faced with explicit, declarative knowledge (Buszard, Masters et
al., 2017; Maxwell et al., 2003).
A possible explanation for the lack of the anticipated different roles for WM
capacity in implicit and explicit motor learning is that WM capacity may have
influenced the learning process that was taking place (also see Buszard et al.,
2013). That is, children might only engage in explicit motor learning if they have
the required WM capacity, regardless of the learning method that is applied.
Overall, the participants in our study (except the participants with CP in chapter
3) had normal to good WM capacity compared to their peers. Nevertheless, in
children aged 5-12 (which was the age range of our participants) WM capacity
is still developing and not yet at the level comparable to adolescents and adults
(Alloway & Alloway, 2013). This may lead to a relative inability to develop
or store large amounts of declarative information. As a result, children may
focus on a few task aspects that are most beneficial for them to improve their
performance (as we showed in chapter 2, also see Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004).
This, in turn, can lead to a more implicit learning process compared to the
learning process of an adult in a similar learning context. This fits with the
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assumption that the ability for implicit learning develops earlier during life
(e.g., Reber, 1992), and possibly even decreases after the age of 12, while the
ability for explicit learning develops later in life (Janacsek et al., 2012; Nemeth
et al., 2013). Within cognitive tasks, such as mathematical problem solving, a
relation between WM capacity and the selection of the most efficient strategy
to solve problems has been shown (Beilock & DeCaro, 2007). A more complex
problem requires a more complex solution that children can only apply when
they have sufficient WM capacity. Children with lower WM capacity will select
an easier strategy which does not always lead to the correct solution. In the case
of motor learning, children may select a more explicit learning process in more
complex motor tasks and when they have the ability to do so. An interesting
question would then be, if an explicit learning process would also be beneficial
for learning in these complex motor tasks, compared to a less cognitively
demanding implicit process.
Another point of interest is the way in which WM capacity is determined. All
of the above mentioned studies determine WM capacity based on a general test
(AWMA, Alloway (2007)) that has been developed based on the psychological
construct of WM (Alloway et al., 2006). As a result, the AWMA is a complex
task that is closely related to other executive functions, attention, and general
IQ. Different tasks are used to determine verbal and visuospatial WM capacity,
that is a listening recall task and a spatial recall task respectively (see chapter
5 for a more elaborate explanation of the tasks). It can be questioned if this
type of task represents the specific aspects of working memory that may relate
to motor execution, apart from remembering the explicit rules and facts about
the movement. When the role of working memory is discussed from a sports
perspective, researchers often relate this to abilities such as decision making,
predicting the outcomes of a movement, or performance under pressure
(Buszard, Masters, et al., 2017). If working memory would be determined based
on tasks more related to sports skills or movement executions, it may be more
likely that relations with motor learning become apparent.
8.2.2 Personal preferences for learning paradigms
Because we found no consistent evidence that individual differences in WM
capacity could explain individual differences in motor performance and
learning, other individual factors should be considered. One factor that has been
mentioned, but not yet systematically studied, is the preference for a specific
learning paradigm. In chapter 4, we included a measure (i.e., rating how much
effort it took to perform the task according to the instructions) to determine
the preference for instructions with an internal or external focus of attention
and showed that children perform better when they receive instructions that
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correspond to their preferred attentional focus. This is in line with previous
studies that investigated the role of preference on motor performance and
learning with an internal or external focus of attention in adults (Ehrlenspiel et
al., 2004; Marchant et al., 2009; Weiss et al., 2008; Wulf et al., 2001).
To our knowledge, our study (Chapter 4) is the first to include a measure of
preference when looking at the effect of instructions with an internal or external
focus of attention in children. In addition, the work performed in adults is also
limited. Nevertheless, the results corroborate each other and lead to interesting
questions and challenges for future work. First of all, the studies that have been
performed use different measures to determine the preference for an attentional
focus. This often includes some form of subjective rating of how much attention
is directed to specific task aspects or the effort it took to use the provided
instruction (Marchant et al., 2009). These types of ratings can be influenced by
socially desirable answers (i.e., thinking that the researcher would like to hear
that the instructions were being used and were effective), or by performance
when rated afterwards. In addition, these rating are not able to take the dynamic
nature of attentional focus into account (Ristic & Enns, 2015; Toner & Moran,
2016). That is, persons often switch their focus from one task aspect to the other
during practice. In order to advance the field, a measure should be developed
that takes into account all the limitations of the previously utilized measures
and validate this in a large sample. One possible way to move forward is to
focus on the effort that is exerted with a specific attentional focus. Subjective
rating could be combined with an objective tool, like measuring pupil dilation
as indicator for mental effort, to determine individual preferences and how they
relate to performance and learning with internal and external focus instructions
(Toner & Moran, 2016).
Another point of interest regarding preference for specific motor learning
instructions, are the factors that determine this preference. For example, as it is
presumed that an internal focus of attention places a higher demand on cognitive
capacities, we expected that a preference for an internal focus of attention would
be related to better WM capacity. We also expected that a preference for an
internal focus of attention would be related to movement specific reinvestment,
as the latter is related to the tendency to consciously control one’s movement
(Masters, Polman, & Hammond, 1993; Tse & van Ginneken, 2017). However, in
our study no relations between these variables were found. This may be related
to short time scale of our study; we were interested in the immediate effects of
attentional focus instructions. However, in the study of Tse and van Ginneken
(2017) a moderating effect of reinvestment of motor learning with an internal
or external focus of attention became apparent during the transfer test and
delayed retention one week after practice. That is, after one week children with
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a tendency to consciously control movements performed better with an internal
focus of attention, whereas children with a low tendency to consciously control
movements performed better with and external focus.
Another possibility is that preference is related to the familiarity with specific
type of motor learning instructions. In this regard, Maurer and Munzert (2013)
have already shown that participants perform better when they receive the type
of instructions that they are most familiar with. This also fits well with the
finding that in patients with stroke movement automaticity was more enhanced
with their preferred and familiar internal focus of attention (Kal et al., 2015).
We therefore suggest that practicing with a preferred or familiar focus also
places lower demands on cognitive capacities. This could possibly explain why
we found that visuospatial WM capacity influences learning with an external
focus of attention, but not with an internal focus of attention, in children with
DCD (chapter 5). Finally, the role of preference for specific motor learning
instructions has only been studied in paradigms in which the focus of attention
was manipulated. Future studies may try to determine if preference can also
play a role in motor learning with other implicit or explicit practice paradigms.
This could improve individualized approaches to motor learning of children.

8.3 Learning process
As described above, the individual differences in the effectiveness of implicit
and explicit learning methods could not be explained by the differences in
WM capacity. Interestingly, it seems that especially visuospatial WM capacity
might be related to motor performance and learning of sport-related motor
tasks in general, without any clear differences between implicit and explicit
paradigms. This begs the question if the used implicit and explicit learning
methods were successful in manipulating the learning process in children. That
is, do implicit learning methods genuinely lead to less declarative knowledge
and less conscious control compared to explicit learning methods? To get more
insight into the learning process, several measures are employed. Verbal reports
are used to determine the amount of knowledge learners have acquired and is
mostly used in studies that use error-reduced or error-strewn paradigms, or in
SRT tasks. Manipulation checks are used to determine the attentional focus
of a participant and are used in studies that manipulate the focus of attention.
And finally, dual-tasks are used to determine the amount of conscious control
required after learning and are used in a variety of implicit and explicit learning
studies.
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8.3.1 Verbal reports
In chapter 2 we used verbal reports to determine the amount of declarative
knowledge used during task execution both directly after explicit practice and
after the retention test 24h later. We showed that the amount of knowledge was
related to performance during practice, but not to motor learning from pretest
to retention test. This suggests that knowledge which is used during practice is
not necessarily also related to learning. In addition, we determined the amount
of sequence knowledge after learning in the SRT task used in chapter 6. Here
we showed that children in the explicit group had acquired more knowledge
about the sequence compared to children in the implicit group. But despite
these differences in knowledge there were no differences in learning. From
these results we suggest that determining the amount of declarative knowledge
after learning does not relate to, if, and how this knowledge is used during the
process of motor learning. If anything, knowledge may be required to enhance
performance during practice. It may be that the rules and facts about task
execution are helpful to enhance a correct task performance during practice, but
that the informational content is not enough to achieve learning. Learning itself
may be more related to the intrinsic feedback resulting from the performance
during practice, which is not translated to declarative knowledge.
To our knowledge, only two other studies determined the amount of
declarative knowledge with children in a more applied task (Buszard, Farrow
et al., 2017; Maxwell et al., 2017). In the study of Buszard, Farrow et al.
(2017), children practiced a basketball throw across several days in an explicit
context and recalled the instructions at the start of the second and third day of
practice and at the start of the retention test one week later. This study showed
differences in the number of instructions recalled between children with high
and low working memory capacity and an increase in the number of instructions
recalled over time. Because children with high WM capacity also performed
better during practice and learned more compared to children with low WM
capacity, it seems likely that knowledge of the instructions was related to
performance and learning. However, it was not directly assessed if the increase
in knowledge was related to the increase in performance, or how individual
differences in this knowledge across groups influenced performance and
learning. In addition, the study of Maxwell et al. (2017) showed that on group
level children report more rules and facts about the task after explicit, errorstrewn, practice compared to children who practiced with an implicit, errorreduced, paradigm. Again, relations with improvements in performance and the
individual differences in this amount of knowledge were not established. In
SRT tasks with children, results corroborate our findings that children in an
explicit paradigm acquire more sequence knowledge compared to children in an
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implicit paradigm (Jongbloed-Pereboom et al., 2017; Thomas & Nelson, 2001).
However, this difference does not lead to differences in learning. For example,
in the study of Thomas and Nelson (2001) children who got to see the sequence
in advance and children who did not get to see the sequence performed similar
on the SRT task. This is despite the larger amount of sequence knowledge for
children who saw the sequence.
Combining our results with the literature, we would argue that verbal reports
might be a simple and effective tool to assess the amount of declarative (sequence)
knowledge, also in children. Nevertheless, the role of this knowledge in motor
learning remains unclear, as direct relations between the amount of knowledge
and learning are often not included or not reported. In addition, there are some
aspects regarding the reliability of this measure that are important to mention.
First of all, when children receive instructions (in chapter 2 this was a set of
explicit rules), children may be inclined to repeat what was told to them, without
actually using this information for task performance (also see Krajenbrink et al.,
2018, for similar argumentation). Also, reporting information is dependent on
verbal and cognitive skills (Rieber, 1969). As these skills are still developing in
children, it is unclear if children are able to report all the information they used
in the task. So, while the results of the verbal reports do give an indication of the
amount of declarative knowledge, these aspects need to be considered when the
results are interpreted. For example, our finding that the amount of knowledge
after practice is related to performance during practice (chapter 2), may also
reflect that the children who are able to report this knowledge also have better
motor and cognitive skills. The finding that performance during practice was
also related to visuospatial WM capacity (statistically near-significant) provides
some evidence for this suggestion. We therefore argue that different methods
are needed to establish if and how the accumulation of declarative knowledge
influences the learning process.
Additionally, we would recommend future studies to directly relate the
reported knowledge to motor performance. One method that has been applied
in studies with adults is to record the performance during practice on video
(Maxwell et al., 2001; Poolton et al., 2005). Afterwards, it can be observed
if the reported knowledge about movement execution is reflected in changes
in actual movement execution. So far, this method has only been applied in
studies among adults using error-minimizing and error-strewn protocols.
These studies have shown that participants in an error-strewn condition show
more alterations to their movement execution, compared to participants in an
error-minimizing condition (Maxwell et al., 2001; Poolton et al., 2005). This
suggest that participants in the explicit condition applied an effortful hypothesis
testing strategy, in which they form and test hypothesis on how to improve
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their performance following an error and try to apply this hypothesis on their
next trial. However, the study of Poolton et al. (2005) also highlighted that
the concordance between the visible adjustments and the reported rules is
about 50% at the most, indicating that even among adults it can be questioned
what the verbal reports truly represents. It also remains unclear what is most
beneficial for performance and learning, the rules that are reported or the visible
adjustment to the technique, as no direct relations with changes in performance
are made. Nevertheless, combining verbal reports with visual inspection of
movement execution can be a promising avenue, also among children, to further
elucidate if and how the reported knowledge is used for motor performance
and learning. This is especially applicable to error-minimizing and error-strewn
protocol, but might also be adjusted to suit other implicit and explicit learning
methods.
8.3.2 Manipulation checks of attentional focus
In studies that manipulate the attentional focus of participants, researchers are
not concerned with the amount of knowledge that participants accumulate, but
rather with the exact content of this knowledge. When instructions or feedback
promote an external focus, it is expected that learners focus on the effect of
the movement on the environment whereas an internal focus should make the
learners focus on the bodily movements. To asses this, participants are often
asked what they were focusing on while performing the task at the end of the
experiment. This response is then coded as either an internal or external focus. It
has been suggested that the lack of differences in motor performance and learning
after practice with an internal or external focus of attention among children
might be related to lower adherence to the instructions and feedback compared
to adults (Emanuel et al., 2008). Evidence of this suggestion was presented by
Perreault and French (2016). In their study, a more refined procedure was used
to determine the used attentional focus by dividing the responses of the children
to the manipulation check in separate phrases that represent distinct thought
processes. For example, if children reported to focus on getting the ball in the
basket and flapping their wrist, this is divided in the phrases ‘getting the ball in
the basket’ and ‘flapping the wrist’. These phrases were then coded following
a scheme that also included thought processes that do not clearly represent an
internal or external attentional focus. In this example, the child reports both an
internal and an external task aspect. This analysis showed that there was only a
small number of children who solely reported to use the attentional focus related
to the type of feedback they received. This might explain why no difference
in motor learning was found between children who received feedback with an
internal or external focus of attention. In an additional analysis they were able
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to show a trend indicating that children with the best performance more often
reported to use an external focus of attention compared to children with the
lowest performance. These results highlight that the actual use of an attentional
focus might be more important than the experimentally induced attentional
focus.
We followed up on these findings in chapter 4 and also in the study of
Krajenbrink et al. (2018, not included in this thesis). Both studies showed that,
in general, children receiving instructions with an internal focus of attention
also reported to focus more on internal task elements, while children receiving
an external focus of attention focused more on the external task elements.
However, when using the more refined procedure of Perrault and French (2016)
as outlined above to determine the used focus of attention, both of our studies
also showed a large number of thought processes that did not represent a clear
internal or external focus. In addition, some children reported to use both an
internal and an external focus of attention. To our knowledge, this refined
procedure has not been applied to adults practicing with an internal or external
focus of attention. Therefore, we cannot determine if children indeed adhere
less to the instructed attentional focus compared to adults. Nevertheless, we
did show that there is a large variability in the reported use of the instructed
attentional focus among children, which may relate to the lack of differences
in performance and learning with an internal or external focus of attention in
children.
There are also some pitfalls when determining the used attentional focus.
As this procedure is dependent on the verbal reports of children, the limitations
regarding verbal reports as discussed above also apply to the manipulation
check. In addition, the responses of children were sometimes susceptible to
multiple interpretations or included socially desirable answers like ‘I focused on
what you said’. Nevertheless, we do believe that using a fine-grained procedure
(like the procedure used in chapter 4) to analyse the results of a manipulation
check, and the use of a manipulation check in the first place, is a good next step
in understanding how children use the instructions given to them. A possibility
to improve this procedure would be to add a list of both internal and external
task elements that children may have focused on and ask them to rate if, and
how much, they were focusing on this particular aspect.
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8.3.3 Dual task
The final method that gives insight into the amount of conscious control after
learning and that has been applied in this thesis is the assessment of dual
task performance. The rationale for this measure is that following implicit
learning, movement execution is more automatized and less dependent on the
availability of cognitive resources compared to explicit learning. As a result,
motor performance should not be hindered, or hindered less, by the concurrent
performance of a secondary cognitive task (Abernethy, 1988). We applied this
protocol in chapter 3 and showed that the motor performance of children with CP
did not diminish when performing a cognitive dual task after practice with both
an error-reduced and error-strewn practice protocol. In line with this finding,
a recent study on the effect of practice with multiple explicit instructions on
motor learning in children also showed stable performance in a basketball
shooting task in typically developing children (Buszard, Farrow, et al., 2017).
In addition, Krajenbrink et al. (2018) even showed enhanced performance of
a “slingerball task” in a dual task condition after learning with internal and
external focus of attention instructions. In contrast, two other studies did show
the expected decrement in motor performance in a dual task after explicit
learning, but not after implicit learning (Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al.,
2013; Capio, Poolton, Sit, Holmstrom, et al., 2013). Collectively, these studies
consistently show that motor performance is stable following implicit practice
protocol, which indicates a low degree of conscious control. However, the
findings regarding a higher degree of conscious control after explicit practice
protocols are inconclusive.
It needs to be noted that most studies only determine the change in performance
on the motor task. However, it is possible that children prioritize their performance
on the motor task over the secondary task. As a results, performance on the
motor task remains stable while performance on the secondary task diminishes
(Schaefer, Krampe, Lindenberger, & Baltes, 2008). Only if both tasks can be
performed to a similar level as when they are performed separately it may be
concluded that movement execution is truly automatized (Kal, Prosée, et al.,
2018). Therefore, we also included the change in performance on the secondary
task in chapter 3. We showed that the stable motor performance did come at the
cost of performance on the secondary cognitive task, which was significantly
diminished compared to single task performance in both groups. This was
corroborated by the findings by Krajenbrink et al. (2018), who also showed
that performance on the cognitive task in the dual task condition decreased in
both groups. From these findings we might conclude that even though motor
performance was stable when faced with a dual task condition, motor execution
was not automatized after both implicit and explicit practice paradigms. We
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would suggest that future studies always include the change in performance of
the secondary task in order to draw more informed conclusions regarding the
learning process.
8.3.4 General remarks about the learning process
Based on the results of verbal reports, manipulation checks, and dual task
performance we argue that it remains a challenge to verify if the used methods
were successful in generating  implicit and explicit learning in children. As a
result it can be questioned if any beneficial effects found for implicit learning
methods are indeed caused by a more implicit learning process. Also, studies on
implicit and explicit motor learning are often more concerned with the products
of learning and therefore they do not always take the learning process into
account. If measures related to the learning process are included, they often
focus on only one aspect of this process by only determining the amount or
content of de acquired declarative knowledge or only determining dual task
performance. However, increasing the insight into the learning processes that
are taking place would increase the understanding of the “end products” of
practice and learning; that is, improvements in motor performance and motor
learning. One way to do this would be to take a longitudinal approach in which
both the amount and content of the accumulated declarative knowledge (i.e.,
verbal report), and the level of cognitive control required for performance (i.e.,
dual task) are measured. It can then be determined these aspects change over
time following implicit and explicit learning methods, and how these changes
are related to changes in performance.
Another aspect that needs to be taken into account is the moment during
the motor learning process at which these measures are employed (Figure 8.1).
Most of these measures determine the learning process in a retrospective way
(verbal reports, manipulation checks) after the learning process has already
taken place, that is, directly after practice or after retention. An exception is the
study of Buszard, Farrow et al. (2017) in which a secondary task was used at
multiple time points during explicit practice. They showed that this secondary
task could be performed more effectively the more participants had practiced,
indicating that less attention was needed to perform the basketball shooting
task. If this procedure is applied in both an implicit and explicit paradigm, it is
possible that differences in attentional demand across time become apparent,
indicating differences in the learning process between both paradigms. Another
promising avenue to determine the learning process is to look at the (changing)
patterns of brain activation. Research has shown that explicit learning and
conscious control of movement execution is related to a larger degree of coactivation between the verbal-analytical and motor planning regions of the brain
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(Buszard et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2010, 2011). So far, these studies have only
been performed with adults. Possibly, a translation of these measurements to
children can further unravel the different learning processes during practice
with implicit and explicit methods in children and how they differ from the
processes in adults.

8.4 Implications and recommendations for research
The work described in this thesis leads to several implications for research.
Despite the well described rationale (Masters et al., 2013; Steenbergen et al.,
2010), we cannot present conclusive evidence of the beneficial effect of implicit
paradigms on motor learning of children with typical and atypical development.
In the literature, implicit methods lead to similar, or slightly better, motor
performance and learning compared to explicit methods on a group level (see
table 8.1). It may suggest that mere practice seems to be most important to enhance
motor skills in children. In addition, questions arise as to whether the used
methods for implicit and explicit learning indeed lead to more implicit or more
explicit learning processes. The methods that are currently applied to determine
the accumulation of declarative knowledge and the degree of conscious control
are often applied retrospectively and can only indirectly provide insights into
how this influences motor performance and learning. More knowledge about
how the applied learning methods influence motor performance and learning
could help refine the theory and make it better applicable to motor learning of
individual children.
Based on our results regarding the role of WM capacity, declarative
knowledge and dual-task performance following both implicit and explicit
learning methods, we suggest that in our studies motor learning was largely
implicit. However, during practice both implicit and explicit processes seemed
to be involved. This suggestion fits with the view that implicit and explicit
learning processes can be involved in parallel and are not mutually exclusive
(Willingham, 1998; Willingham & Goedert-eschmann, 1999). In addition, a
Delphi study among scientists and practitioners involved in implicit and explicit
motor learning also highlighted that the methods used to promote either implicit
or explicit motor learning cannot be strictly divided in a dichotomous manner
(Kleynen et al., 2014). Rather, learning methods promote a more implicit or more
explicit learning process (as also depicted in figure 8.2), again suggesting that
both processes are involved in parallel. Our results suggest that the same holds
true for children, although it remains unclear how and when these processes are
involved, and how this is possibly different depending on the age of children
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and the impairment of a-typically developing children. To better understand
this, research could focus on how different neural networks, for example the
co-activation of the verbal-analytical and motor areas of the brain, are involved
both during practice and after learning.
Furthermore, we showed a large degree of individual variation in motor
performance and learning, but were unable to explain this variance by including
the individual differences in WM capacity. One aspect that needs to be
acknowledged in this regard is the possible low power of our studies to detect
an effect of WM capacity. The experimental studies were primarily designed
to detect changes in performance and differences between groups, whereas a
correlational approach was used to analyse the role of WM capacity. An initial
recommendation would therefore be to perform more large-scale studies in order
to detect the probably small effects of WM capacity. However, a recent large-scale
study (N = 162) examining the role of WM capacity following practice with an
internal and external focus of attention still failed to show a relation with learning
(Krajenbrink et al., 2018). We therefore suggest that the role of WM capacity in
implicit and explicit motor learning is more complex than the assumption that
it is required in explicit but not in implicit learning. Instead, the role of WM
capacity may depend on the difficulty of the task relative to the skill level of the
participant (Guadagnoli & Lee, 2004), the load and informational content of the
instructions, and the learning method that is applied. Future studies in which these
variables are systematically studied should enhance our understanding of the role
of WM capacity in implicit and explicit motor learning, not only in children but
also among adults. In addition, our results suggest that, at least for sport-related
gross motor tasks, adequate visuospatial WM capacity may be more important for
motor performance and learning in general than verbal WM capacity. However,
the currently applied methods to study WM involvement during learning, like
dual-tasks and verbal reports, emphasize the verbal aspect of WM. To better
understand the role of WM capacity it is therefore also required to take both verbal
and visuospatial WM into account. Finally, we hypothesize that WM capacity
may influence the learning process that is taking place and that, as a result, an
explicit learning process only occurs when the required WM capacity is present
in combination with an explicit learning method.
In addition, there are other individual characteristics that could help to explain
the individual differences in motor performance and learning following implicit and
explicit practice protocols. We already discussed the possibilities of determining
a preferred learning style. In addition, the literature has flagged other factors that
relate to implicit and explicit motor learning. For example, in the study of Tse and
van Ginneken (2017) the effect of instructions with an internal or external focus of
attention were related to the children’s tendency to consciously control movements
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(i.e., reinvestment). Children with a high tendency to consciously control
movements improved more when they received an internal focus of attention, while
children with a low tendency improved more with an external focus of attention.
We did include a measure of reinvestment in the study described in chapter 4 of this
thesis, but were unable to show an effect on the immediate effects of instructions
with an internal and external focus. Future studies could extend on these findings by
determining the role of reinvestment during and directly following practice, and on
motor learning. Other aspects that may explain the individual differences in motor
performance and learning may be related to psychological factor, like motivation
or self-efficacy. For example, children may engage less in tasks that are too easy
because they get bored, or in tasks that are too difficult because they do not belief
that they can be successful. It is not directly clear if these factors could also explain
differences in performance and learning following implicit and explicit methods. A
relation can be seen with error-minimizing and error-strewn methods; with errorminimizing protocols children experience success and might be more motivated and
learn more (see Capio, Poolton, Sit, Eguia, et al., 2013, for similar argumentation).
Future studies could include these motivational factors to investigate their possibly
mediating role in motor learning and performance.
A next step to determine other factors related to implicit and explicit
motor learning in children, might be to consult with practitioners who are
teaching children (new) motor skills like PE teachers, physical therapists, or
sports trainers. They are often confronted with the large degree of individual
variability and provide children with different instructions and learning
paradigms based on experience. In this regard, they are often unknowingly
skilled in differentiating their approach to individual children. Research among
physical therapists working with stroke patients already showed that their
decision regarding the type of instruction they provide to their patients, depends
on certain characteristics of their patients (Kal, van den Brink, et al., 2018).
Experimental studies then showed evidence that these characteristics can indeed
be related to improvements in motor performance following instructions with
an internal or external focus of attention (Kal et al., 2015; Kal, Houdijk, et al.,
2018). This shows that the knowledge and experience of practitioners can be a
very valuable source for creating evidence based practice.
A final recommendation regarding studies on implicit and explicit motor
learning in children is focused on the context in which experimental studies
are performed. Almost all of the studies referred to in this discussion apply the
paradigms in a very controlled experimental setting. That is, children practice in a
1-on-1 situation, in a controlled environment, with the presence of an unfamiliar
experimenter. This setting increases the level of experimental control, and with
that the theoretical value, but the generalizability and representativeness of the
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results unknown (also see van der Kamp et al., 2015) We tried to improve on
this procedure in chapter 5 by letting the therapists of the children provide the
instructions to the children. This study showed the possibilities of applying implicit
and explicit motor learning in practice, but also highlighted some challenges that
need improvement. This includes the control on how the therapists provided the
instructions and the other activities that were being undertaken in the therapy
sessions. If researchers want to provide practitioners with valuable insights, it is
important to take the context into account. For example, by designing studies in
which children practice a skill in larger groups (just like physical education classes
or sport practice) and by letting the practitioners execute the study procedures.

8.5 Implications and recommendations for practice
The importance of promoting motor skill learning in children cannot be
underestimated. The relationships between motor proficiency on the one hand, and
active lifestyle (also later in life), physical and psychological health, and general
wellbeing are well established in the literature (Barnett, Morgan, van Beurden, &
Beard, 2008; Bloemen et al., 2015; Cairney et al., 2005; Capio, Sit, Abernethy, &
Masters, 2012a; De Meester et al., 2018; Larsen et al., 2015; Palisano et al., 2011).
Despite the clear benefits of well-developed motor skills, the level of motor skills
among typically developing children in primary education in the Netherlands has
decreased over the past decade (Inspectie voor het Onderwijs, 2018). It is therefore
increasingly important that all practitioners, and not only those practitioners
working with children with motor disabilities, can effectively apply motor learning
principles. We acknowledge that motor learning encompasses more than the
implicit and explicit paradigms that were the subject of this thesis. Nevertheless,
our results, together with the increasing amount of literature on the topic, do lead
to recommendations on the application of implicit and explicit paradigms for motor
learning in children with typical and a-typical development.
Most importantly, we showed that children can improve their performance
on the practiced tasks following both implicit and explicit learning paradigms.
Despite the lack of differences between the paradigms, the results highlight that
both paradigms seem appropriate to use in daily practice. In our observational
studies described in chapter 7, we showed that PE teachers in special education
already often alter between more implicit and more explicit methods in their
lessons. This approach fits with the individual differences in motor performance
and learning that we showed in our studies. However, we also found that the
decision for a specific approach is often based on experience, trial-and-error, and
their expert intuition, and teachers are often unaware of the difference between
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implicit and explicit methods. We therefore suggest that it may be beneficial if
practitioners are able to more consciously select implicit or explicit methods
and have the ability to switch between those depending on the response of the
children. The handbook developed in our project has proven to be one way in
which this awareness can be increased (see Chapter 7).
Based on our results, the step to advise practitioners on evidence-based
individualized motor learning approaches is still too far away. This would
require a more complete picture on the individual factors that are related to the
individual differences in motor performance and learning following implicit and
explicit learning methods. As already mentioned previously, the expertise and
experiences of practitioners can be crucial to complete this picture, not only in
the context of physical educations, but also sports, therapy, and rehabilitation.
The translation of the research findings into a tool that can aid professionals
in applying implicit and explicit learning in practice encompasses more than
just informing them about the outcomes of studies. The applied research line
in chapter 7 underlines that the gap between experimental studies and daily
practice is large. This emphasizes that effort is needed from both researchers as
well as practitioners to bridge this gap and to be able to learn from each other’s
expertise. We therefore recommend that practitioners are always included in
research projects that aim to improve motor learning specifically, and the daily
practice of practitioners in general. This inclusions should already be organized
from the inception of the project and not only as a means to apply a new
intervention. A possible way in which this could be realized is by performing
studies in daily practices where children learn or practice motor skills.

8.6 Conclusion
We showed that children with typical and atypical development can improve
motor performance and learn motor skills following practice with implicit and
explicit paradigms. However, in our studies the expected benefit of implicit over
explicit learning was not found. This is probably due to implicit and explicit
paradigms not always leading to (sufficiently) distinct implicit and explicit
learning processes in children. We suggest that both implicit and explicit
processes are involved during practice, but that motor learning is largely implicit.
We also observed large individual differences in response to the implicit and
explicit paradigms. Unexpectedly, this was not related to differences in working
memory capacity. We propose that individualized motor learning approaches,
partly based on individual preferences for learning paradigms, lead to the best
motor learning results.
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Adequate performance of motor skills is one of the prerequisites for successful
and prolonged participation in society at large, and sports and exercise in
particular. The basics of these skills are learned during childhood and early
adolescence, but for some children the development of these motor skills is not
self-evident. This includes children with motor disorders or children with a motor
delay. In the scientific literature, there is an increase in attention regarding ways
on how to optimize the process of motor learning and performance. However,
the number of studies that have investigated motor learning and performance in
typically developing children or in children with motor difficulties is limited.
Also, individual characteristics that may affect motor learning and performance
in children are not often considered in the literature. Increasing knowledge about
characteristics of a person that can influence the process of motor learning,
and how children differ in this respect, is a necessary first step in developing
more individualized protocols for the field of motor development, sports and
rehabilitation.
In this thesis we focus on the application of implicit and explicit motor
learning methods when children, both typically developing children and children
with motor difficulties, practice motor skills. Explicit learning is characterized
by an increase in knowledge about the execution of the movement. This places
a high demand on working memory (WM) capacity, which is needed to keep
this information active and available for processing, manipulation and/or
application to the next attempt in order to improve performance. With practice,
the amount of cognitive control reduces until the movement is completely
automatized. During an implicit learning process, a context is created that aims
to minimize the accumulation of knowledge and with that to promote more
unconscious, automatic control processes to regulate movement execution.
As motor performance does not require cognitive control, implicit learning is
supposed to be less dependent of age and cognitive resources. It has therefore
been suggested to be particularly suitable for children or individuals with poor
cognitive resources. In this thesis we examined the applicability of implicit
and explicit motor learning methods for children with typical and a-typical
motor development. In addition, we examined the relation between individual
differences in WM capacity and the effectiveness of implicit and explicit motor
learning methods.
In the first study (Chapter 2), we tested the assumption that individual
differences in explicit motor learning are related to individual differences in
WM capacity. We examined this among children with low motor abilities. We
applied an explicit motor learning method, in which children were provided
with a set of explicit rules on how to perform an aiming task. The results showed
that children were able to learn in with this explicit method, as evidenced by
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an improvement in aiming performance. Remembering rules about the task and
a better visuospatial WM capacity were related to better performance during
practice. However, individual differences in WM capacity could not explain
the individual differences we found in learning. These results indicated that the
process of motor learning may have been more implicit in this group of children
with low motor abilities.
In Chapter 3 we studied if children with a profound motor disorder (i.e.,
Cerebral Palsy) were able to improve on an aiming task following implicit and
explicit practice protocols. For the implicit protocol the occurrence of errors
was minimized by starting practice at the easiest target and gradually increasing
the difficulty of the task. In the explicit protocol the occurrence of errors was
induced by starting practice at the most difficult target and gradually decreasing
the difficulty of the task. The results showed that both practice protocols led
to an improvement in aiming performance. We also found that, across groups,
better verbal WM capacity was related to a larger improvement, but only when
the number of errors was kept to a minimum. From these results it was suggested
that children with CP need a minimum level of WM functioning in order to
improve on a gross motor tasks. However, it remains unclear if this represents a
rudimentary form of explicit learning, or that the process of learning was mostly
implicit.
In Chapter 4 and 5 we used the manipulation of attentional focus to
promote implicit and explicit motor learning. An internal focus of attention (i.e.,
focusing on the movements of the body) is presumed to promote a more explicit
learning process because it leads cognitively controlled movement execution.
In contrast, an external focus of attention (i.e., focusing on the effects of the
movements on the environment) should lead to a more implicit learning process
as it promotes a more automatic control process of movement execution. In
Chapter 4 we investigated the immediate effects of instructions with an internal
or external focus of attention on performance of a golf putting task. In addition,
we investigated relations with WM capacity and we determined the preferred
focus of attention in children by asking how much effort it took to perform the
task according to the received instruction. We used a cross-over design in which
children practiced with one type of focus on the first day, and with the other
type of focus a week later. The results highlighted that both types of attentional
focus instructions can lead to immediate improvements in putting performance.
In addition, the improvements are more pronounced when children practice with
the attentional focus they prefer. No relations with WM capacity were found.
This suggest that individual preferences may be an important factor to explain
individual differences in motor learning.
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We investigated the effect of feedback with an internal or external focus
of attention in a clinical setting in Chapter 5. Children with (probable)
Developmental Coordination Disorder, who were treated by a physical
therapist, practiced a complex aiming task (i.e., throwing a “slingerball”)
during therapy sessions. Their physical therapist provided feedback, following
a strict protocol, with either an internal or external focus of attention. Again, we
showed that aiming performance improved following both feedback protocols.
We also found a relation with visuospatial WM capacity; children who received
feedback with an external focus of attention improved more on this task when
they had better visuospatial WM capacity. No relations were found in the group
who received an internal focus of attention an no relations were apparent for
verbal WM capacity.
The final experimental chapter of this thesis (Chapter 6) describes a study
in which we investigated implicit and explicit motor learning with an adapted
Serial Reaction Time (SRT) task. In a SRT task, participants have to respond
to a stimulus on a screen by pressing the corresponding button on a keyboard.
This stimulus follows a predetermined sequence which is either known to
the participant (leading to explicit learning) or unknown (leading to implicit
learning). With practice, the response times for trials that belong to the sequence
get faster compared to trials that do not belong to this sequence, indicating
that the task is learned. We adapted this task by changing the response that is
required. We used a gross motor movement of flexing the elbow to the specific
angle that is shown on the screen, rather than the traditional key press. With this
adapted task we were able to analyse both the response time, as is done in the
traditional SRT tasks, as well as movement accuracy, which is often not included
in previous studies. The results showed that sequence specific improvements
were only apparent for movement accuracy and not for the response times.
On the first practice day, this was only apparent for children in the implicit
group, but on the second day learning had occurred in both the implicit and
explicit group. We also examined the relations with verbal and visuospatial WM
capacity, but no relations were found.
In addition to the experimental chapters, this project was also concerned
with the translation of scientific knowledge on implicit and explicit motor
learning to practice. Chapter 7 describes how we organized the translation
of the results from our experimental studies to applied studies in the context
of physical education in special needs education. Three different phases have
led to the development of a handbook aimed at applying implicit and explicit
motor learning methods into practice. This handbook has been implemented
in special needs education. Physical education teachers have subsequently
evaluated its applicability. Because our experimental studies indicated that both
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implicit and explicit learning methods could lead to improved performance, the
handbook included examples of how both methods can be used. The teachers
acknowledged this wide arrangement of different learning methods and used it
to tailor their instructions to the individual children. As such, there is no onesize-fits-all solution to optimize motor learning.
In sum, the research in this thesis showed that both implicit and explicit motor
learning methods can lead to improved motor performance and learning in both
typically and a-typically developing children. Large individual differences do
exist regarding the effectiveness of the different learning methods. We were
unable to explain these differences with individual differences in WM capacity,
but we showed that preferences for a specific learning method can be an
important factor that warrants further study. The similarities we found in motor
performance and learning with both implicit and explicit learning methods
may be related to the underlying learning processes, which is further discussed
in Chapter 8. Despite the fact that we cannot give clear recommendations
regarding tailor-made motor learning methods, our results do show that it can
be beneficial if practitioners are ably to apply both implicit and explicit motor
learning methods in their daily practice. We therefore recommend collaborations
between research and practice in order to create evidence based, tailor-made
motor learning interventions for children.
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Om goed deel te kunnen nemen aan de maatschappij in het algemeen, en aan
sport- en beweegactiviteiten in het bijzonder, is het vaak een voorwaarde
dat motorische vaardigheden adequaat uitgevoerd kunnen worden. De basis
van deze motorische vaardigheden wordt geleerd tijdens de kindertijd en het
begin van de adolescentie, maar voor sommige kinderen is de ontwikkeling
van deze vaardigheden niet vanzelfsprekend. Denk hierbij bijvoorbeeld aan
kinderen met een motorische beperking of een motorische achterstand. In
de wetenschappelijke literatuur is er dan ook steeds meer aandacht voor
manieren waarop het proces van het aanleren en uitvoeren van motorische
vaardigheden geoptimaliseerd kan worden. Het aantal studies wat zich hierbij
heeft gericht op typisch ontwikkelende kinderen, of kinderen met motorische
problemen, is echter beperkt. Daarnaast is er in de literatuur nog weinig bekend
over individuele kenmerken van kinderen die invloed kunnen hebben op het
motorische leerproces. Om de methodes die worden gebruikt op het gebied van
motorische ontwikkeling, sport en revalidatie beter te kunnen personaliseren, is
een belangrijke eerste stap om meer te weten over de factoren die het motorische
leerproces beïnvloeden. Hierbij is het ook belangrijk om te onderzoeken hoe
deze factoren verschillen tussen kinderen en volwassenen.
In dit proefschrift hebben we ons gericht op de toepassing van impliciete en
expliciete leermethodes in situaties waarin kinderen, zowel typisch ontwikkelende
kinderen als kinderen met motorische problemen, hun motorische vaardigheden
oefenen. Expliciet leren wordt gekenmerkt door een toename in kennis over
hoe de beweging precies uitgevoerd moet worden. Dit doet een groot beroep
op de capaciteit van het werkgeheugen. Deze wordt gebruikt om de informatie
beschikbaar te houden om verwerkt, gemanipuleerd, en/of toegepast te worden
bij de volgende poging met als doel de prestatie te verbeteren. Deze cognitieve
controle neemt gedurende het oefenen af totdat de beweging automatisch wordt
uitgevoerd. Bij een impliciet leerproces wordt de omgeving juist zo ingericht
dat de toename in kennis zoveel mogelijk wordt beperkt. Dit bevorderd een
meer onbewust, automatisch proces van het uitvoeren van bewegingen. Omdat
de uitvoer van de beweging minder afhankelijk is van cognitieve controle
wordt verondersteld dat impliciet leren minder gerelateerd is aan leeftijd en
cognitieve vaardigheden. Het is daarom gesuggereerd dat impliciete methodes
in het bijzonder geschikt zijn voor kinderen of individuen met verminderde
cognitieve vaardigheden. In dit proefschrift hebben we onderzocht of impliciete
en expliciete motorische leermethodes daadwerkelijk toegepast kunnen worden
bij typisch ontwikkelende kinderen en kinderen met motorische beperkingen.
Daarnaast hebben we onderzocht of verschillen in werkgeheugencapaciteit
gerelateerd zijn aan de effectiviteit van impliciete en expliciete leermethodes.
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In de eerste studie (hoofdstuk 2) hebben we de veronderstelling dat individuele
verschillen in expliciet motorisch leren gerelateerd zijn aan individuele
verschillen in werkgeheugencapaciteit onderzocht. Dit hebben we gedaan onder
kinderen met slechte motorische vaardigheden. We pasten hierbij een expliciete
leermethode toe, waarbij kinderen een serie expliciete instructies kregen over
hoe ze een miktaak moesten uitvoeren. De resultaten lieten zien dat kinderen
hun prestatie op de miktaak konden verbeteren met deze expliciete leermethode.
Daarbij was de prestatie tijdens het oefenen beter wanneer kinderen meer regels
konden onthouden en over een goed visuospatieel werkgeheugen beschikken.
De verschillen in werkgeheugencapaciteit waren echter niet gerelateerd
aan de hoeveelheid die er werd geleerd. Deze resultaten suggereren dat het
daadwerkelijke leerproces mogelijk meer impliciet is geweest bij deze kinderen.
In hoofdstuk 3 hebben we onderzocht of kinderen met de motorisch beperking
Cerebrale Parese (CP) een miktaak kunnen leren met behulp van een impliciete
of expliciete oefenprotocollen. In het impliciete protocol werd het aantal fouten
dat de kinderen konden maken geminimaliseerd door te starten met oefenen
op het meest makkelijke doel en de moeilijkheid van de taak langzaam te laten
toenemen. In het expliciete protocol werd juist gestart met oefenen op het meest
moeilijke doe en werd de moeilijkheid langzaam minder, waarmee het maken
van fouten juist wordt bevorderd. De resultaten lieten zien dat beide protocollen
leidden tot een verbetering in het mikken. Voor de groep als geheel was een
beter verbaal werkgeheugen gerelateerd aan een grotere verbetering, maar
alleen wanneer het aantal fouten tijdens het oefenen laag bleef. Op basis hiervan
werd gesteld dat kinderen met CP mogelijk een minimaal werkgeheugen niveau
nodig hebben om een motorische taak te leren. Het is echter onduidelijk of dit
duid op een basisvorm van expliciet leren, of dat het leerproces voornamelijk
impliciet was.
In hoofdstuk 4 en 5 hebben we de focus van aandacht gemanipuleerd om
impliciet en expliciet leren te bevorderen. Een interne focus van aandacht
(gericht op de bewegingen van het lichaam) zou tot een meer expliciet leerproces
moeten leiden omdat de bewegingsuitvoering hier cognitief gecontroleerd wordt.
Een externe focus (gericht op het effect van een beweging op de omgeving)
moet daarentegen juist leiden tot een meer impliciet leerproces omdat hierbij
de automatische processen van bewegingscontrole meer worden ingezet. In
hoofdstuk 4 hebben we onderzocht wat het directe effect van instructies met
een interne of externe focus van aandacht is op de prestatie op een golf put taak.
Daarbij hebben we gekeken naar relaties met werkgeheugencapaciteit en hebben
we de voorkeursfocus van kinderen bepaald door ze te vragen hoeveel moeite
het kost om de gekregen instructie uit te voeren. We hebben een cross-over
design gebruikt waarbij kinderen de eerste dag met de ene focus oefenden en
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een week later met de andere focus. De resultaten lieten zien dat beide vormen
van instructie leidden tot directe verbeteringen in de prestatie. Daarnaast waren
deze verbeteringen groter wanneer kinderen oefenden met hun voorkeursfocus.
Er werden geen relaties met werkgeheugencapaciteit gevonden. De individuele
voorkeur lijkt op basis van deze resultaten een mogelijke belangrijke factor te
zijn om individuele verschillen in motorisch leren te verklaren.
Het effect van feedback met een interne of externe focus van aandacht
hebben we in hoofdstuk 5 in een meer klinische setting onderzocht. Kinderen
met (een verdenking op) Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD),
onder behandeling bij een kinderfysiotherapeut, oefenden hier een complexe
miktaak (namelijk het gooien van een slingerbal) tijdens therapiesessies.
De fysiotherapeut gaf hierbij feedback met een interne of externe focus van
aandacht volgens een strikt protocol. Ook in deze studie werd gevonden dat
beide vormen van feedback leidden tot een verbetering in de prestatie op de taak.
We vonden ook een relatie met visuospatieel werkgeheugencapaciteit; kinderen
die feedback ontvingen met een externe focus van aandacht verbeterden meer
wanneer ze een beter visuospatieel werkgeheugen hadden. Er werd geen relatie
gevonden in de groep die feedback met een interne focus van aandacht ontving.
Ook waren er geen relaties met verbaal werkgeheugen.
In het laatste experimentele hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift (hoofdstuk 6)
beschrijft een studie waarin impliciet en explicit motorisch leren is onderzocht
door middel van een aangepaste Seriële Reactietijd (SRT) taak. In deze taak
moeten deelnemers normaalgesproken reageren op een stimulus op een scherm
door de corresponderende toets op een keyboard in te drukken. Deze stimulus
volgt een vooraf bepaalde volgorde welke wel bekend is bij de deelnemer (en
leidt tot expliciet leren) of juist niet (wat leidt tot impliciet leren). Gedurende
het oefenen worden de reactietijden voor trial die horen bij de volgorde sneller
in vergelijking tot trials die niet tot deze volgorde behoren, wat impliceert dat
de taak is geleerd. Wij hebben deze taak aangepast door de gevraagde respons te
veranderen naar een grof-motorische respons; het buigen van de elleboog naar
het specifieke aantal graden dat op het scherm wordt getoond in plaats van de
traditionele druk op de toets. Met deze aanpassing werd het mogelijk om niet
alleen de responstijden te analyseren, zoals in de traditionele SRT taken wordt
gedaan, maar ook de accuratesse van de beweging. De resultaten lieten zien
dat de verbeteringen gerelateerd aan de volgorde alleen te zien waren voor de
accuratesse en niet voor de responstijden. OP de eerste oefendag was dit alleen
het geval voor kinderen in de impliciete groep, maar op dag 2 bleek dat kinderen
in beide groepen de volgorde hadden geleerd. We hebben ook de relaties met
verbaal en visuospatieel werkgeheugen onderzocht, maar hier werden geen
relaties gevonden.
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In toevoeging op de experimentele hoofdstukken was in dit project ook de
vertaling van wetenschappelijke kennis over impliciet en expliciet motorisch
leren naar de dagelijkse praktijk van belang. Hoofstuk 7 beschrijft hoe wij deze
vertaling van experimentele studies naar toegepaste studies in de context van
het bewegingsonderwijs op het speciaal onderwijs hebben vormgegeven. Drie
verschillende fases hebben geleid tot een handboek gericht op de toepassing
van impliciete en expliciete motorische leermethodes in de praktijk. Dit
handboek is geïmplementeerd in het speciaal onderwijs, waarbij gymdocenten
de toepasbaarheid hebben geëvalueerd. Omdat uit de experimentele studies was
gebleken dat zowel impliciete als expliciete leermethodes kunnen leiden tot
verbeteringen in motorische vaardigheden, hebben we van beide leermethodes
praktische voorbeelden geïncludeerd in het handboek. De gymdocenten
bevestigden dat zij dit brede arrangement aan verschillende leermethodes
inzetten om te proberen hun instructies aan te passen aan de behoeftes van de
individuele kinderen. Hieruit blijkt ook dat er niet 1 beste oplossing is om het
motorisch leren te optimaliseren.
Samenvattend heeft het onderzoek in dit proefschrift laten zien dat zowel
impliciete als expliciete leermethodes kunnen leiden tot een verbetering in
prestatie en motorisch leren bij zowel typisch als niet-typisch ontwikkelende
kinderen. Wel zijn er grote individuele verschillen in de effectiviteit van de
verschillende leermethodes. Deze verschillen konden niet verklaard worden
door verschillen in werkgeheugencapaciteit, maar wel is gebleken dat de
voorkeur voor een specifieke leermethode mogelijk een belangrijke factor is die
verder onderzocht moeten worden. De gevonden overeenkomsten in motorisch
leren en de prestatie met impliciete en expliciete leermethodes zijn mogelijk
gerelateerd aan de onderliggende leerprocessen, wat in hoofdstuk 8 verder wordt
bediscussieerd. Ondanks het feit dat we nog geen eenduidige aanbevelingen
kunnen doen wat betreft op maat gemaakte motorische leermethodes, laten
onze resultaten wel zien dat het voor professionals belangrijk is dat zij beide
methodes kunnen toepassen in hun dagelijkse praktijk. Wij willen dan ook
aanbevelen dat onderzoek en praktijk intensiever samenwerken om te komen tot
evidence-based, op maat gemaakte motorische leerinterventies voor kinderen.
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Terugkijkend op die 6 jaar dat ik met dit promotietraject bezig ben geweest
is de tijd toch eigenlijk heel snel gegaan. Dit heeft niet in de minste plaats te
maken met alle enthousiaste mensen waarmee ik heb mogen samenwerken en
alle leuke (zij)projecten waar ik daardoor aan mee heb kunnen werken. Hier wil
ik dan ook iedereen bedanken die direct of indirect heeft bijgedragen aan deze
promotie (of juist de afleiding ervan).
Allereerst mijn promotor en copromotor, Bert en John. In de wetenschap is
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was er ook altijd ruimte voor gesprekken over andere onderwerpen (voor jullie).
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je niet alleen een inhoudelijke bijdrage aan dit proefschrift, maar heeft dit mij
ook kansen gegeven om me breder te ontwikkelen dan enkel als onderzoeker. De
toenemende mate van verantwoordelijkheid voor alle aspecten van het project,
de ruimte die ik kreeg om congressen te organiseren, en de mogelijkheden om
bij alles rondom Active Living betrokken te zijn hebben ertoe bijgedragen dat ik
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belangrijke bijdrage is geweest voor de kwaliteit van dit proefschrift.
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studenten van onschatbare waarde geweest. Elise en Jarno, jullie waren de
eerste 2 jaar mijn directe collega’s op het project. Met jullie ervaring buiten de
wetenschappelijke wereld heb ik veel geleerd over de vertaling van onderzoek
naar de praktijk en het organiseren van verschillende bijeenkomsten zoals onze
kick-off. Eralt, jouw komst bij het project gaf weer een nieuwe impuls aan de
vertaling van wetenschap naar praktijk met het organiseren van ons congres.
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En mede dankzij jouw grote netwerk en expertise in het praktijkgerichte
sportonderzoek hebben onze resultaten de weg naar de praktijk goed kunnen
vinden.
Verder hebben vele studenten van HBO en WO opleidingen bijgedragen aan
de dataverzameling voor het project. Zonder jullie inzet was dit niet gelukt,
bedankt! Drie wil ik hier in het bijzonder noemen, aangezien zij geen student
bleven maar, via verschillende wegen, ook collega’s zijn geworden.
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en nog wat kunnen kletsen. Jij bent in die beginperiode een belangrijke factor
geweest om me hier een beetje thuis te gaan voelen. Hidde, als collega voor alle
nieuwe dingen die eraan komen (en waarmee mijn motivatie voor die laatste delen
van mijn proefschrift soms wat minder werd) hielp het me wel dat je na veel
van de overleggen even vroeg ‘of mijn proefschrift nou al af is’. Jessica, jij bent
een van de meest constante factoren hier op de afdeling en ik vind het dan ook
heel leuk dat ik voorlopig nog even je collega blijf. Bedankt voor alle gezellige
lunchpauzes, het samen frustraties delen over onderwijs planningen en dat ik
altijd even binnen kan lopen met allerlei vragen.
Naast mijn collega’s wil ik ook een aantal vrienden bedanken. Denise, Lisanne,
Marvin, Wieke, Robbert, Jeffrey, Alexander & Iris, eigenlijk heb ik jullie veel te
weinig gezien in de afgelopen 6 jaar. Misschien heeft het er iets mee te maken dat
ik ‘naar de andere kant van het land’ verhuisde voor de meeste van jullie. Toch wil
ik jullie bedanken dat het altijd weer ouderwets gezellig was als we elkaar dan wel
weer spraken om samen te eten, bij een bruiloft, of om gewoon even bij te kletsen.
Nelleke, Theo, Bianca, Dimitri & Marco, bedankt dat wij altijd bij jullie binnen
kunnen vallen (al willen jullie waarschijnlijk dat we dat vaker doen) en dat ik
me onderdeel van jullie familie kan voelen. Bij alle dagjes weg, verjaardagen,
feestdagen of gewoon gezellige koffie of bbq momenten ging het vaak juist niet
over mijn promotie en dat was een welkome afwisseling.
Mama, papa en Martijn, als ik bij jullie ben voelt het toch altijd weer als thuis
komen. Bedankt dat jullie altijd voor me klaar staan en dat ik alles met jullie kan
delen. Of ik nou wilde klagen als het allemaal niet ging zoals ik wilde, advies
wilde over zo’n beetje alles, of juist leuke momenten wilde delen, ik kon (en kan)
altijd bij jullie terecht. Jullie hebben me altijd alle support gegeven die ik nodig
heb om hier uit te kunnen komen, bedankt!
Lieve Xander, de laatste woorden zijn natuurlijk voor jou. We leerden elkaar
kennen vlak voordat ik naar Nijmegen vertrok en ik heb jou eigenlijk meteen
met me meegenomen. Jij bent de enige die echt alle ups en downs van mijn
promotietraject heeft meegekregen. Bij al mijn onzekerheden, frustraties, en
momenten dat ik even niet meer wist waar ik nou eigenlijk mee bezig was, ben jij
met jouw nuchterheid mijn rots in de branding geweest. Ik kan me niet voorstellen
hoe ik dit allemaal had kunnen doen als ik jou niet had gehad. En gelukkig hebben
we ook veel leuke momenten samen mee kunnen maken. Mooie vakanties, met
Australië als hoogtepunt, leuke dagjes of weekendjes weg, of gewoon gezellig
samen thuis een spelletje spelen (als ik maar win…). We gingen van een kamer
en een appartement in Zoetermeer, naar een appartement samen, naar nu ons
eigen huis met een tuin(tje). En nu mogen we binnenkort samen ons nieuwe,
spannendste, maar ook mooiste avontuur gaan beginnen met onze kleine spruit!
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